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S U M M A R Y 
Factors controlling cyclic sedimentation are discussed 
in a parallel study of two evaporite-bearing sequence, the 
Zechstein of Germany and the Silurian Salina Group of the 
Appalachian Basin. The Zechstein sequence was deposited in 
a basin that had received the debris swept in from the Varis-
can orogenic zone. The deposition of the evaporite-bearing 
sequence took place during a period of tectonic calm, pre-
ceded and succeeded by mild late Variscan movements. The se-
quence is divided into four major cycles by shale horizons 
accompanied and basinwards partially replaced by dolomites 
and anhydrites. Halite is the dominant sediment, it contains 
beds of anhydrite and potash salts, less commonly of shale, 
forming with the halite sedimentary cycles of diverse magni-
tudes. 
The Salina Group has been deposited in a basin that had 
previously received debris from the Taconic orogenic zone. 
The last orogenic movements had virtually ceased before the 
deposition of evaporites commenced. The evaporite-bearing se-
quence is divided into three major cycles by shale suites re-
lated to alluvial, fans of debris swept in from the previous 
orogenic zone. The shale beds are accompanied by dolomite beds 
containing stromatolitic horizons. The salt contains shale and 
dolomite beds of diverse thicknesses, giving rise to cycles of 
varied magnitudes. With increasing distance from the orogenic 
zone, the thinner shale interbeds in the salt grade into anhy-
drite. 
vi 
In contrast to the Zechstein sequence, in the Salina 
Group thicker anhydrite beds are rare and no potash zones 
have been found. The anhydrite deficiency is attributed by 
the author to bacterial reduction of the Caso4 • The H2s thus 
formed is in part retained in the sediments, in part it de-
posited Fes2 or re-oxidized. The lack of potassium salts in-
dicates a less inhibited communication with the open sea, as 
also witnessed by repeated incursions of marine fauna. 
In both sequences, most sedimentary cycles are control-
led by the periodic entrance of diluted waters into the basin. 
Rain water enters directly as well as in the form of terres-
trial run-off from the adjacent mountains, introducing mud 
and foreign ions, diluting and changing the ion ratios of the 
brines. Sea water enters the basin continuously or periodical-
ly, the concentration increases caused by the concomitant in-
flow of dissolved salts are mitigated by the reflux of more 
concentrated brines. Abrupt dilution of the brines by sea wa-
ter followed by slow evaporation produces cycles of progres-
sive solubility in the sediments resembling experimental sue-
cessions. 
The periodic entrance of rain and sea water can be con-
trolled by several factors. Increases in rainfall, particular-
ly in the detritus source area, may reflect morphologically or 
astronomically induced climatic changes; the morphologic fac-
tors may in turn be controlled by tectonism, erosion and sedi-
ment accumulation. The ingress of sea water can be caused by 
intermittent subsidence in the bar area, or by a rise of sea 
ni 
level induced tectonically, glacio-eustatically, or simply 
by a change in wind direction. A few models involving paral-
lel control of terrestrial and marine inflow are presented at 
the end. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
On the following pages, two cyclic evaporite-bearing se-
quences, distant from each other both in time and in space, 
(the Permian Zechstein of NW Europe and the Silurian Salina 
of NE North America), will be described and the processes re-
sponsible for their cyclic structure will be analysed. It is 
hoped that such a parallel presentation will, like the parallel 
biographies of Plutarch, stress the common nature of distant 
happenings and deepen the validity of the conclusions. 
The entertaining qualities of Plutarch's Lives are not ex-
pected to be parallelled. Apart from the not negligible diffe-
rences between the literary abilities of the two writers, it 
is regrettable but true that human strivings, failings and 
failures arouse more interest in us than even the best anhydrite-
shale contact. But the image of the eternal movement, the Hera-
cleitic n~vT~ eti , may eme~ge and impress us equally whether 
the moving objects be animate or inanimate. 
Though one cannot enter the same river twice, it is im-
pressive that rivers, coasts and plains, remarkably reminiscent 
of their predecessors, repeatedly recur. While our interpreta-
tion of the causes of this recurrence may always be far (although 
hopefully not always equally far) from the real causes, it is 
the coherent reflection of natural processes in the mind, and 
not the physical processes themselves, which form the proper 
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subject of science. This reflection changes as our attention 
focuses on different aspects of the physical process: like our 
eye~ our mind cannot focus simultaneously on two different ob-
jects with equal acuity. Important phenomena, seen clearly be-
fore, fade from our view, and relatively insignificant facts 
are accorded greater importance as they approach our shifting 
focus. But the fading images do leave their traces behin~, so 
while these focal shifts create an infinite diversity of opi-
nions and interpretations, changing from time to time and from 
person to person, and giving rise to debates between opinions 
equally well founded on both sides, it can be hoped that with 
these shifts the total knowledge deepens. 
The more fleeting aspects of interpretation render it de-
sirable to present separately the stratigraphic evidence and 
its sedimentological interpretation. While what we may be justi-
fied today in viewing as a deep-sea deposit, may tomorrow be even 
more justly considered a mountain-top deposit on the basis of 
newly found evidence, an anhydrite bed occurring at a certain 
position in the sequence and having certain structural charac-
teristics will continue to exhibit most of these features for 
many aeons to come. As this separation of actuality from truth, 
anatomy from life, may somewhat damage the enjoyability of this 
writing, the reader may be well advised to gain his inspiration 
from the pictures rather than from the text of the descriptive 
parts, and concentrate his attention on the more analytical dis-
cussions. 
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Though one tends to feel one's opinions one's own, this is 
seldom the case: had I been born a few hundred years ago in India 
and exposed to the same factual evidence, I would probably have 
considered it an adorable trick of Maya, the goddess of illusion, 
rather than a product of repetitive sedimentation. Apart from 
the general empiricist-evolutionist intellectual milieu of our 
age, the following authors have greatly shaped my ideas: 
F.H. Stewart, emphasising the value of microscopic observa-
tions, the complex genesis of mineralogical cycles, 
and the signficance of replacements in evaporites. 
G. Richter-Bernburg, stressing the regularity and far-reach-
ing correlation of evaporite-bearing cycles. 
P. McL.D. Duff, focusrng on the ways in which sediment accu-
mulation alone induces self-controlled cyclicity. 
A.V. Carozzi, D.J. Shearman and D.J.J. Kinsman, emphasising 
the significance of coastal and supratidal processes 
in carbonate and evaporite formation. 
L.N. Strakhov, presenting arid sedimentation as a coherent 
system of interconnected processes leading from detritic 
to evaporite sedimentation. 
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Tectonic-paleogeographic background 
The Zechstein Sea (Fig. 1,17) was an intracontinental 
sea in Northern Europe, resembling in some of its aspects the 
present North and Baltic Seas. To the south, it was bordered 
by the still active Variscan Mountains, stretching from Ireland 
through Cornwall to the present Rheno-Ardennian and Vincelician-
Bohemian Mountains. To the west, it was terminated by the eroded 
remnants of the Caledonian Mountains (and perhaps the Canadian 
Shield beyond them); to the east, it intruded deeply into the 
flat Fennoscandian-Russian Shield, Along its axis, it was about 
1800 km long, stretching from Yorkshire to the Baltic countries. 
Occupying the North Sea basin, it was presumably open to a 
Boreal Sea in the north. Whether it was connected with the 
Tethys through the Carpathian geosyncline is unknown; generally 
it is thought that no such connection existed, 
The sea entered from the north at the start of the Late 
Permian, invading a rapidly subsiding basin. During earlier 
Permian and Carboniferous times, the subsidence was being com-
pensated by clastics,swept in by rivers coming from the Varis-
can Mountains in the south and west, and deposited first as 
coal-bearing sequences, later as mainly fluviatile red beds, 
The drainage system of these early Permian rivers strikingly 
resembled that of the present rivers of the German-Polish low-
lands; a southward ingression of the North and Baltic Seas 
into the adjacent plains would produce a geographic pattern 
very much like that of the Zechstein. 
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1. General palaeogeography of Zechstein {Upper ?ermian} time. 
(From Stille, 1932, and others). l. Open boreal sea;, 2. rlussian 
Zechstein sea; 3.German Zechstein sea; 4. Bar area: Caledonian 
structures unde~ the sea; 5. Eroded Caledonian mountains; 
6. Variscan mountains. 
Fi:;. 2. ?alaeogeography of the ;~Ierra tL':le (after Richter-Bernburg, 
1957; Strakhov, 1970). 1. i-~assive carbonates and anhydrit.es 
along the basin ~argin; 2. ~1alite; 3.Potash salts; 4.Laminated 
doloffiite and anhydrite in the basin centre; I - Lower Rhine 
Basin; II - ~erra-Fulda Basin. 
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The entrance of the sea marked a temporary slowdown in 
the uplift of the Variscan Mountains in the south; at the 
end of the Permian, when the tectonic activity resumed, the 
sea again withdrew, giving place to renewed deposition of 
detritic sediments in a continental environment, ( A similar 
period of tectonic tranquility was responsible for the deposi-
tion of the upper Silurian - lower Devonian carbonate-evapo-
rite suite of the Appalachian basin (see Part II) between 
under- and overlying molasse sequences), 
The rift that was to widen into what is now the Atlantic 
Ocean (Bird and Dewey, 1970) was scarcely open during the 
late Permian, and communication with the Boreal Sea was inhi-
bited by rem1~nts of the Caledonian Mountains submerged be-
tween Scotland and Norway, leading to the formation of a .. 
basin with restricted circulation, favorable for avaporite 
deposition. Surrounding of this marine basin by continents 
at arid paleolatituaes (20-J0°N) provided appropriate climatic 
conditions , while the relatively rapid subsidence concomi-
tant with the rise of the Variscan Mountains ( and possibly 
related to the opening of the Atlantic Ocean) still continued, 
In such conditions, the land-locked sea was filled principal-
ly with evaporites, deposited from presaturated sea water. 
These brines entered the basin over~lowing the "bar" of the 
submerged Caledonids in the North Sea region, ahd were peri-
odically diluted by occasionally less inhibited sea water 
inflow as well as by rain falling directly into the sea or 
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brought in by rivers from the more humid Variscan highlands. 
The oscillation of marine inflow,and recurrent periods 
of higher precipitatio~ produced a sequence of repeated sedi-
mentary cycles. In view of the scarcity of fossils, Lotze 
(l9J8) indicated the feasibility of building a lithostrati-
graphy based on these cycles. This work was accomplished by 
Richter-Bernburg (1941, 195J), who differentiated four major 
cycles and correlated them throughout the German part of the 
basin. Stewart (1954, 1963) and Lotze (1958) extended this 
correlation to include the three major cycles of England. 
Each of these main cycles consists of two elements. A 
thick progressive sequence grades from shales through carbo-. 
nate~ and anhydrite into halite and eventually into potash 
salts; a thin, sometimes missing, recessive sequence leads 
back to shales through the same phases in reverse order. 
Minor oscillations complicate the stratigraphy. 
During the last twenty years, attempts have been made 
to use the smallest, frequently annual, cycles within indi-
vidual anhydrite and halite suites for fine stratigraphic 
work (Richter-Bernburg, 1957, 1960; Hofrichter, 1960). One 
of the major contributio~of this method has been to show 
that some of the lithostratigraphic boundaries are not strict-
ly time-parallel, but separate partially time-equivalent, 
sometimes lenticular bodies. The boundaries between the cycles, 
on the other hand, appear to be isochronous. 
In the following discussion, we shall follow the cyclo-
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stratigraphy of the Zechstein, presented below after Richter-
bernburg (1953) and used both by science and industry. While re-
viewing the entire Zechstein, we shall concentrate on units 
providing most information on cyclic sedimentation. 
Fig. 3. The cyclic subdivision of the German Zechstein (from 
Richter-Bernburg,l957). z1 Werra; z2 Stassfurt; 
z3 Leine; z4 Aller Cycle. 
12 
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Stratigraphy of the German Zechstein (Fig. 3) 
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Z1 - WERRA CYCLE 
The first cycle of the marine Zechstein covers and 
transgresses beyond the limits of the lower Permian fluvial 
red sandstones, ·overlying rocks ranging from Silurian to 
lower Permian. To the southwest (Werra-Fulda and Lower Rhine 
basins, Fig. 2-3), it forms rather narrow bays, intruding in-
to the Variscan Mountains. The fullest profiles of the Werra 
Cycle are found in these subbasinsa 
Conglomerate 
Upper rock salt 
Hessen potash 
horizon 
Middle rock salt 
Thttringen potash 
horizon 















In a narrow belt (200-300 m) along the basin margin, 
the base of the Zechstein is marked by a conglomerate zone. 
It is normally only a few metres thick and consists chiefly . 
of gravel-size clasts, though larger pebbles and boulders 
occasionally also appear. 
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Copper Shale 
The overlying shale is mostly black, and contains sul-
phides of copper, lead and zinC in economically significant 
amounts. The copper content increases to about 1% along the 
basin margin, but dr_nps again at the very margin where the 
black copper shale grades into uneconomic red shales. 
The black shale contains about 10% of organic carbon 
at its base, which decreases upwards as the carbonate con-
tent increases. Because of its economic significance, the 
thin (-0.5 m) Copper Shale has been subdivided into several 
horizons (Fig. 4). The fact that the lower horizons frequent-
ly wedge out where the Copper Shale overlies eolian sand dunes 
along the basin margin, indicates that the shale was formed 
in gradually ingressing shallow sea. 
The origin of the base metal concentrations has been 
the subject of many scientific debates. Now it is most com-
monly believed that uneconomic syngenetic sulphides were mo-
bilized by late diagenetic hot ("telethermal") brines and 
redeposited in the most favourable geochemical environment. 
Carbonates 
As in foTiowing Zechstein cycles, the basal detritic se-
diments soon gave place to carbonate deposition. Thick reefs 
mark the outlines of the basin, overlying both pre-Permian 
and lower Permian rocks. Occasionally, the basement rocks 
form abraded cliffs, with hu~e detritic blocks filling intra-
cliff hollows, the overlying reefs grow equally on the abraded 
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Wedging out of divers co?per shale horizons between 
the Zechstein li~estone and the pre-Zechstein dunes. 
Theickness of profile: 0.6 m. (After I~utsch, 1942). 
J 
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basement and over the abrasional boulders (Richter-Bernburg, 
oral comm,, 1970), Non-reef carbonates of the marginal regions 
are massive, light-colored and bioclastic, locally also oolitic; 
they are rich in brachiopods, pelecypods, and bryozoans. Ba-
sinwards they pass into thin-bedded, bituminous marls, with 
the disappearance of shell debris. In the central regions, 
these marls are only about 4 m thick, 
The thick marginal carbonates grade basinwards, the thin 
dolomites of the basin interior grade upwards into anhydrites 
(Fig, 5). Close to the margin, a transitional anhydritic do-
lomite occurs, to which leaching of sulphates gives a froth-
like structure in surface exposures, 
Anhydrites 
The anhydrite is over lOO m thick along the margin, thins 
to 5-10 m in a discontinuous belt inwards from the marginal 
belt, reaches again thicknesses of 400 m in an inner "barrier" 
belt, and is again thinner (40-100 m) over the interior where 
it contains extensive halite lenses, 
The structure of the anhydrite is controlled by its po-
sition. Thick, massive, light-colored beds occur in the in-
shore belt, while laminated bituminous varieties, locally 
interlaminated with dolomite, cover the similarly bituminous 
laminated carbonates over the interior of the Zechstein basin. 
Especially the marginal anhydrite frequently displays 
lenticular "flaser" structurea anhydrite nodules several 
- 19 -
,.. 
) . Facies pattern of the Vlerra Cycle. 1. I:~rginal car-
bonates; 2. Anhydrite; 3. I-f.glite in marginal tlepres-
sions; ll-. ?otash s-Slt .deposits; 5. Laminated carbonates. 
(~·~odified after Hichtcr-3~::rnburg, 1957). 
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cm large are surrounded by wisps or flasers of bituminous 
carbonates (chiefly dolomite and magnesite). Truncated cycles, 
in which flaser anhydrite grades upwards into laminated an-
hydrite are common; their thickness is 5-10 m. The varved 
anhydrite of each cycle is cut off by an unconformity surface, 
to be overlain by the flaser anhydrite of the subsequ~ent 
cycle (Richter-Bernburg, oral comm., 1970). 
Halite 
The distribution of halite in the Werra Cycle differs 
substantially from its distribution pattern in the overlying 
Zechstein cycles. While in the latter it occupies the interior, 
here the interior is essentially salt-free and the major salt 
deposits occur near the margin, between the marginal and the 
"barrier" anhydrite belts mentioned before. The three major 
salt deposits occur in the Lower Rhine, Werra, and Fulda sub-
basins (Fig, 2). 
In the Werra basin, where it is well exposed in the 
Wintershalle Mine of the Kali u. Salz A.-G. at Herringen, 
the salt is subdivided into three sections, separated by two 
potash horizons.(The standard sequence is presented at the 
beginning of the discussion of the Werra Cycle). 
Lower rock salt 
The halite overlying the basal anhydrite is pale; salt 
beds of more or less uniform thickness are separated by thin 
laminae of argillaceous anhydrite (Fig. 7). An internal la-
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Figure 6 
Internal lamination in halite, The fine oscillation of sylvitic-
haematitic red and pure pale halite laminae may reflect annual 
cycles1 the argillaceous-anhydritic gray beds may be 11-yearly 
deposits. 
Lower Werra halite, Herringen, Germany 
Figure 7 
Pale gray halite beds, separated by argillaceous anhydrite lam-
inae (dark gray), Some internal lamination (annual?) is vaguely 
perceptible within the halite beds 
Numbers on both pictures indicate depth in meters below the base 
of the Herringen potash deposit 
Lower Werra halite, Herringen, Germany 
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ruination is vaguely perceptible within the halite beds. 
In the upper quarter of the Lower rock salt, this inter-
nal lamination becomes very distinct (Fig. 6). Between the 
thin ('1 cm) anhydrite laminae, the halite beds are 10-25 
cm thick. Withinmch halite bed,thicker pale and thinner 
red laminae alternate; the red laminae contain several per 
cent KCl and dispersed haematite. The higher potassium and 
bromine (280 ppm) content of this horizon marks its transi-
tional nature into the overlying Thuringen potash deposit. 
The number of pale and red laminae is remarkably con-
stant; in each halite bed it totals about 11, ranging from 
9 to 12. The causes of this double cyclicity (argillaceous 
anhydrite alternating with halite and within the halite, po-
tassiferous laminae alternating with pure ones) is strongly 
debated; like many newer observations, it seems to be in con-
trast with the previous assumption that each halite bed was 
deposited within a single year. We shall return to this pro-
blem in a later chapter. 
Middle rock salt 
Above the Thuringen potash deposit, the bromine content 
stays at a high level (240-280). The anhydrite lamination is 
distinct, and even the internal lamination is often recogniz-
able within the halite beds. Though the lamination is normal-
ly parallel and even, there are two zones of disturbed lamina-
tion. In the thicker one, between 42 and 14 m below the base 
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of the Hessen potash deposit, the lamination is chaotically 
~ 
disturbed. In the upper one, between 7 and 6 m below the 
Hessen deposit, the varves between the halite beds consist 
of langbeinitic-kieseritic halite, and form a broken horizon 
both under and overlain by quiet lamination. Presumably, the 
zones of disturbance represent underwater mudflows or short-
lasting leaching in the su~face layer of the sediment. 
Upper rock salt 
Above the Hessen potash deposit, the composition of the 
varves slightly changes. The upper 1-2 cm of each halite bed 
contains sylvite and kieserite; these minerals continue in 
higher concentration into the argillaceous-anhydrite varves 
that separate the halite beds. 
Z2 - STASSFURT CYCL~ 
Red Shale 
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The second major cycle of the Zechstein, the Stassfurt 
Cycle (Fig. 8) commences with brownish red saliferous shales 
grading into dark fetid shales toward the basin interior. 
Although this shale bed is generally very thin, it may repre-
sent a long period during which no evaporite was deposited 
(or no newly deposited evaporite was preserved) and an un-
known amount of previo~usly deposited evaporites was dissolved. 
Main Dolomite 
The distribution pattern of the economically very impo-
tant, hydrocarbon-bearing carbonates of the Stassfurt Cycle 
resembles the distribution of the basal Werra carbonates. 
Along the margin, the algal reefs are up to 60 m thick. To-
ward the basin interior, much of the dolomite becomes replaced 
by anhydrite in a still relatively marginal zone. The lateral 
contact of dolomite and anhydrite is marked by a belt in which 
anhydrite concretions are very common in the carbonate rock; 
their early diagenetic leaching results in a cellular-cavernous, 
frequently brecciated carbonate structure. 
In the basin interior, the dolomite is very thin~(4-6 m), 
finely laminated, and often fetid; shale microlaminae and 
limestone interbeds are common. With increasing distance from 
the basin margin, the magnesium content gradually decreases 
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Fig. 8. Palaeogeography of the Stassfurt Cycle.(after Richter-
Bernburg, 1957). 1. Red pelites, locally with halite 
· lens~s; 2. Thick carbonates and anhydrite along the· 
basin margin; 3. Halite, ~ore than 200 m thick, with 




Both upwards and basinwards the carbonates are replaced 
by anhydrite. A belt of anhydrite, up to lOO m thick, borders 
the thick marginal dolomite belt toward the basin. In the 
interior, the thickness of the anhydrite decreases to 0.8 m, 
as the rest of the anhydrite suite becomes laterally replaced 
by halite. This thin anhydrite, underlying the halite, re-
sembles in its finely laminated structure and high bitumen 
content the underlying basal dolomite and occupies the same 
area, an area larger than the one covered by the similar litho-
facies in the Werra Cycle. 
In the interior, flat anhydrite lenses appear at the 
top of the dolomite, and these, gradually merging into con-
gruous laminae, provide the transition into the basal anhy-
drite. In the marginal areas, no such gradation has been ob-
served. 
In the anhydrite, four major sedimentary structures 
have been distinguished. In the "lineated" or varved anhy-
·drite, thin (0.2 mm) laminae of shale or dolomite alternate 
with thicker (2 mm) laminae of anhydrite. In the banded an-
hydrite, the thickness of the anhydrite laminae increases 
to 2-J cm, and the non-anhydriti~ laminae between them become 
somewhat irregular. In the pearl anhydrite, small (1-10 mm) 
irregular lenses or concretions of anhydrite are arranged 
into indistinct laminae and are separated by a carbonate 
network. Finally, in the flaser anhydrite, the irregular 
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lenses are several cm in diameter, 
The laminae of the 1-m-thick anhydrite bed of the basin 
interior are well correlated (Richter-Bernburg, 1957, 1960), 
Even the presence of minor irregularities, the occurrence of 
one or two ~gt.E, indistinct carbonate laminae between two dis-
tinct ones, the straight, wavy, or finely zigzagged surface 
of the carbonate films, the occurrence of fragmented carbonate 
lamellae within an anhydrite lamina, can all be correlated, 
with an almost incredible accuracy, over a distance of 20 km, 
If only the thickness of the anhydrite laminae is con-
sidered, the laminae can be correlated over distances of up 
to 200 km. For this purpose, the thickness of each varve is 
presented diagrammatically, and the diagrams thus obtained 
are readily correlated, The correlation of these curves is 
so remarkable, that even the position of a 10-cm core in the 
thin· sequence can be unequivocally determined, A few laminae 
of flaser anhydrite occur within the lineated anhydrite through-
out the basin; the ordinal number of the anhydrite laminae 
they overlie remains the same over a distance of 120 km, 
The correlation of varves (about 800 altogether in the 
non-marginal anhydrite unit) has revealed important facies 
transitions. Toward the margin, first the thickness of the 
anhydrite laminae increases several times, without altering 
their proportions; then beds of flaser anhydrite intercalate; 
finally, in the marginal zone, the entire laminated anhydrite 
is replaced by flaser anhydrite. Towards the margin, the trans-
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ition from laminated into flaser anhydrite occurs at pro-
gressively lower varves, indicating that conditions charac-
teristic of the basin margin gradually advanced toward the 
interior of the basin. 
In the interior itself, the thickness of the anhydrite 
laminae decreases to such an extent that here at the bottom 
of the anhydrite layer, in the vicinity of the underlying 
dolomite, they are often inseparable, limiting the appli-
cation of the varve chronology. The countable varve sequence 
starts here 400 varves higher than in a ne~in zone 300 
km to the 50Uth, indicating that it took at least 400 years 
for conditions favourable for varved anhydrite deposition 
to move 300 km. 
Thus the anhydrite unit is underlain by dolomite con-
taining anhydrite laminae and concretions; it starts with 
discontinuously laminated to flatly lenticular anhydrite 
in a flat dolomite network; grades upward into laminated 
anhydrite and ends with flaser anhydrite throughout the ba-
sin. The gradual transition of the discontinuously laminated 
anhydrite both upwards and towards the basin margin into 
first varved and then flaser anhydrite indicates a gradual 
shift of basin margin conditions towards the basin interior, 
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Stassfurt halite 
In sharp contrast to the salt of the underlying Werra 
Cycle, the halite of the Stassfurt Cycle is not restricted 
to small marginal depressions, but covers the whole central 
area of the basin interior, extending beyond the limits of 
the underlying bituminous laminated anhydrite and dolomite. 
Occurring over an area of 350,000 km2 , in thicknesses up 
to 500 m, it isone of the lmgest salt deposits of the world, 
The halite of the interior extends into half-open marginal 
depressions to the south. Of these, the Weser Depression 
near Hannover resembles in its p1ofile the main basin, while 
the sequence of the Sub-Hercynian basin is more aberrant and 
resembles the similarly marginal Thuringian basin. 
Stassfurt halite of the Weser Depression 
The halite sequence of the Weser Depression is well 
exposed in the Hansa Mine, near Ronnenberg. The major partt 
of the halite is very light; the crystals range from 10 to 
15 mm in size, with relatively few crystalloblasts up to 10 
cm in diameter. The cyclic bedding (Fig. 9) consists of 15 
to 20 cm beds of halite, alternating with beds and laminae 
of anhydritic halite, up trr:7 cm thick. In the anhydritic 
halite beds, the anhydrite occurs in the form of dispersed 
flakes; the amount of kieserite is very small (about 1/20 
of the anhydrite) and the proportion of argillaceous matter 
is still smaller. 
In the top section of the halite, huge flat megacrystals, 
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Fig. 9 
Pale gray halite interlaminated with dark argillaceous anhydrite 
and white kieserite. Numbers show the distance from the overly-
ing Stassfurt potash deposit, measured in metres perpendicularly 
to the bedding. 
Stassfurt halite; transition toward the overlying kieseri tic zone, 
Hansa Mine, Hannover, Germany 
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up to 15 cm large, occur frequently in the halite. The cen-
tral part of these crystals is milky and displays a flat la-
mination which is not perfectly parallel to that of the en-
closing halite. The bromin~ content is lower than in the 
enclosing rock. Locally, the cleavage network inside the 
megacrystals is cut off by a kieseritic lamina of the en-
closing halite, indicating early diagenetic formation and 
partial dissolution. 
Stassfurt halite in the Sub-Hercynian bas~ 
The somewhat aberrant profile of the Stassfurt halite 
in the Sub-Hercynian basin, west of the Weser Depression, 
is well exposed in the Asse Mine and has been studied in 
detail by Simon (1970). 
The major part of the Stassfurt halite is similar to 
tmat of the Weser Depression. Beds of clear to milky salt, 
5-10 cm thick, alternate with 0.2-2 cm anhydrite varves. 
The latter are light grey to black, according to the amount 
of argillaceous matter in them, locally finer, light and dark 
laminae can be distinguished within a single anhydrite lamina. 
Salt megacrystals, oval to oblong, are common; they are up 
to 5 cm large and frequently lie at the bottom of the halite 
beds forming discontinuous laminae. Megacrystals occurring 
in the middle of halite beds are frequently lighter than 
those occurring at the bottom of a bed, and sometimes display 
internal lamination. 
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While this major part of the Stassfurt halite resembled 
that of the Weser Depression and the basin interior, the 
uppermost 60 m below the Stassfurt potash zone shows impor-
tant differences. Two main zones can be distinguished& a low-
er, polyhalitic zone is traceable throughout the Sub-Hercyn-
ian basin, while the upper, argillaceous zone has been noted 
only in the Asse Mine. 
Polyhaliti.Q. halite_zQng 
In the Asse Mine, a transitional layer, 0.5-2.5 m thick, 
leads from the "normal" anhydritic to the polyhalitic zone. 
This transitional layer consists of grey to white halite 
beds intercalating with cm-think laminae of anhydrite and 
anhydritic polyhalite. Where the layer is the thickest, how-
ever, it is pale red in the upper 2 m and polyhalite laminae 
occur only at its bottom; upwards they are replaced by an-
hydrite laminae up to 5 cm thick. 
The transitional layer is overlain by 22 m of relatively 
pure milky salt, in which indistinct laminae (1-J cm) of 
polyhalite and slightly anhydritic halite occur at 10-JO cm 
intervals. The central zone of these laminae, about 0.5 cm 
thick, consists of almost pure, finely crystalline polyhalite. 
In the area where the argillaceous salt occurs (see later~ 
this salt is thinner and more polyhalitic, cons~ing of three 
zones. Its bottom zone, Jm, is pale brown, and contains lrun-
inae of polyhalitic halite. The middle interval (1 m) is red, 
massive, contains dispersed polyhalite crystals and is over-
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lain by an anhydrite lamina 3 cm thick, The top zone is 3-4 
cm thick; it consists of coarsely crystalline salt with dis-
persed polyhalite. 
The top portion of the polyhalitic zone contains the 
largest amounts of polyhalite. Here salt beds, 10-30 cm 
thick, alternate with yellow to red, finely crystalline po-
lyhalite beds (1-20 cm) and with finely crystalline sulphate 
laminae in which either polyhalite or anhydrite is the dom-
inant mineral, Halite is, however, still by far the predom-
inant mineral even in this top portion of the polyhalitic ~ 
zone: the average NaCl-content exceeds 91%, 
Arg~llla~eQU~ halite_~Qne 
In this local, 25-m argillaceous sequence of the Asse Mine, 
beds of grey to red halite are interlaminated with very 
thin, often black, slightly anhydritic shale laminae, oc-
curring at 6-cm intervals. Sections in which the shale lam-
inae are only a few mm thick and more loosely spaced al-
ternate with intervals in which they are up to 2 cm thick 
and occur more frequently (Fig, 10), 
Both the red color and the clay content of this zone 
resemble.other shallow-water facies equivalents of the 
Stassfurt salt (G~ttingen) and are thought to reflect the 
vicinity of a contemporaneous dry land, Their similarity 
to the lower Syracuse argillaceous halites of the Appalach-
ian basin m2.y indicate similar genesis1 (see Part II). 
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Fig. 10 
Light-colored halite, rhythmically alternating with slightly 
anhydritic, dark shale laminae 
Near-shore argillaceous halite zone at the top of Stassfurt 
halite; Asse Mine, Braunschweig, Germany 
Fig. ll 
Gray halite interlaminated with dark greenish gray, slightly 
anhydritic shale and some white kieserite. The pink carnallite 
veins derive from the overlying potash deposit. 
Near-shore argillaceous facies of kieseritic zone below Stass-
furt potash deposit; Asse Mine, Braunschweig, Germany 
Fig. 12 
Pale pink carnallitic h~lite with dark greenish gray, slightly 
anhydritic shale laminae 
Contact of Stassfurt potash deposit with the underlying argil-
laceous~kieseritic halite; Asse Mine, Braunschweig, Germany 
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Kieseritic halite zone 
Throughout the German part of the Zechstein basin, a 
halite layer 2-5 m thick, containing very thin kieserite lam-
inae at 8-cm intervals, forms the transition from the Stass-
furt halite into the overlying Stassfurt potash deposit. In 
the Weser depression, the anhydritic halite grades into this 
kieseritic zone with a gradual shift in the anhydrite/kieser-
ite ratio and increasingly light calor of the salt. In those 
parts of the Sub-Hercynian basin where the argillaceous zone 
occurs (see above), the overlying kieseritic zone also con-
tains shale laminae (Fig. 11). 
Stassfurt potash deposit 
The potash deposit developing from the kieseritic zone 
is the largest one in the world, It covers an area of about 
100,000 km2 , or about the central third of the area occupied 
by the Stassfurt halite. In spite of the large area, alter-
nating beds of halite and potash salts can be correlated, 
indicating overall control of the cyclic sedimentation. 
This potassiferous zone is about 25 m thick. In the 
Weser depression (Hansa Mine) the lower part is relatively 
poor in potassium (J-5% KCl); it consists mainly of halite 
with sylvite, kieserite and boron minerals. The sedimentary 
cycles are distincta 8-cm sylvitic halite beds alternate 
with kieserite laminae 0.5-1 cm thick. The proportion of the 
anhydrite is only about 1/20 of the kieserite. - The upper 
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two-thirds of the deposit are richer in potassium, consist-
ing of about 50% halite, )O% sylvite, and 15-20% kieserite. 
Anhydrite and boron minerals amount to less than 1%. 
In the Asse Mine of the Sub-Hercycnian basin, the potash 
deposit consists chiefly of carnallite. Secondary veins of 
kieseritic carnallite, sometimes parallel with the lamina-
tion, mark the transition from the top, kieseritic-argilla-
ceous zone of the Stassfurt halite into the overlying potash 
deposit. Near the base of the deposit here shale laminae are 
still common (Fig. 12). The low er part of the thick (50 m) 
deposit displays a cyclic interlamination of halite, kieser-
ite and carnallite (Fig. lJ), while in the upper portion pink 
carnallite dominates and a few thicker halite beds also occur. 
The Stassfurt potash deposit has a distinct palaeogeo-
graphic pattern. The central regions of the basin, where varved 
bituminous anhydrite and dolomite underlie the Stassfurt salt, 
are characterized by carnallite with irregular lenses of 
kieseritic sylvinite (hartsalz). In the marginal belt, kiese-
ri tic sylvini te becomes predominant. At the ~::;ot.rth.Jl"l1ffiost edge 
of the bas_in, this kieseritic sylvinite is replaced by an-
hydritic sylvinite. This zoning, according to Lotze and Rich-
ter-Bernburg, favors the theory of primary depositional con-
trol of these mineralogical facies, even if we do not have 
to assume that the minerals deposited were the same minerals 
which are presently observable (e.g., probably epsomite 
was the primary antecedent of kieserite (Stewart, 1963)). 
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Fig. 13 
Rhythmic alternation of dark greenish gray shale, pale greenish 
gray halite, white kieserite and red carnallite laminae. 
Stassfurt potash deposit, Asse Mine, Braunschweig, Germany 
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Cover salt and cover anhydrite 
In the Weser depression, the potash deposit is overlain 
by recessive evaporite deposits, marking the end of the Stass-
furt Cycle, The lower portion of this recessive sequence is 
brown salt, less than 1 m thick, interlaminated with kieserite. 
The upper porktion consists of anhydrite, about 1 m thick; 
its good lamination is due to the regular alternation of 
thicker (O,J-3 cm) pure and thi~ner (0,2-1 cm) argillaceous 




Alternating light gray pure anhydrite and yellowish gray argil-
laceous anhydrite - anhydritic shale laminae, providing the trans· 
ition between the Cover Anhydrite at the top of the Stassfurt 
Cycle, and the overlying Gray Shale at the base of the Leine 
Cycle. Height of section: 2.4 m 
Contact of Stassfurt and Leine Cycles, Hansa Mine, Hannover, 
Germany 
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Z3 - LEINE CYCLE 
The basal sediments of the Leine Cycle, the Gray Shale, 
the Magnesite Unit, and the Main Anhydrite, have been studied 
in detail by Kosmahl (1969). In this discussion we shall fol-
low his study, supplemented by our personal observations in 
the Weser Depression (Hansa Mine, near Hannover). To avoid 
nomenclatural confusion, we treat the non-argillaceous por-
tion of the "Gray Shale" (Dolomitic Gray Shale) separately 
under the name of Magnesite Unit. 
Gray Shale 
The argillaceous base of the third major Zechstein 
Cycle, the Leine. Cycle, over lies the uppermost sed:1iments 
of the Stassfurt Cycle with a thin transitional sequence. 
(Fig. 14). In its thin basal section (O.J-1 m) the alterna-
tion of sandstone and shale replaces the underlying chem-
ical cycles. The fine-grained sandstone laminae are gray, 
1-30 mm thick; the argillite laminae are somewhat darker 
and thicker (1-80 mm). This basal section is overlain by 
dark gray to black sandy shale which locally contains "nests" 
of anhydrite, roughly vertical bodies a few cm high and a 
few mm thick. Previously these "nests" were thought to be 
anhydrite pseudomorphs after gypsum crystals, but recent 
research indicates that they fill discontinuous fissures 
which dissect the lamination at divers angles. 
The thickness of the shale, and particularly of its 
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most arenaceous basal section, increases toward the basin 
margin, especially toward the mountainous source areas in 
the south and east. In this direction, the gray shales be-
come gradually replaced by red shales. 
The muds which built up the Gray Shale Formation were 
carried into the basin by rivers coming from the southern 
highlandsr eolian transport was found to have been subor-
dinate. The cyclic alternation of clay and sand reflected 
the periodic shifting of channels and the oscillating in~ 
tensity of fluvial transport, superimposed upon the trend 
of gradually decreasing clastic inflow. The concentrated 
brines of the basin, ·rirst diluted during the deposition 
of the underlying anhydrite, became further diluted by the 
increased inflow of terrrestrial waterr independent pollen 
studies have also reflected this temporarily risen humidity. 
During this relatively humid interval, connections with 
the open sea severed during the preceding evaporite deposi-
tion were temporarily restoreda the shale contains brachia-
pods, molluscs and marine algae. (Widening of the pseudo-
marine zone due to dilution may also account for the spread 
of life.) 
Magnesite Unit 
The carbonate layer overlying the Gray Shale consists 
of two magnesite beds separated by a central dolomite section. 
The basal magnesite bed is 6-JJ cm thick and dark gray. This 
bed, locally pyritic, often contains several intercalating lam-
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inae and lenses of shale. 
The central, dolomitic layer is lighter; it is charac-
terized by rhythmic alternation of dolomite and magnesite lam-
inae. Argillaceous laminae and irregular argillaceous patches 
occur rarely. 
The upper magnesite bed is brown and contains small a-
mounts of anhydrite and clay. Oolites, with ooids of 0.03 mm 
average diamete~ occur locally. Discontinuous fissures, p~o­
bably of desiccational origin, are often filled with anhydrite. 
The total thickness of the Magnesite Unit is 0.8-2.25 m, 
increasing toward submarine shoals and toward the basin mrgin 
where it becomes gradually replaced by dolomite. This paleo-
geographic control of the magnesite, together with its inter-
lamination with dolomite, indicates its primary to early dia-
genetic origin, possibly under the influence of heavy basin 
brines. An indication that the deeper basin areas may have 
been occupied by such hypersaline brines is provided by the 
observed restriction of the marine fauna to the basin margin 
and to some shoal areas. If this explanation is true, the 
rhythmic alternation of magnesite and dolomite might reflect 
neriodic dilution of these heavier brines by terrestrial or 
oceanic inflow. 
Alternately, if part of the overlying Main Anhydrite 
was formed in supratidal environment, the precipitation of 
CaS04 from the interstitial brines would sufficiently increase 
their Mg/Ca ratio to induce replacement of primary Caco3 or 
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dolomite by dolomite or magnesite during early diagenesis. 
In this case, however, we would expect the magnesite con-
tent to decrease basinwards, while reported observations in-
dic~.te its decrease in opposite, shoreward direction. 
Main Anhydrite 
The basal e~orite unit of the third Zechstein cycle, 
the Main Anhydrite, is l0-66 m thick. Cyclic bedding is dis-
tinct: thin beds of pure anhydrite, 5-10 cm thick, alternate 
with thin laminae (2-3 mm) of argi1laceous-magnesitic anhy-
drite throughout the sequence; both the magnesite and the clay 
content decrease upwards as the anhydrite crystal size increases .• 
The top 20-40 cm of the anhydrite suite consists of a shale 
bed, up to 20 cm thick, overlain by a similarly thick bed of 
anhydrite (Anhydrite Crust). These two apparently mark the 
start of a somewhat distinct c~e, which soon leads into halite 
deposition. 
The different types of lamination, on which Kosmahl (1969) 
based the microstratigraphy of the Main Anhydrite, are brief-
ly described below: 
The lineated anhydrite is characterized by parallel, 
straight laminar planes. Anhydrite lamellae, O.l-2.0 mm thick, 
alternate with argillaceous varves ranging in thickness from 
a few microns to 0.5 mm and averaging 30-50 microns. Magnesite 
crystals are rare. 
The lamellar anhydrite is built up of undulating laminae; 
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both the anhydrite and the magnesitic-argillaceous laminae 
vary laterally in thickness, averaging 1-2 mm for the anhy-
drite and 0.5-1 mm for the magnesite laminae. Traces of an-
hydrite pseudomorphs after gypsum porphyroblasts are common, 
they are up to 2 cm large; transitions into flaser, schlieren, 
and porphyroblastic anhydrite occur. 
In the banded anhydrite, the anhydrite laminae are very 
thick, 3-12 cm, and contain magnesitic flakes, schlieren, or 
dispersed magnesite. They are separated by magnesitic or ar-
gillaceous varves up to 5 mm thick, which consist of several 
distinct microlaminae. The bedding planes are wavy to even. 
Transitions into lamellar, flaser and porphyroblastic anhy-
drite occur. 
In the flaser anhydrite, the wavy magnesitic laminae 
often split up into irregular wisps, which surround the often 
enterolithic anhydrite lenses. The anhydrite lenses themselves 
are frequently contaminated by magnesitic flakes, sahlierens, 
and lamellae. Porphyroblasts up to 3 cm thick are common. 
Transitions into schlieren, banded, lamellar, flaky, and por-
phyroblastic anhydrite can be observed. The anhydrite lenses 
are up to J cm thick. The flaser zones are 3 mm to 5 cm thick, 
and consist of one or more magnesite ar argillaceous varves, 
0.1-5 mm each. 
In the flaky anhydrite, irregularly shaped magnesite aggre-
gates, few mm in diameter, occur in the anhydrite. Transitions 
into schlieren, flaser, and porphyroblastic anhydrite can be 
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observed. 
In the porphyroblastic anhydrite, gypsum porphyroblasts, 
replaced by anhydrite, occur either as individuals in a car-
bonate mtrix, or form disoriented aggregates in which the in-
dividkual porphyro.blasts are separated by magnesite or argilla-
ceous network or laminae. The size of these pseudomorphs 
ranges from 1 mm to 5 cm. Transitions into schlieren, flaky, 
lamellar, banded and flaser anhydrite can locally be observed. 
Thirteen zones, each having a characteristic type of 1m-
ination and each traceable through most of the Zechstein basin, 
have been differentiated by Kosmahl (1969). They can be grouped 
into seven cycles, each characterized by high·magnesite (in the 
seventh cycle clay) content in its lower and by purer anhydrite 
in its upper portion. In the basal, magnesitic sections the 
magnesite ~inae are both thicker and more closely packed than 
in the purer upper sections. The thirteen zones, marked by 
Greek letters, are presented below& 
Cycle VII 
Omega: Lineated anhydrite (Anhydrite Crust). 0.08-4.3 m 
Black Shale bed. 0.05-0.25 m 
Cycle VI 
Lambda: Banded anhydrite. 2-12.8 m 
Kappa: Porphyroblastic anhydrite. G.7-lJ.2 
Absent outside 
shoal areas 
Iota: Flaser, subordinately banded anhydrite. 0.1-7.7 m 
Cycle V 
Theta: Alternating laminae of pure and flaser anhydrite. 
4.4-26.5 m 
Eta: Lamellar anhydrite. 0.01-0.7 m 
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Cycle IV 
Zeta: Alternating laminae of lamellar and schlieren or 
flaser anhydrite. 0.7-12.2 m 
Cycle III 
Epsilon: Schlieren anhydrite. 3-13.5 m 
Cycle II 
, _.Delta: Flaser anhydri te with magnesi te "nests". 1. 6-3.3 m 
Gamma: Lamellar anhydrite. 0.01-0.25 m 
Cycle I 
Beta: Flaky or flaser anhydrite, subordinately schlieren 
anhydrite. 0,3-1.4 m 
Alpha: lamellar anhydrite. 0.4-2.2 m 
More detailed analysis of the lamination shows that in 
the first five c~es the magnesite-rich lower portion consists 
of lamellar or schlieren anhydrite, in the seventh of shale, 
and only in one cycle, the sixth, of flaser anhydrite, where-
as flaser anhydrite is common in the upper, magnesite-poor 
portion of most c~es. One aspect of the cyclicity is, there-
fore, that the precipitation of anhydrite or gypsum is more 
rapid in the shallow-water or supratidal environment where 
the development of the lenticular flaser-anhydrite is preferred. 
The texture of the Anhydrite Crust is different from the 
rest of the sequence: its porphyroblastic section contains 
large amounts of anhydrite pseudomorphs after gypsum porphyro-
blasts, but most of the zone is dense to finely crystalline 
and finely and evenly laminated (lineated anhydrite). This 
major part of the thin Anhydrite Crust has, .possibly, formed 
as primary anhydrite: it lacks the microscopic features which 
are common throughout the sequence and indicate secondary an-
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hydri te formation from prin:l63.ry gypsum (like a certain succes--
sion of anhydrite generations, microcavities filled with sylvite, 
halite and carnallite, etc~Over the shoal areas, however, this 
primary, lineated anhydrite grades into flaser anhydrite~x­
hibiting features characteristic of secondary anhydrite. 
While the thickness of the Main Anhydrite is normally 
25-40 m, local thickenings, rising over 35 m above the average 
top level, are common. These anhydrite "bars" occur over the 
shoals of the preceding Gray· Shale times, indicating that rapid 
sulphate precipitation in shallow water was resp~nsible for 
their formation. Although all zones of the Main Anhydrite be-
come thicker in these anhydrite bars, the type of their lamina-
tion remains unchanged, indicating that the differences of the 
depositional facies were smaller than either during the forma-
tion of the basal anhydrites of the Stassfurt Cycle, or during 
the d~position of the Anhydrite Crust at the top of the Main 
Anhydrite. 
Differences i·n the thickness of zones over shoal and deep 
areas generally correspond to similar changes in the thick-
ness of the individual anhydrite laminae that build up the 
zones. The thickness differences are relatively less pronounced 
in the lower part of the Main Anhydrite, increase upwards, and 
become extreme in the two zones (Kappa and Lambda) which under-
lie the Black Shale bed; these two zones are thkk in the shoal 
regions, but absent over the deeper basin areas. The overlying 
Black Shale bed also displays significant facies differences: 
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over some shoal areas it is replaced by porphyroblastic an-
hydrite containing only thin lenses and laminae of black shale. 
Thus the gradually rising shoals increasingly accelerated 
sulphate sedimentation in their areas, leading ultimately to 
the complex basin topography that controlled the deposition 
of halite and potassium salts during the formation of the over-
lying Ronnenberg Group. Outside the shoals, the appearance of 
evenly laminated (lineated) anhydrite at the top of the anhy-
drite suite, in the upper portion of the Anhydrite Crust, may 
reflect the stabilization of basin-type environment~repara­
tory to the start of halite deposition. 
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Fig. 15 
Black Shale bed near top of light gray anhydrite, separated by 
the thin Anhydrite Crust from the non-laminated basal portion of. 
the Ronnenberg salt. Height of section: 3 m. 
Leine Cycle: contact of Main Anhydrite and Ronnenberg Group; 




The Main Anhydrite is overlain (Fig. 15) by the Ronnen-
berg and Riedel Groups, composed of halite and potassium salts 
and forming together the salt sequence of the Leine Cycle. 
The Ronnenberg Group is well exposed in the Hansa Mine 
near Ronnenberg in the Weser depression, and has been inten-
sively studied by Hofrichter (1960) throughout the northwest-
ern part of the German Zechstein. Here we shall follow his 
stat.ements,. supplemented by our personal observations in the 
Hansa Mine. 
The Ronnenberg Group consists of a lower lineated and 
an upper banded satt, with the Ronnenberg potash deposit in 
between. 
Lineated salt 
In the Lineated salt, usually three zones are differen-
tiated. The basal zone is gray to brownish ied(Fig. 15); lam-
inae of anhydritic halite, 1-4 cm thick, mark the indistinct 
lamination. Upwards the percentage of anhydrite in the salt 
decreases from 5 to 1 % as the color becomes' paler. 
In the middle section, the varves follow at remarkably 
constant intervals: 5-20 cm halite beds (Fig. 16) are sep-
arated by varves of anhydritic-kieseritic halite, J-5, rarely 
10 mm thick, in which anhydrite always predominates over kie-
seri te. Anhydri tic-kieseri tic laminae of 'second order', v·ery 
indistinct, occur within the halite beds, along them and some-
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times also along the major laminae the halite turns reddish 
' 
reminiscent of the internally laminated halite beds of the 
Werra Cycle (Fig, 6), 
In tectonically disturbed areas, the laminae become indis-
tinct or disappear, as the dark pigment of the anhydrite is 
oxidized, The colour of the halite is pale gray to pale brown; 
the anhydrite content of an average section is less than 0,5 %. 
In the upper section of the Lineated Salt, lamination 
decreases. The anhydritic laminae are less distinct, their 
anhydrite is more dispersed, and the distance between them 
increases and becomes irregular. 
A peculiar feature of this top zone, frequently orange-
colored, is the presence of halite "augen", 1-2 cm in dia-
meter. Thrir red tint is deeper than in the enclosing halite 
and they are frequently arranged in discontinuous laminae. 
The method of varve-correlation, carried out by Hof-
richter (1960) over large areas of the basin showed that the 
three zones of the Lineated Salt are not time-constant but 
are separated by time-diagonal boundaries. 
The top zone is differentiated from the central one not 
only by its color but also by. its potassium content: the K-
concentration increases upwards. This increase is pulsating: 
the K-content abruptly drops at the top of each salt bed, to 
rise in the overlying one to a higher concentration than at-
tained below. The highest K-concentration of the uppermost 
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Fig. 16 
Pale orange halite beds, 25-60 cm thick, alternating with dark 
laminae of anhydritic halite. 




beds leads then over into the Ronnenberg potash deposit. The 
thickness of the entire salt formation between the Main Anhy-
drite and this potash zone is about 40-50 m. 
Ronnenberg potash deposit 
The potassium-bearing deposit that grades from the Line-
ated Salt is 2-6 m thick and consists mainly of white to gray 
to red sylvinite (sylvite+halite). Most potassium is contained 
in the lightly colored beds. The lamination is less pronounced: 
tl~e anhydrite and kieserite, segregated into distinct laminae 
in the Lineated Salt, is here more or less evenly distributed. 
Locally, alternation of reddish brown and gray sylvinite beds 
of essentially identical composition can be observed. 
Banded Salt 
- The halite between the Ronnenberg potash deposit and the 
Riedel Group is.about 40-50 m thick, equal in thickness to the 
Lineated Salt. Here, too, three zones are differentiated. 
The bottom zone, 10-12 m thi~, conSists of very pure, 
clear to pale gray or pale red halite. The varves, consist-
ing of anhydrite with subordinate kieserit~ are indistinct; 
the halite beds between them are thicker than those below the 
potash deposit and vary widely in thickness. 
The middle zone is somewhat thicker, 12-15 m, and the 
cycles are slightly different. Twenty to forty reddish brown 
bands, about J cm thick each, alternate with pale halite beds, 
approximately 6 cm thick. The top of the zone is mark~d by the 
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appearance of kieserite laminae. This kieseritic halite, wide-
sprea.d througho1lt the basin, indicates the return of high brine 
concentrations which eventually lead to the formation o~ the over-
lying local, small potash deposits of Habighorst and Bergma.nns-
see:en. 
The top zone is the thickest one (18-23 m) and the most in-
tensely coloreda it consists of red and brownish red halite. 
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Riedel Group 
Salt with anhydrite beds 
The Riedel Group, the upper section of the Leine Cycle, 
commences with an anhydrite-rich zone. The anhydrite forms·· 
8-10 interbeds in the halite, of which the fourth and the 
sixth:are 1-2 m thick, while the rest are only 5-20 cm, The 
thicker anhydrite beds are argillaceous in their basal sec-
tio~ and often contain halite in their upper portions, thus 
reflecting in their composition the progressive phase of eva-
porite cycles~ Frequently, the anhydrite has a flaser texture: 
irregular anhydrite lenses, 2-7 cm in diameter, are separated 
by thin (1 mm) wisps and networks of argillaceous dolomite. 
This flaser anhydrite often passes laterally, even within the 
same mine, into anhydrite with large pseudomorphs after gypsum, 
The halite zones~between the anhydrite beds are 2-8 m, 
rarely 20 m thick, they constitute the majority afthis 35-m 
formation. 
Compared to the Lineated Salt of the underlying Ronnen-
berg Group, the palaeogeographic distribution of the anhy-
drite beds in this basal horizon of the Riedel Group shows 
some important differences. Thus, in the marginal areas, the 
basal section of the Lineated S2lt contains considerable a-
mounts of anhydrite; then, in the higher horizons of the Ron-
nenberg Group, the amount of anhydrite gradually decreases, 
until in thiE basal zone of the Riedel Group, several anhy-
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drite beds that are present in the deeper basin areas are ab-
sent from the basin margin sequences. Inversely, in the deeper 
basin sections, anhydrite is relatively rare at the base of 
the Ronnenberg Group, while in the basal section of the Riedel 
Group all anhydrite beds are present. Hofrichter (1969) attri-
butes this inversion of the paleogeographic pattern to a 
gradual decrease of marine sulphate supplies with progressive 
evaporation. According to him, at the start of evaporite sedi-
mentation ample CaS04 reached and was preferentially precipi-
tated in the warm shallow water of the marginal areas, while 
in later stages the CaS04 was essentially removed from the 
brine before it could reach the marginal regions. 
Signs of reworking and short lasting withdrawal of the 
brine occurred first in the Main Anhydrite. Here such indica-
tions are common, expressed mostly in frequent channelling 
and suncracks. A local potash deposit overlying the seventh 
anhydrite interbed displays marks of dissolution and repre-
cipitation, indicating that at least part of the anhydrite 
interbeds may have b~en·formed·as a re~ult of selectiv~·.leach­
ing of previously deposited anhydrite-bearing salt. 
Swath Salt 
Abovethe basal zone of the Riedel Group,the concentra-
tion of anhydrite further decreases in the halite. Thin anhy-
dritic and sometimes argillaceous halite laminae, 1-3 mm thick, 
alternate with thicker salt laminae (1-5 cm). Intervals in 
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which the anhydrite laminae are white and indistinct alternate 
with intervals wherethey are more numerous and distinct, stained 
gray by pyrite, bitumen and clay. These latter, more contami-
nated zones, which appear in the exposures as swaths of dark 
laminae, are called swath zones, and the entire horizon is 
named Swath Salt. 
Herde (1953) subdivided the Swath Salt into five cycles 
or ten zones, the zones being alternately "pure" and "swath"& 
Cycle. v 
Zone 10. Swath zone. 
Zone 9. Pure zone. 
Cycle IV 
Zone 8. Swath zone. 
Zone ?. Pure zone. 
Cycle III 
Zone .. 6. Swath zone. 
Zone 5. Pure zone. 
Cycle II 
Zone 4. Swath zone. 
Zone 3. Pure zone. 
Cycle I 
Zone 2. Swath zone. 











Within each cycle, the basal pure zone passes upwards gradually 
into the contaminated through a zone of "normal" salt with 
anhydrite laminae in the amounts most common in other halite 
zones of the German Zechstein. Within the swath zone, this 
increase of contamination continues to the top: the purest 
basal section of the next cycle overlies the most contami-
nated part of the swath zone without transition. Only the up-
permost swath zone presents an exception: its most contami-
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nated top zone grades, through a thin transitional zone of 
decreasing anhydrite and increasing potash content, into the 
Riedel potash deposit. A smaller, local potash deposit occurs 
above the eit:hth swath zone. 
Comparison of this sequence with the underlying, basal 
member of the Riedel Group (Salt with anhydrite interbeds) 
reveals an important difference. While in the latter unit 
the anhydrite is most abundant at the bottom of each cycle, 
decreases gradually upwards, and then increases sharply;to form 
the next interbed, in the Swath Salt the asymmetry is inverse: 
At the bottom of each cycle the salt is pure, further up 
dark-stained anhydrite laminae intercalate; contamination and 
anhydrite content increase gradually in the overlying swath 
and cuminate at its top only to drop abruptly to nil in the 
pure·halite at the base of the next cycle. Herde (1953) attri-
butes this inverse asymmetry to __ ;leaching; we shall return to 
this interpretation in the chapter discussing genetical pro-
blems. 
Riedel potash deposit 
The major potash deposit of the Riedel Group, which over-
lies the uppermost. C<U/1taminated zone of the Swath Salt, is 
normally 2-6 m thick. The shallow brine depths and diversified 
bottom relief have led to great facial diversity1 apart from 
a gray and a marginal red sylvinite facies there are also a 
carnallite and a white halite facies. Intercalation and wedg-
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ing out of the sylvinite layers in low-potassium sylvitic 
halite is common, particularly in the gray sylvinite facies. 
Scuh lateral changes are apparently primary phenomena: high-
grade sylvinite was deposited in deeper pools that collected 
the more concentrated heavy brines, while over the shoals in 
between low-grade sylvitic hiite formed. On the other hand, 
late diagenetic leaching was probably responsible for the 
formation of the sylvite-free white halite beds. 
The appearance of gray and black clay flakes marks the 
impending change in sedimentation; in marginal areas both 
the Swath Salt and the overlying Riedel Deposit are argilla-
ceous, the latter normally red. At the top of the Riedel De-
posit clay becomes generally more abundant, and this argilla-
ceous bed is overlain with a sharp contact by a sylvitic bed 
containing corroded grains of halite and sylvite. The process 
of leaching and re-precipitation presumably took place in lo~ 
cal shoals and marginal areas. 
Temporary ffil~gence and selective dissolution may account 
for the fact that the area occupied by the discontinuous Riedel 
deposit is much smaller than the one occupied by the continu-
ous Stassfurt potash deposit of the second Zechstein cycle; 
while the centers of the two deposits more or less coincide 
(Fig. 17) the outer limit of the Riedel deposit is about half-
way between this center and the limit of the Stassfurt deposit. 
.............. ----3 ~· 
' 1 --4 r.r:-Tl -·-· ~ L2_j.., 
l7l"" 17 Distribution of salts in the Permian of the North o• • 
German Basin (( Fi veg, ·19 57) • 1 • Southern limit of 
VJerra salts; 2. Werra salts more than lOG m thick, 
with area of potash deposits blackened; 3. Northern 
lirnit of Werra salts; 4. Limit of Stassfurt salts; 
·5. Limit of the Stassfurt potash horizon; 6. Liillit 
of the Leine potash horizons; 7. Lacustrine salt 
in the Lower Permian. 
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Salt with sh~ laminae 
Both the leached halite facies of the Riedel deposit and 
the overlying bed that contains corroded grains of sylvite 
and haliu.witness increasing leaching. Parallel incnase of 
clay content leads over from the Riedel deposit into a zone 
of halite, 20 m thick, containing shale laminae. As in the 
axial zone of the Appalachian basin (Part II), the shale oc-
curs in the form of intercrystalline greenish gray to red 
"fragments", 2-10 mm large, or forms laminae of similar thick-
ness. The "fragments" seldom display any internal lamination, 
and do not indicate reworking. Their shape is controlled by 
the shape of the halite crystals among which they occur. Ac-
cording to Herde (1953), this structure indicates deposition 
of minor amounts of argillaceous mud on ~ bottom covered by 
angular halite crysta~ the mud has filled their interstices 
but, in most instances, failed to cover them completely. In 
our opinion, recrystallization after sedimentation played a 
major role in the formation of this structure. 
Upwards these fragments and flakes become increasingly 
abundant, until they eventually merge into continuous laminae 
at the top of the first cycle of this shaly salt. The average 
thiclmess of this first cycle is 5. 75 m. 
In the area around Ronnenberg, However, salt is absent 
from the first cycle: it is replaced by 3 to 5 m of bluish 
black shale, the so-called Blue Shale. The shale is well lam-
inated, its laminae, 2-6 cm thick, are intensely pyritic. 
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Yellow koenenite frequently occurs between the shale laminae 
or between shale and halite. Alternation of anhydritic and 
anhydrite-free shale laminae ma~ reflect seasonal changes in 
brine concentration. 
According to Herde (1953), the presence of koenenite in-
dicates that the sediments of the first cycle deposited or 
redeposited in terrestrial water, carrying muds, and washing 
in previously deposited and now subaerially exposed salt into 
the basin. In hB view, no appreciable quantity of marine 
brines entered the basin during this period. 
The Blue Shale, according to him, deposited in a marginal 
sub-basin, which served as a settling tank eliminating the 
suspended solids from the inflowing brines. 
_The top of the uppermost shale interbed, or, where the 
halite is absent, the top of the Blue Shale, is extremely sharp, 
suggesting a break in sedimentation similar to those at the 
top of the contaminated zones of the Swath Salt. Apparently, 
here as well as in the Swath Salt, this break is the result 
of intraformational leaching leading to the accumulation of 
the less soluble components. 
The ~econd_c~cle of the Salt with shale laminae starts 
with pure, clay-free salts, overlying the sharp top contact 
of the first cycle, In the same marginal depression where the 
blue Shale was deposited during the first cycle, an areally 
restricted potash deposit occurs in this horizon: the Albert 
deposit. As the underlying local deposits of sylvinite, the 
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Albert deposit, too, shows signs of redeposition: corroded 
and rounded halite crystals are common. Apparently, highly 
soluble salts, first deposited over a wider area, were ulti-
mately washed into the same margianl depression which, during 
the first cycle, settled the clastics carried into the basin. 
The Albert potash deposit is overlain by halite which is 
still part of the second cycle and contains flakes, fragments 
and laminae of shale in upward increasing quantities, The up-
permost shale bed is accompanied by an anhydrite lamina, per-
haps indicating new inflow from the open sea. The average thick-
ness of the second cycle, excepting the local potash deposit, 
is ).40 m. the top surface of the cy.cle is again very sharp. 
The third cycle is only 1.75 m th~ck; its structure re-
sembles the second cycle with upward increasing shale content, 
leading into shale laminae with upward increasing thickness. 
The uppermost of these is again accompanied by an anhydrite 
lamina wnch is overlain by the red Boundary Salt that marks 
the top of the LeiYlQ.Cycle. 
Otherwise, as in the axial zone of the Appalachian basin 
(Part II), anhydrite is conspicuous by its absence in the Salt 
with shale laminae. According to Herde, this indicates very 
little inflow from the open sea, anda hydrochemical system 
controlled primarily by the inflow of terrestrial water dis-· 
solving c.nd redepositing previo~sly deposited marine salts. 
Within each of these cycles of reworking, the bottom consists 
of pure evaporites, while signs of leachingand laminae of shale 
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become increasingly frequent upwards. In other words, very 
short periods of progressive evaporite sedimentation alternate 
with very long recessive (decreasingly evaporitic) periods, the 
latter lacking the CaS04 stage. 
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Z4 - ALLER CYCLE 
Red Shale 
With upward increasing clay content, the Leine salts 
gradually pass into purely clastic sediments. Flakes and 
fragments of gray shale become increasingly common in the 
Boundary Salt at the top of the Leine Cycle, and they soon 
merge into a greenish gray, rarely bluish black shale layer. 
This shale layer is taken as the base of the uppermost major 
Zechstein cycle, the Aller Cycle. This "Green Foot" of the 
Red Shale is laminated, and contains small shale balls in 
large amounts. 
According to Herde (1953), this shale represents the 
least evaporitic top of the uppermost cycle of the Salt with 
shal~-laminae, and its high clastic content is, at least in 
part, the result of temporary leaching preceding the deposi-
tion of the overlying halite beds. Like the top of the under-
lying cycles affected by such dissolution, the top of the 
uGreen Foot" is very sharp. 
This sharp top contact is overlain by the relatively pure 
halite base of the subsequent cycle. Flakes and fragments of 
shale, rare at the bottom, become increasingly frequent to-
ward the top, while their calor turns from grey into red. E-
ventually, they merge to form the Red Shale proper, which is 
the terminating part of this second cycle. On a larger sca~e, 
this shale represents the culmination of the trend from salt 
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to shale, manifest in the upper part of the Leine Cycle. 
The Red Shale cften contains sand and silt, as well as 
some carbonate. The m~jor clay minerals are illite and chlo-
rite, ref·L~ting the high ion concentration of interstitial 
brines both . during sedimentation and during diagenesis. (The 
clay minerals of the shales in the German Carboniferous con-
sist, to a large extent, of kaolin and illite, reflecting 
the intensive leaching of inter-layer cations characteristic 
of in humid climate). Red halite nodules, 5x20 cm large, are 
particularly common in the basal section of the Red Shale; 
haematite flakes are common throughout. 
The thickness of the entire Red Shale, including the 
'Green Foot", is about 2 0 m. , 
Pegmatite Anhydrite 
The basal anhydrite of the fourth major Zechstein cycle is 
reddish gray at the bottom, gray to white at the top. Hyp-
idiomorphic pseudomorphs of red salt after gypsum give the 
anhydrite a pegmatite-like structure. The halite crystals are 
5-10 mm large. 
Locally, the lower red and the upper white horizons are 
distinctly differentiable; in the red portion, large nodules 
and veinlets of red halite are common, while the upper, white 
portion contains only microscopic halite. The average thickness 
of the entire anhydrite layer is 1.5 m. 
The calor change from red to white or grey refelcts de-
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creasing oxygen content of the interstitial brines, probably 
due to increasing flooding by, or increasing depth of, poorly 
circulating basin brines of low oxygen content. This change 
in the depositional environment introduces the massive preci-
pitation of halite. 
Halite with anhydri~ laminae 
The anhydritic port~on of the Aller halite suite is 45 m 
thick, it consists of relatively pure salt. Three, in part 
probably time-equivalent, sections are distinguished. 
In the basal ~a.lt, directly above the Pegmatite Anhydrite, 
the halite beds are pale pink, 6-30 cm thick. They are sepa-
rated by slightly kieseritic anhydritic salt laminae, 1-5 mm 
thick; in these laminae, kieserite comprises less than 1/15 of 
the ~nhydrite content. 
The basal salt gradually loses its anhydrite content, so 
that the cyclic lamination becomes indistinct. In this clear, 
frequently whit~ ~alt, the NaCl-content is normally above 98%. 
Anhydrite and some kieserite, in the same proportions as below, 
are only minor contaminants. 
The top ~ink_salt forms a transition toward the overlying 
argillaceous salt. Though the lamination is still indistinct, 
white anhydrite laminae occasionally can be distinguished. 
Near the top, they are replaced by laminae of brown shale. 
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Salt with shale laminae 
As the Leine Cycle, the Aller Cycle becomes increasing-
ly argillaceous in its upper portion. In the pink salt, 
laminae of greenish-gray shale are 0.5-2 cm thick. Flattened 
shale balls, 1-5 cm, frequently occur in these shale laminae; 
often, they are thicker than the laminae themselves and pro-
trude from them into both the underlying and the overlying 
halite bed. Near the top, these shale balls turn red and 
reach 10 cm in diameter; tfiey ,·contain red halite nodules. 
Apparently, they were formed through reworking of red shales 
similar to those at the base of the Aller Cycle. 
The entire Salt with shale laminae is 55 m thick; it 
consists of approximately 96-98% halite, 1.5% anhydrite, 
and 0.5-2 % magnesite and clay, the latter increasing up-
wards.· (Dr. Bauer, oral comm., 1970). Several features of 
it, like the presence of shale balls,interstitial shale net-
work and shale laminae in the halite, the scarcity of anhydrite, 
and the presence of halite nodules in the shale, resemble the 
similarly shaly upper Silurian salt in the axial zone of the 
Appalachian basin, deposited close to the Taconic mountain-
islands (Part II). In the Zechstein, these features may indi-
cate a resurgence of tectonic activity in the Variscan hinter-
land. The increasing tectonic activity, resulting in increas-
ing inflow of clastics into the basin, soon terminated evapo-
rite deposition: in the overlying Lower Triassic, red shales, 
deposited mostly in terrestrial environments, become dominant. 
FACIES, GENESIS AND CYCLICITY 
Shales 
As discussed in the introductory section, the clastic 
sediments form detritic wedges along the basin margin, thinning 
from the Variscan framework toward the basin interior, in the 
Zechstein as well as in the underlying and overlying detritic 
sequences (Rotliegende and Buntsandstein). Near the margin, 
all shale beds are red, indicating that more oxygen was con-
tained in the interstitial brines of the sedimenethan what 
was needed to oxidize the organic matter during diagenesis. 
Basinwards, gray and black, often fetid shales become common, 
particularly in the lower Zechstein cyclea (In the uppermost, 
Aller Cycle, the shale maintains its red calor throughout the 
entire basin.) The dark shales do not necessarily imply great-
er depths of deposition, but rather signify permanent flood-
ing by organic-rich stagnant brines. Thus small depths of de-
position are witnessed by the wedging out of lower copper shale 
horizons along the flanks of the underlying dunes (Fig. 4). 
Lamination is common, particularly in the gray shales; 
sandy or silty laminae, 1-JO mm thick, intercalate at inter-
vals often considerably exceeding their thickness. In most 
shale layers, the grain-size and amount of the sand decrease 
upwards, reflecting the connection of the shales with upward 
fining fluvial sequences. The alternation of coarser and finer 
laminae reflect the often seasonally oscillating precipitation 
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in the Variscan mountains, as well as minor shifts in the posi-
tion of river channels carrying the detritus. The correlation 
of shale layers with more humid periaE has been confirmed by 
pollen studies. 
With the decreasing grain-size, the carbonate content 
often increases upwards, as in the copper shie of the first 
or the gray shale of the third cycle. The carbonate minerals 
are generally dolomite or magnesite, indicative of deposition 
or replacement in highly saline environments. Possibly, the 
observed precipitation of CaS04 in discontinuous (desicca-
tional?) cracks and in the interstices of the shie increased 
the Mg/Ca ratio of the interstitial brine (Kinsman, 1966, 1969), 
creatfung chemical micro-environments favorable for metasomatic 
dolomite or magnesite formation. 
Halite is a common component of all shales-in the German 
Zechstein. In most cases it is finely and evenly dispersed, 
but in some of the red shales it forms more or less isometrical 
red nodules. Part of these nodules formed, as in the shales 
of the Appalachian Salina sequence, as concretions in the de-
siccating argillaceous mud, others may be the relics of halite 
beds leached during early diagenesis. 
Thicker shale beds often accumulate as a result of pro-
longed intradepositional leaching of halite layers contain-
ing shale laminae. In such cases, the top portion of the shale 
may have deposited as non-halitic muds from relatively dilute 
terrestrial brines, which simultaneously dissolved downwards 
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decreasing quantities of halite from the underlying ·sediment. 
As a result, the shale laminae in the halite underlying the 
shale become increasingly closely spaced upwards, and they 
quasi merge into the overlying shale layer. This shale layer, 
then, is overlain by relatively pure halite, marking the base 
of a new cycle of evaporite deposition, 
Carbonates 
The carbonates, grading upwards from the basal shales, 
often display a characteristic facies pattern. The basin mar-
gin is lined by thick, bioconstructed, bioclastic and oolitic 
carbonates, in general light-colored and massive; the interior 
is covered by a thin carbonate sheet, argillaceous-bituminous 
and finely laminated, This pattern indicates well-ventilated, 
agitated water along the basin margin, and stagnant water in 
the interior. The traditional interpretation of salt genesis 
assumes that the very thick biogenic and bioclastic carbonates 
at the basin margin were formed contemporaneously with the thin 
fetid laminated carbonate sheet of the interior, and that the 
growth of reefs, increasing the isolation of the interior, 
were instrumental in the salt deposition, In this case, the 
height of the reefs would reflect the depth of the basin that 
later received and was rapidly filled by the salts. This cor-
relation is, however, imperfect: the salt deposits of the first 
cycle occur in marginal position, those of the second cycle 
transgress beyGnd the underlying fetid laminites, and in the 
fourth cycle no major carbonate bed occurs, 
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The carbonates often display considerable sulphate and 
magnesite content. The sulphates occur in the form of (often 
leached) concretions close to the margin; the magnesite con-
tent either increases (second cycle) or decreases (third cycle) 
from the margin toward the interior. Increase toward depth. 
may be due to density stratification of the brine; increase 
toward the margin may result from subaerial sulphate precipi-
tation and concomitant changes in the composition of inter-
stitial brines, as in the shales discussed above. 
The interlamination of magnesite and dolomite in some-
what oolitic carbonates (third cycle) witnesses syngenetic 
or very early diagenetic magnesite formation. The concomitant 
alternation of argillaceous and clay-free laminae may indicate 
correlation of these small cycles with oscillation in·.the de-
tritus inflow into the basin. These small cycles might be due 
to the same cycles of oscillating humidity in the mountainous 
hinterfland· which had controlled the oscillating grain-size of 
the underlying shales. 
Anhydrite and gypsum 
General features --------
In the lower two cycles of the Zechstein, the distri~ 
bution of sulphate rocks follows the facies pattern of the 
underlying carbonates: thick, .light, often massive sulphates 
occur along the basin margin, whiLe a very thin sheet of fetid 
laminated sulphates comprising less than 1% of the marginal 
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sulphates (0,8 m in the second cycle) covers the interior. 
Even single laminae of these sulphate laminites show excel-
lent correlation over wide areas. 
In the third cycle, the fetid laminites are insignifi-
cant (they line only the top of the anhydrite suite); in the 
fourth cycle they are entirely absent. 
Apart from these evenly laminated ("linea ted") sulphates, 
there are several other··varieties characterized by increasing 
irregularity of the lamination, At the other end of the spec-
trum:is the flaser anhydrite, which displays a lenticular-en-
terolithic structure. 
Most structural features of the sulphate rocks are marked 
by laminae or (in the flaser anhydrite) wisps of carbonates; 
the carbonate mineral is dolomite and, more often, magnesite, 
suggesting the same causal relationship between magnesite and 
sulphate genesis as indicated before. Where evenly laminated 
and flaser anhydrites occur in the same horizon, as in the 
first and second cycles, the latter increase in proportion 
toward, and often become exclusive in, the marginal and shoal 
areas. The indistinctly laminated varieties (schlieren, banded, 
flaky a~1ydrite) of the third cycle show no such relation-
ship to the flaser anhydrite. 
Primary deposition of gypsum is often indicated by the 
presence of pseudomorphs after gypsum porphyroblasts, micro-
cavity systems filled later by the most soluble salts, and 
a certain sequence of anhydrite generations. (Kosmahl, 1969), 
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Locally, as in the pegma.tite anhydrite of the fourth cycle) 
the gypsum porphyroblasts are replaced by red halite. 
German authors generally assume ·that in the semi-laminar 
sulphate varieties (schlieren and flaky anhydrite) Caso4 and 
carbonate or clay were deposited simultaneously, though in 
oscillating proportions. Their even or at most slightly wavy 
structure is attributed to deposition inarelatively quiet sed-
imentary environment. 
The problem of the lenticular flaser anhydrite is more 
complex. In the first and second Zechstein cycles, they were 
preferentially deposited along the basin margin, apparently 
contemporaneously with, but several times exceeding the thick-
ness o~ the laminated anhydrites of the basin interior. This 
greater thickness has been attributed to quicker deposition 
in the warmer shallow water, an approach supported by the 
thickness pattern of the Main Anhydrite of the third cycle, 
in which the thickness maxima of each bed occur over the same 
shoals, progressively increasing their height. Mere rapid de-
position is, however, hardly sufficient to account for the 
lenticular, flaser structure itself. Several schools of thought 
have attempted to find an answer to this problem (Kosmahl, 1969)• 
According to the school of primary genesis (Herrmann and 
Richter-Bernburg, 1955), the lenticular anhydrite was formed 
in agitated water. This theory envisages disturbed sedimenta-
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ticn.during most of the deposition of the Main Anhydrite, al-
ternating with conditions of quiet sedimentation in calm water. 
This idea was further developed by Langbein (1961, 1969) on 
the basis of microscopic investigations. Langbein, finding 
good correlation between the palaeogeographic location of a 
given anhydrite profile and the micro- and macroscopic struc-
ture of the anhydrite, concluded that the latter must be facio-
logically controlled, According to him, this "sphaerolitic" 
structure was already present in the primary gypsum, and es-
caped destruction during the transformation of gypsum into 
anhydrite. He attributes this structure to Caso4-pre~ipita­
tion from low-salinity brines, which would explain why they 
grade towards the basin center as well as upwards (toward the 
overlying halite deposits) into so-called granoblastic or por-
phyroblastic structures attributed to higher salinity. 
The school of early-diagenetic formation of flaser an-
hydrite assumes (Jung, 1958, 1960) that all su~phates were 
originallyevenly laminated, and all other anhydrite struc-
tures developed diagenetically from this prototype. 
Though it would be interesting to apply here the informa-
tion gained by Shearman (1963, 1966) and Kinsman (1966, 1969) 
from studies in the Persian Gulf area, to my knowledge no such 
attempt has yet been made. The preferential occurrence of len-
ticular anhydrite in near-shore areas, its regular alternation 
with laminated anhydrite varieties, and the prevalence of the 
laminated anhydrite in the vicinity of the overlying halite 
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indicate that such an approach may be promising. Thus the 
dominance of semi-laminar and flase~ varieties in the Main 
Anhydrite may be due to frequent emergences after the depo-
sition of the underlying Magnesite Unit, and the appearance 
of lineated anhydrite at the top, directly below the over-
lying halite, might indicate renewed submergence below more 
concentrated brines. The great differences between the lentic-
ular anhydrites of the basin margin and the evenly laminated 
anhydi .. i tes of the basin interior in the lower Zechstein cycles 
as well as in the Anhydrite Crust at the top of the Main Anhy-
drite might be better accounted for if one assumes that they 
were formed in substantially different (subaquaeous vs. supra-
tidal) environments, than if one has to explain them with dif-
ferences in brine temperature and salinity • 
. · On the other hand, the studies of Richter-Bernburg 
convincingly·indicate that the laminae of the lineated an-
hydrite were formed as continuous sheets covering the entire 
basin rather than as linear structures in a migrating tidal 
zone. Perhaps the cont~~eetween the Persian Gulf. of almost 
normal marine water, and the Zechstein basin filled with brires 
saturated with Caso4 may account for this divergence. While 
in the Persian Gulf area subaquaeous evaporites can form only in 
the intertidal position, in the Zechstein basin they could form 
subtidally as well, over the area of the entire basin, as the 
overlying halite layers did. The existence of such a large 
hypersaline reservoir would also accelerate the precipita-
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tion of supratidal flaser sulphates along its shores. 
Early diagenetic transformation of gypsum into anhydrite 
may also have affected the sedimentary structures. D'Ans and 
Ktthn (1960), Braitsch (1962) and Kosmahl (1969) assume that 
this process started with the formation of anhydrite nuclei 
in and on the surface of the gypsum sediment, or at the contact 
of primary gypsum and primary anhydrite beds, and spreading 
in a rapidly progressing chain reaction, altered the metastable 
gypsum into stable anhydrite. The anhydrite nuclei could form 
in shallow water above shoals and near the margin (D~Ans and 
Ktthn, 1960) where the temperature, or in the basin (Richter-
Bernburg, oral comm., in Kosmahl, 1969) where the concentration 
was higher and therefore favorable i'or anhydrite formation. fhe 
ensuing dehydration may have proceeded horizontally as well as 
downwards into previously deposited sulphates. Since the Anhy-
drite Crust is not disturbed by the escaping water, probably the 
dehydration of the underlying bulk of the Main Anhydrite took 
place before its deposition. The dehydrati.on of the Anhydrite 
Crust, in its turn, perhaps starting from the interfaces of its 
primary anhydrite and,.primary gypsum layers, also took place be-
fore the deposition of the overlying halites, postponing their 
deposition by diluting the brine with the escaping water (Braitsch, 
1962). 
These dehydration processes alone would, however, not dis-
turb the original structures sufficiently (Stewart, 19531 oral 
comm. 1971) to cause a general transformation of even lamination 
into flaser structure, as thought by some of the above authors. 
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Expona1ts of late and post-diagenetic control of the 
flaser structures, like Borchert (1954, 1959, 1963), Lotze 
(1957), Storck (1954), Kokorsch (1960), and Siemeister (1961) 
also attribute their enterolithic-microfolded character to 
the dehydration of ~ypsum, but assume that this process did 
not take place until the gypsum was covered by considerable 
overburden, in the lower Triassic or perhaps only in the late 
Mesozoic. The anhydrite floating in the newly escaped water 
was, according to this concept, highly responsive to tectonic 
pressure, resulting in diverse internal structural deformations. 
The shortcoming of this theory is that it cannot account for 
the absence of intensive leaching such a huge amount of water 
would perform in the overlying salt. Though the red tint, higher 
crystallinity, narrower lamination and smaller thickness of the 
Leine halite along the basin margin might be attributed to 
this water (though they might as readily be explained by other 
primary sedimentary and diagenetic processes as well), the 
lack of leaching along the halite-anhydrite boundary, where 
it should be mast intensive, is a strong argument against such 
an interpretation~ (Kosmahl, 1969). 
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Small anhydrite cycles -----------
According to Richter-Bernburg (1955 and later), the alterna-
tion of anhydrite with carbonate or shale ~inae indicates 
regular oscillation in the concentration of the brine from 
which they are deposited. He considers these sediments as 
varvites of annual layering, anhydrite or gypsum depositing 
in the warm season and carbonate or clay in the cold one. 
Studies by Richter-Bernburg in the basal anhydrite of the 
Sta.ssfurt Cycle gave 0.2-1.2 mm (in average 0.6-0.8 mm) as 
the thickness of the annual anhydrite laminae, which agrees 
well with the estimated rates of annual evaporation. Richter-
Bernburg and Herrmann (1955) regard, however, even the very 
thick (1-5 cm) laminae of the anhydrite as annual precipitates, 
the anomalous thiclmess of which was caused by anomalously 
high summer temperatures of a given year exceeding a critical 
threshold. Where such abnormally thick (or abnormally thin) 
laminae occur at 11-lamina intervals, the anomaly is attributed 
to the influence of sunspot cycles. 
Braitsch (1962) points out, however, that the deposition 
of 1 cm anhydrite would require the evaporation of 8 m water, 
already evaporated to the point of caso4-saturation, while 
the maximum known rate of evaporation for larger amounts of 
water is 2 m/year. This observation seems to indicate that 
laminae thicker than 1 mm were deposited over intervals of 
several years. 
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The Main Anhydrite of the Leine Cycle (Kosmahl~ 1969) 
consists of cycles, a few m thick each, of alternating mag-
nesite-rich and relatively pure ea-sulphate. The magnesite-
rich lower portions often display semi-laminar (banded, flaky, 
or schlieren) structures, while the magnesite-poor upper por-
tions generally consist of lenticular, flaser anhydrite. Through-
out the Main Anhydrite, there is a trend of gradual decrease 
in the thickness and magnesite content of the lower, magnesite-
rich portion of each successive cycle. According to Seidel 
(1961) and Kosmahl (1969), this gradual increase in Caso4-
purity, interrupted by the deposition of the Black Shale bed, 
reflects a gradual increase in salinity, eventually leading 
to halite deposition. Within each cycle, the progressive phase 
of increasing salinity is longer than the recessive one, re-
sulting in rather abrupt appearance of magnesitic laminae over 
pure anhydrite. This asymmetric oscillation is further modu-
lated by smaller cycles of local significance and by the still 
smaller cycles of presumably annual lamination. 
Kosmahl (1969) assumes that these cycles are controlled 
by climatic changes. Preferred precipitation of the less sol-
uble magnesite in the lower, and of the more soluble Caso4 in 
the upper portion of each cycle is caused by the increasing 
concentration of brines or, more accurately, by the decreas-
ing solubility of Caso4 at increasing brine temperatures. Tem-
perature differences between shallower and deeper brines may 
have given rise to current systems, to which Kosmahl tenta-
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tively attributes the flaser structure typical of the upper 
portion of each cycle. 
These oscillations of Glimate were shortlasting and of 
relatively low amplitude, never leading to the deposition of 
pure halite. The general climatic trend was, according to Kos-
mahl (1969), a gradual transition from the more humid climate 
prevalent during the deposition of the underlying Gray Shale, 
through a semi-arid climate when the Main Anhydrite was de-
posited, into the more arid climate of the subsequent halite 
deposition. The increasing aridity of the mountainous hinter-
land was interrupted by a short period of relatively higher 
humidity, responsible for the deposition of the Black Shale 
bed near the top of the anhydrite suite. This intermission 
did not, however, substantially affect the concentration of 
the·brines; after aridity had been reestablished in the hin-
terland brine temperatures had risen to their previous_ level, 
calcium sulphate deposition continued and gave place soon to 
halite precipitation. 
After climate, the second important factor governing 
cyclic sedimentation may have been the oscillating level of 
the "bar" which separated the Zechstein Basin from the open 
sea to the north. Whether one visualizes this bar in the clas-
sical sense or as a saturation shelf, and whether these late 
Variscan movements were epeirogenic or erogenic, evidently 
even minor changes in the water depths of this region must 
have exerted great influence upon brine concentrations and 
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temperatures in the basin. Erosional nonconformities at the 
base of many small cycles, underlain by flaser and overlain 
by laminar anhydrite, may have resulted from dilution due to 
the lowering of the bar level, although they might as well be 
considered contacts between supratidal and overlying intertidal 
evaporites by investigators favoring this mode of evaporite 
formation. Similarly, the gradual decrease of carbonates in 
successive anhydrite cycles may also be due to uplift or de-
creasing depth in the bar region. The specific evaporation of 
the resulting shallow water would be high, precipitating most 
carbonates, so that the brine entering the basin would al-
ready be depleted in carbonates. 
Several aspects of the cyclicity may have been controlled 
by purely sedimentological factors. __ Such factors were respon-
sible for the increasing differentiation of shoal areas as a 
result of more rapid sulphate deposition in their shallow water. 
The complete filling of shallow basin areas may have created 
supratidal flats favourable to flaser anhydrite formation. 
Cycles of submergence ( as a result of locally uncompensated 
subsidence), filling and desiccation could produce cycles of 
subaquaeous laminated and supratidal flaser sulphates, sepa-
rated by unconformity surfaces, without the necessity to in-
voke any climatic or tectonic change. Such cycles would be 
expected to become decreasingly distinct toward deeper basin 
regions, as indeed they are. The oscillating and decreasing 
occurrence of carbonates imply, however, a more distant lever 
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of control: periodic entrance from outside the basin in grad-
ually decreasing quantities. The fact that anhydrite horizons 
near the Black Shale bed, which evidently is a product of ter-
restrial inflow, are not characterized by larger quantities of 
magnesite, seems to indicate that the carbonate was imported 
by marine rather than terrestrial waters. In this case, its 
fluctuating and decreasing concentration in the sediments may 
also reflect oscillating inflow and gradually increasing iso-
lation from the open sea, presumably due to oscillating and 
gradually decreasing depths in the bar area. These changes 
need not be attributed to tectonic movements: they may have 
been caused by fluctuating rates of sedimentation in the bar 
area, in a regime of continuous subsidence. These fluctuating 
rates may be climatically controlled: increasing aridity would 
prdduce more rapid precipitation from the brine. Thus the grad-
ual decrease of detritic sediments in the Gray Shale, their 
disappearance in the Main Anhydrite, and their cursory reap-
pearance in its Black Shale bed, as well as the presumably 
annual carbonate and shale laminae of the anhydrite, are all 
climatically controlled phenomena. The fact that these ulti-
mately climatically controlled cycles consist of the same se-
quence of lithologies as the major cycles may indicate that 
the latter, too, could be caused by ultimately climatic os-
cillations. 
Beyond the climatic, tectonic, and depositional fac-
tors, reworking is a major agent controlling cyclicity in the 
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Main Anhydrite. It is reflected by large-scale unconformities 
as well as small channels and pockets, occurring particularly 
between the first and second, within and on the top of the 
fourth, and between the sixth and the seventh cycle. App1rently, 
(Kosmahl, 1969), the channels and pockets are produced by cur-
rents, eroding and partially dissolving the gypsum. 
The more extensive unconformities result from extensive 
leaching caused by substantial decrease in brine concentration. 
This is particularly evident in the case of the anhydrite under-
lying the Black Shale bed (seventh cycle): here the inflow of 
large amounts of terrestrial water into the basin led to the 
dissolution of previously deposited sulphates over extensive 
areas. Conceivably, the lack of the entire upper portion of 
the sixth cycl~ underlying the Black Shale, in the deeper 
basin areas, is due to this dissolution. Even this leaching 
was, however, not equally effective over the entire basin. In 
local shoal facies (Grasleben, Beienrode), the anhydrite of 
the sixth cycle grades without hiatus into the seventh cycle, 
the intervening Black Shale bed being replaced by argillaceous 
porphyroblastic anhydrite which grades laterally into shale. 
This local absence of leaching, accompanied by a drop in the 
amounts of argillaceous material and by the continued precipi-
tation of sulphates, may indicate that terrestrial water failed 
to reach these areas in substantial quantities.(Kosmahl, 1969). 
Most of the gypsum, removed mechanically or chemically 
from previously precipitated sediments, was again redeposited 
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in the same or in the succeeding cycle, only a small fraction, 
if any, being carried from the basin back into the open sea. 
Most of the redeposition took place, presumably, as soon as 
a renewed increase in the brine temperature decreased the sol-
ubility of Caso4 to the previous level, or the water that had 
caused the leaching evaporated. Thus most of the Anhydrite 
Crust,. deposited after the Black Shale bed and before the ha-
lite, may have been derived from the gypsum leached from the 
sediment when the Black Shale bed was being deposited (Kosmahl, 
1969). If the~Anhydrite Crust was indeed deposited over the 
deeper areas as primary anhydrit~ then this could reflect the 
higher brine concentrations that preceded the deposition of halite._ 
The reasons for the higher frequency of reworking during 
the third Zechstein (Leine) cycle are not clear. The argument 
of Kosmahl (1969), that the Zechstein Basin had been much deeper 
during the first Zechstein cycle and became gradually shallower 
and thus more favorable for reworking during the second and 
particularly the third Zechstein cycl~s open to discussions 
there is not sufficient evidence that the basically similar 
argillaceous, sulfate and chloride facies, recurring in the 
same order in each major Zechstein cycle, were deposited at 
so fundamentally different depths. Whatever the cause, re-
working here intensely modifies the control exerted over cyclic 
sedimentation by climate, tectonism and sediment accumulation. 
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Anhydritic halite, normal cycles 
By far the majority of the halite is well bedded. The 
bedding is marked by anhydrite laminae, which are only a few 
mm, orrractions of a mm thick. Suites of regularly bedded salt, 
in which the anhydrite laminae follow at relatively constant 
intervals ("lineated salt") are common, but often the inter-
vals are less regular, and the anhydrite laminae are replaced 
by somewhat thicker and less distinct laminae of halitic an-
hydrite or anhydritic halite. 
The great thickness of the salt beds (8-20 cm) conceived 
of as annual deposits, was an important factor in interpreting 
sat basins as deep basins, rapidly filled with evaporites whose 
rate of deposition was several orders of magnitude higher than 
most known rates of subsidence. This interpretation has been 
altered by recent observations. Thus it has been found (Jung, 
1959) that where the halites of the Werra Cycle grade laterally 
into anhydrite, the varves in the anhydrite are an order of 
magnitude higher than the number of the major anhydrite lam-
inae in the equivalent salt section. Further research revealed 
sets of very thin anhydrite laminae, observable only in trans-
parent light, between the more distinct, thicker anhydrite 
laminae separating the salt beds. In intervals where the salt 
is more pigmented (see discussion of the Werra halite), this 
internal lamination is more distinct. The sum of the thicker 
and thinner anhydrite laminae agrees well with the number of 
anhydrite varves in the lateral anhydrite equivalent.(Jung, 1968). 
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Similar observations in the Stassfurt halite led Jung (1968) 
to conclude that the observed gross lamination in the halite 
reflects decennial rather tha.n annual intervals, and that the 
thickness of the annual halite laminae is only 0.5-1.0 cm. 
This rate of deposition is, according to him, in good agree-
ment with a projected regime of synsedimentary (rather than 
presedimentary) subsidence and "presents a further argument 
in favor of the general shallovmess of the Zechstein basin". 
The clay content of the anhydrite laminae indicates, as 
several bromine studies did before, that their deposition was 
controlled by periodic rainfall in the mountainous hinterland 
(compare Kunasz, 1970, co~rning similar lamination in the 
Silurian salt of the Michigan Basin). If the most distinct, 
argillaceous anhydrite laminae are not annual, but decennial-
und·ecennial deposits as Jung ( 1968) reports, it would indicate 
that the rainfalls occurred mostly at intervals corresponding 
to the present sunspot cycles. Such a great difference between 
the annual and the undecennial deposits seems to be consider-
ably more than the present, indistinct difference between sun-
spot-rich and sunspot-poor years seems to warrant (Duff et al., 
196?). 
In normal anhydritic halite suites, the thickness and 
frequency of anhydrite beds decreases upwards with increasing 
distances from the basal anhydrite. This decrease is thought 
to reflect the gradually increasing concentration of basin 
brines, leading eventually to conditions favorable to potassium 
salt deposition. 
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Anhydritic halite, leached cycles 
In halite suites containing anhydrite interbeds tijicker 
thant the anhydrite laminae discussed aboe, the anhydrite is 
generally most abundant at the base of each cycle. The thick-
ness of the intercalating anhydrite laminae, and with it the 
anhydrite/halite ratio, gradually decrease upwards, to increase 
again rather abruptly as the next thick anhydrite bed appears. 
In the leached halites of the Swath Salts (Leine Cycle; Herde, 
1953) the asymmetry is inverse: At the bottom of each cycle, 
the salt is pure1 upwards, contaminated, anhydritic laminae 
intercalate. Contamination and anhydrite content increase 
gradually in the overlying "swath", to drop abruptly to nil 
in the pure halite forming the base of the next cycle. 
This upward increase in anhydrite content within each 
of the swath cycles is in conspicuous contrast with the gen-
eral trend of gradual decline in the amount of anhydrite con-
tained in each successive swath cyele. This decline, con-
tinuing the same trend from underlying normal cycles, reflects 
the gradual increase in brine concentration which leads ulti-
mately to potash deposition, 
Thus the main trend of progressive evaporite sedimenta-
tion, leading from anhydrite to potassium salts, is modified 
by two groups of factors controlling cyclicity. The first group 
contains the causative agents of cyclic sedimentation, like 
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periodic changes in climate, tectonism and sediment accumu-
lation. The second group comprises processes acting on pre-
viously deposited sediments and affecting their primary cycli-
city. 
These latter processes consist primarily in partial dis-
solution. From year to year, sediments of the upper part of 
each swath cycle, the swath zone, were subjected to increas-
ingly frequent leaching, removing part of their halite and 
thus enriching them in anhydrite. Subsequently, physico-chem-
ical conditions conducive to sat precipitation were reestab-
lished, and the excess of the leached salts was rapidly rede-
posited as pure salt over the dissolution surface of the leached 
sediment. After this relatively rapid precipitation, the nor-
mal balance corresponding to the given stage of evaporite de-
position would be restored, resulting in the deposition of 
salts alternating with anhydrite laminae. Repeated decreases 
in brine concentration would result in renewed leaching of 
chlorides from below , affecting the sediment surface most 
and losing intensity toward depth. Such cy~les would provide 
sharp-contrasts between the partially leached sediments and 
the overlying reprecipitated salt. 
This interpretation of Herde (1953) seems to be supported 
by the existence of local sylvinite deposits overlying the 
eighth (swath) zone, as well as by the ~resence of the Riedel 
potash deposit directly overlying the uppermost swath zone. 
Both sylvinite zones indicate the existence of marginal de-
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pressions, in which the potassium salts leached from the un-
derlying sediments were deposited after short transportation. 
Corroded to rounded sylvite crystals embedded in halite indi-
cate that the transportation was in part mechanical. 
Thus in these leached cycles the salts do not occur in 
successions of gradually increasing and decreasing solubility, 
as they do in the "normal" cycles, but highly soluble salts 
overlie hardly soluble and insoluble sediments with sharp con-
tacts. The potash deposition does not mark the culmination of 
a continuously progressing evaporite deposition, but indicates 
the existence of local protected environments where potash salts 
could be deposited and preserved directly above deposits of 
the most recessive phase of the previous cycle. 
As these cycles are the product of an interplay between 
terrestrial inflow and basin brines, they are not manifested 
uniformly throughout the entire basin, but are most distinct 
in a belt between the margin and the interior. The potash salts, 
repeatedly deposited and dissolved or reworked during these 
cycles, were occasionally redeposited in local depressions 
where they were protected from renewed reworking. Thus a proto-
Riedel deposit may have been formed and destroyed several times 
during the deposition of the Swath Salt, as indeed indicated 
by the presence of corroded sylvite grains and even a local 
potassium s!?l t deposit (Swath Deposit) over some of the swath 
zones (Herde, 1953), but only its last deposition was preserved 
over a larger protected area. 
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Figure 18 
A swath cycle. Pure halite appears abruptly over the most con-
taminated top portion of the underlying cycle, and grades up-
wards into salt containing increasingly distinct dark laminae. 
The cross-bedding may be due to currents. 
Hansa Mine, Hannover, Germany 
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The main feature of the depositional process was the per-
manent importance of terrestrial influences, In this extremely 
shallow brine, even minor terrestrial inflows invoked pro-
found changes, From the start of the Swath Salt deposition, 
the brine frequently withdrew, laying dry extensive areas ~f 
the basin for short periods, A hexagonal network of gray anhy-
drite is common in the halite laminae of the swath zones and 
becomes increasingly distinct towards their top, indicating 
temporary subaerial desiccation. (This is not unusual in the 
Leine Cycle, where several instances of extremely shallow water 
and temporary desiccation are manifest both in the Main Anhy-
drite and in the overlying salt suite), The desiccational 
cracks of the swath zones often display a hexagonal pattern in 
vertical as well as in horizontal section (Fig. 18) and are 
filled mostly with gray anhydrite. 
Frequently, the top of the cracks is filled with rounded 
sylvite crystals. Apparently, occasionally small shallow pools 
of highly concentrated brines flooded the suncracked halite; 
they dried out rapidly, depositing sylvite (Herde, 1953), The 
sylvinite was soon leached, unless it was washed into newly 
formed brine pools and open salt-cracks, where it remained 
preserved. Sometimes the sylvinite filling the top of the 
cracks continues upwards into a sylvinite layer, which, crys-
tallizing from a brine pool, first filled the cracks in its 
bottom. In these cases, too, rounded sylvite grains frequent-
ly occur at the bottom of the sylvinite layer and in the ere-
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vices beneath, showing mechanical transportation from the sur-
rounding dry areas. 
Facial diversity was intensified by dissected bottom 
relief, perhaps the product of eroding currents. Below the 
network of desiccational cracks, characterizing the most con-
taminated top section of the swath zones, st~uctures indica-
ting paleocurrents can be observed (Personal observation, 1970). 
Anhydrite laminae, parallel to the layering, are connected (Fig.l8) 
by inclined laminae of anhydrite,cutting across the layering 
and traceable downwards into the upper part of the pure salt 
zone. The inclined laminae are several meters long, parallel 
with each other, and meet the layering at an angle of 10-20°, 
The slow currents responsible for their formation were appa-
rently characteristic of the shallow coastal water prior to 
total emergence. 
During the first cycle of the Swath Salt formation, most 
of the clay entering the basin was deposited in a marginal 
depression (Blue Shale); only minor clay flakes could pass 
its surrounding shoals and enter the main basin. During the 
following cycle of reworking and redeposition, potassiferous 
salts were collected in the same depression • (This marginal 
position of many potash deposits is emphasized by Stewart (1954). 
Except for this areal coincidence, however, the distribution 
of shoals and deeps was different for each cycle, though their 
differentiation increased, Presumably this increasingly dis-
sected basin floor was responsible for the fact, that in con-
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trast to the lower, Ronnenberg potash deposit of the Leine 
Cycle, which is continuous and of constant thickness, the 
Riedel deposit that overlies the uppermost swath zone is dis-
continuous, though it occurs over a larger area. Its co~sti­
tuting discontinuous potash deposits probably reflect the dis-
tribution of local deeps which trapped the heavy potassiferous 
brines. 
The small amounts of Mg, even in the potash deposits, 
may indicate that direct marine influences were subordinate. 
(Herde, 1953), The halite was probably, at least in part, washed 
in from older halite beds, temporarily exposed around the shrink-
ing basin. 
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Argillaceous salt, leached cycles 
As indicated in the descriptive section, similar leached 
cycles characterized by gradually decreasing and abruptly increas-
ing salt purity occur also in the argillaceous portions of 
the third aad fourth Zechstein cycles. The shale forms irreg-
ular intercrystalline relics and networks as well as thin lam-
inae in the salt. These shale structures increase upwards with-
in each cycle both in size and frequency, ahd culminate in a 
shale bed abruptly overlain by the pure basal salt of the next 
cycle. The argillaceous beds are often characterized by mud-
balls. It is thought (Herde, 1953) that this gradual upward 
decrease and abrupt increase in salt purity is due to a period 
of leaching, perhaps by rain or terrestrial water acting upon 
desiccated salt or salt covered by only a thin sheet of brine, 
followed by a period of renewed precipitation. The shallow 
depths of the Zechstein basin, generally accepted for the 
upper Leine and Aller Cycles, agrees well with this interpre-
tation. Most sedimentary features, like the presence of mud-
balls and of intercrystalline shale relics, admit similar inter-
pretation for the argillaceous Salina salts in the axial re-
gion of the Appalachian Basin (Part II). 
Kieseritic and polyhalitic halite 
Kieseritic halite often takes the place of anhydritic halite 
directly belovt potash deposits. The kieserite gradually replaces 
anhydrite as the dominant sulphate mineral in successive sul-
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phate laminae between the annual or undecennial halite beds. 
Near land areas, argillaceous laminae also intercalate; the 
alternation of clay, kieserite and halite indicates that these 
small cydes are controlled by periodic precipitation (Fig. 11). 
More complex is the occurrence of polyhalite, Though it 
is frequently present as an alteration product of anhydrite, 
its only major occurrence is in the Stassfurt Cycle, in the 
Sub-Hercynian and Thuringian basins (Simon, 1970). The poly-
halitic like the kieseritic halite grades from anhydritic 
halite. In the lower section of the polyhalitic suite, halite 
beds are separated by a.nhydrite and anhydritic polyhalite lam-
inae; further up, these sulphate laminae consist essentially 
of polyhalite,and the halite itself contains dispersed poly-
halite crystals; near the top, the sulphate laminae consist 
either dominantly of anhydrite or dominantly of polyhalite, 
and the latter also form thicker beds (1-20 cm). Similar cha-
racteristics of a polyhalitic Zechstein evaporite suite in 
England led Stewart (1963) to conclude that much of the poly-
halite in the upper beds was deposited as a primary mineral, 
and that simultaneous metasomatism of anhydrite into poly-
halite in the underlying sediments by downward percolating 
potassiferous brines provided most of the Ca that was needed 
for the primary polyhalite precipitation. Small cycles of 
4. halite, with some polyhalite 
). polyhalite, with some halite 
2. halite,with some anhydrite 
l, anhydrite, partly replaced by halite 
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are interpreted by him as the results of probably seasonal 
changes in sainity and temperature. According to Stewart's 
tentative correlation (1954),(not followed by Lotze, (1957», 
the the polyhalitic English and German evaporites are approxi-
mately contemporaneous. 
From observations by Simon (1970) at Asse in the Sub-Her-
cynian basin it appears that the polyhalite formation, both 
primary and secondary, preceded the deposition of kieseritic 
halite, which, on its turn, introduced the Stassfurt potash 
deposit. It is significant that Stewart (1963), too, finds 
that the polyhalitic beds are overlain by kieseritic halite. 
At Fordon, England, however, where he studied the polyhalitic 
halite, the overlying potash deposit is absent, either due to 
non-deposition, or due to intraformational dissolution. The 
latter is suggested by the scarcity of kieserite near the top 
of the kieseritic zone, and the fact that this zone is over-
lain, with a sudden petrographic change, by anhydrite. 
The intensive deposition of polyhali te (and. ·the leaching) 
may reflect the marginal position of both the Sub-Hercynian 
and the Yorkshire basins and their ·proximity to dry lands. This 
is further emphasized by the local argillaceous facies overly-
ing the polyhalite in the Sub-Hercynian basin (Asse Mine, Simon, 
1970), deposited from muds swept in from the temporarily up-
lifted Eichsfeld shoal. The latter was probably connected to 
that flat island of the Harz -region to which the red coloring 
and increased clay content of the similarly polyhalitic Stass-
furt salt in the Mansfeld basin of Thuringia are attributed. 
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Sylvitic and carnallitic halite 
The potash zones of the Zechstein have been the subject 
of numerous articles, therefore here we db not intend to deal 
with them in greater detail. The enormous potash deposit of 
the Stassfurt Cycle comprises the bulk of potassiferous rocks 
in the German Zechstein, occurring in lateral continuity over 
the largest area (100,000 km2 , Fig. 17) in the greatest thick-
ness (50 m). It displays a distinct lateral zoning, with syl-
vinite and anhydrite along the basin margin, sylvinite and 
kieserite somewhat basinward, arid carnallite-halite with kie-
seritic sylvinite (hartsalz) lenses in the basin interior. 
All areas are characterized by distinct cyclic sedimentation; 
the cycles consist of sylvinite and kieserite; halite, kieserite 
and carnallite; and halite and carnallite. 
The lateral facies pattern is attributed to either primary 
or secondary causes. Lotze (1938) and Richter-Bernburg see in 
it primary facies distribution, and their approach is accepted 
by most geologists working in the German Zechstein. Borchert 
(1959,1963), however, assumes that carnallite had been the 
primary K-mineral throughout the basin, and attributes the 
zoning to late diagenetic leaching of Mg by waters escaping 
during dehydration from the basal sulphates underlying the 
Stassfur.t salt. According to him, only the thick gypsum de-
posits of the basin margin could provide water in amounts suf-
ficient to accomplish this leaching, since the sulphates of 
the interior are thin and were mostly deposited as anhydrite. 
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There are considerable objections to this theory, as discussed 
above (see: F~er anhydrite genesis): there is no field evidence 
of any channel system that would have led the water from below 
the 500-m Stassfurt halite to the potash deposit above it; neither 
is there any dissolution along the contact of the Caso4 with 
the overlying halite. 
The Ronnenberg potash deposit in the third Zechstein 
cycle consists largely of sylvinite; local cycles of alter-
nating red and green sylvinite are observed. Hofrichter (1960) 
applied varve chronology to determine whether the potash deposit 
was time constant. With good correlation of sequentially num-
bered anhydrite laminae established in sections up to 20 km 
apart, he found that both the basal and the top contacts of 
the deposit occur at different laminae in different sections. 
Further study revealed that in certain regions, identified as 
deeper basin areas, the sylvite deposition started earlier and 
lasted longer. Thus lenticular sylvinite bodies were formed, 
whose top and bottom contacts cut across the time plane, but 
whose level of largest extension, corresponding to the time 
most favorable for potassium salt deposition, is time-constant. 
The differences in the starting times of sylvite precipitation 
at different localities were small: if the anhydrite laminae 
mark annual and not undecennial intervals, they rarely exceeded 
10-20 years. 
It is assumed (Hofrichter, 1960) that preferential syl-
vite deposition was controlled by its lower solubility in colder 
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water. Accordingly, sylvite deposited longer in the deeper and 
colder parts of the basin, while the deposition of halite was 
~ess temperature-dependent and extended to the intervening 
shoals. 
The original cyclic layering of the Ronnenberg deposit 
has been modified by the reworking of previously deposited 
sediments. Chemical and mechanical reworking is manifested 
by corroded, rounded crystals. Locally, even a "halite conglo-
merate" was formed: it consists of rounded halite crystals 
between which the sylvite has been leached.In the shoal areas, 
intervals of local desiccation are indicated. 
The Riedel potash deposit consists of discontinuous len-
ses, supposedly deposited (Herde, 1953) in minor depressions 
collecting the heavy potassiferous brines. Gray and red syl-
vinite often interfinger with, and wedge out in, low-potassium 
sylvitic halite, the supposed sediment of the warmer shoal areas. 
Signs of repeated desiccation, partial and total dissolution, 
reworking,and redeposition in local brine pools are numerous; 
they have been briefly reviewed above in connection with the 
leached anhydritic halite (swath) cycles. 
THE SILURIAN SALINA GROUP OF THE APPALACHIAN BASIN 
Tectonic-palaeogeographic background: 
Development of the Appalachian Basin prior to the Acadian Orogeny -
The Appalachian Basin (Figures 1-2) is a northwest-trending 
sedimentary basin between the orogenic zone along the southeastern 
margin of North America to the southeast, and the Cincinnati- Findlay-
'"' Algonquin arch system merging into the ganadian Shield to the northwest. 
Prior to the formation of the Taconic Mountains in the Ordovician, 
the basin had sloped straight into the ocean, while the arch system 
was also less distinct. Even later, some communication did exist 
between the Appalachian and the neighbouring Michigan Basin through 
a gap (Chatham Sag, Ailing and Briggs, 1961) between the Findlay 
and Algonquin arches, and frequently also above the arches. 
The basement was most mobile close to the geosyncline and 
subsequent mountain system, and became increasingly cratonic 
toward the arch system. It was thus a typical foredeep, grading 
from the platform into the geosyncline before the orogeny and later 
separated from the ocean basin by the newly formed mountain 
system. 
Within the basin, three tectonical zones can be distinguished. 
The northwestern, platform zone is underlain by a tectonically in-
active basement, and forms a flat monocline whose layers are dip-
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thin, most so along the arch system where post-Qrdovician 
sediments are largely absent. The tectonic regime is similar 
to that on the western slope of the arch system, resulting 
in sedimentary features similar to those observed in the 
marginal areas of the Michigan Basin. 
To the southwest of the extensive platform zone is a 
sedimentary trough, 20-40 miles wide, containing a thick and 
only slightly deformed Palaeozoic sequence; this is the present 
axial zone. 
Past axial zones were, however, somewhat further to the 
southeast, in the orogenic zone, where two subzones can be dis-
tinguished: the miogeocline belt of the pre-Taconic monoclinal 
shelf sequence (called so by Bird and Dewey because it did not 
form a separate syncline), :and the adjacent eugeosynclinal belt 
characterized by extensive volcanism. Maximum thicknesses of the 
Lower Palaeozoic sequence are over 22.000 ft close to the boundary 
between the orogenic and the present axial zones. 
The distribution of sedimentary facies:and thicknesses re-
flects this tectonic pattern. Prior to the Taconic Orogeny, in 
the Cambrian, the detritus was supplied to the basin mainly from 
the loose mantle previously accumulated over the Precambrian of 
the Canadian Shield, forming a sandstone belt along the northern 
margin of the Michigan-Appalachian basin complex. During the late 
Cambrian and the Ordovician, however, the flat shield became in-
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creasingly inundated, while the mountainous· islands of the 
coastal zone increasingly emerged, leading to modifications 
in the facies pattern. In the orogenic zone, sand was depo-
sited, partly in a marine, and partly in a continental en-
vironment. The axial zone of the basin was generally charac-
terized by shale and carbonate sedimentation, the shale de-
creasing and the carbonate increasing with increasing dis-
tance from the orogenic zone. Finally, in the platform areas, 
mainly dolomites were formed. 
Precambrian Basement 
Information about the Precambrian basement of the basin 
is still sparse, so most evidence is indirect, obtained from 
the bordering areas of the Canadian Shiad. This extrapolation, 
however, is justified, as these areas had originally formed 
part of the basement of the Appalachian Basin, and were only 
exposed by late erosion of the Lower Palaeozoic sequence. 
The earliest radiometric ages known from the infrastruc-
ture which includes the Appalachians are Pb/U ages of 1145 and 
975 m.y. from the Bear Mtn. in New York. (Lyons and Faul, 1968). 
These ages were recorded in granites intruding into the Grenville 
series, a shelf sequence 10.000 ft thick, now consisting chiefly 
of metamorphosed limestones and cross-bedded sandstones. Tillites 
overlying this series were formed close to the end of the Pre-
cambrian (about 600 m.y. ago). 
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Fig. 3. 
Stratigraphic relations of the Appalachian basin fill (from 
Colton, 1970}. Note rapid decrease in thickness toward the 
platform zone in the west, predominance of carbonates before 
and clastics after the Taconian orogeny in the Ordovician, and 
intercalation of the Salina evaporite suite between the upper 
Ordovician-Silurian (syn- and post-Taconian) and Devonian (syn-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































At the end of the Precambrian, the Grenville Orogeny lead 
to the formation of the Appalachian geosyncline and of the related 
proto-. Atlantic ocean. Radiometric data for this event, obtained 
from many Precambrian exposures along the Appalachians, give 
unexpectedly young ages ranging from 468 to 640 m.y. and aver-
aging at about 540 m.y. {ibidem). 
According to Bird and Dewey (1970), this orogeny resulted 
in the formation of a rift valley dividing the continent of the 
northern hemisphere into a Canadian and a Eurasian segment. The 
two segments moved apart on divided lithosphere plates, while 
the new ocean floor between them was spreading by accretion 
along a mid-oceanic ridge system as in the present Atlantic 
ocean. The coastlines of the resulting proto-Atlantic ocean 
displayed tectonic features like those of the present Atlantic 
coast of the American continent, with the eroded Precambrian 
basement becoming increasingly buried under thick sedimentary 
sequences deposited over the lower Palaeozoic continental shelf 
(miogeocline) and slope (eugeosyncline). 
Basin fill (Fig.3) 
Cambrian 
The Cambrian sequence of the Appalachian Basin is about 8000 
ft thick at the northwestern margin of the orogenic zone , and 
decreases toward the Canadian Shield. Additional basin. centres, 
with thicknesses of 2000-3000 ft, occur in Michigan and Indiana. 
Prolonged previous weathering over the Canadian Shield had pro-
duced large amounts of accumulated detritus , which supplied 
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the material for a belt of sandstones, lOO miles wide, along 
the northern margin of the Appalachian and Michigan basim , 
deposited mainly during the early ~ambrian. The erosion of 
highlands formed by the Grenville Orogeny along the south-
eastern boundary of the Appalachian Basin also provided sedi-
ments, but in smaller amounts. Generally, the central-and south-
ern part of the Appalachian Basin, south of the sandstone belt, 
was characterized by the deposition of carbonates with shale 
interbeds, while in the northern part of the Appalachian Basin 
~ 
and in the Michigan Basin sandstones play a significant role. 
A basal sheet of sandstones, metamorphosed into orthoquartzites, 
can be traced throughout the area of Cambrian sedimentation. 
Along the continental margin, Theokritoff (1968) distin-
guished between a western shelf and an eastern basin sequence. 
The former is characterized by sandstones and sandy carbonates, 
transgressively overlying Precambrian massifs. The basin sequence 
of the orogenic zone, to the east, reflects the continental 
slope and rise of the proto-Atlantic ocean and consists now es-
sentially of phyllites, schists, gneisses, graywackes, and green-
stones. The presence of non-volcanic islands could be demon-
strated, otherwise the series was found to increase in thick-
ness toward the contemporary ocean in the southeast. 
By the middle Cambrian, the amount of detritus decreased 
throughout the Appalachian Basin. The late Cambrian was charac-
terized by extensive transgression beyond previous coastlines, 
though total submergence was probably not reached until the 
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middle Ordovician for the entire North American platform. 
ordovician 
While during the late Cambrian or .early Ordovician a minor 
orogeny (Penobscot; Neuman, 1967) in Maine and possibly in Quebec 
may have been a precursor to the Taconic movements, in other 
parts of the geosyncline sedimentation continued unaffected. 
Osborne and Berry (1966) have shown that the deposition of 
the Levis shales in Quebec, which can be followed to New York 
(Berry, 1968h was continuous from late Cambrian to middle Or-
dovician times. 
Toward the platform, this shale belt is bordered by a 
belt of limestones and dolomites, with frequent mudcracks, de-
siccation breccias and Cryptozoon algae, covering part of the 
Appalachian Basin, while to the east it grades into a coastal 
belt of islands and volcanoes, a belt of sandstones and con-
glomerates with tuffs and lava flows. Carbonate deposition in 
the limestone-dolomite belt remained continuous during the early 
Middle Ordovician in probably grabenlike small basins, while 
the interposed horsts were subjected to submarine erosion (Zen, 
1967). 
Movements of the Taconic Orogeny had already started during 
early middle Ordovician times. Folding, uplift and erosion took 
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place over much of New England, New York, and adjacent Canada, 
where late middle Ordovician formations unconformably overlie 
lower Ordovician sediments and frequently start with a basal 
conglomerate. The red shales and cherts at the base of the · 
Normanskill formation in New York may represent fossil soil 
that developed on·such a land (Berry, 1968). 
By the Middle Ordovician the belt of coarse clastic sediments, 
bordering the ~Hchigan--"Appalachian basin complex from the north 
during the Cambrian, had withdrawn to the west of the Lake 
Michigan, while to the north it was absent to the erosional 
boundary with the Canadian Shield, indicating almost complete 
inundation of the continent. Both basins became filled with 
carbonates, over 600 ft thick along the western margin of the 
orogenic zone and more than 500 ft in the centre of the Michigan 
Basin. 
During late Middle Ordovician times the area of New Eng-
land and neighbouring parts of Canada became relatively mobile 
with platforms and ridges separating relatively deep troughs. 
Lands uplifted during early Middle Ordovician times became wide-
ly submerged. At the same time a larger land area became uplifted 
in western Massachusetts and southern Vermont between the shale 
belt and the belt of volcanoes and islands, while a larger land 
mass, probably a long coastal island, existed in eastern Maine and 
in New Brunswick. These two land zones show angular unconfor~ 
mities which grade through disconformities into conformable 
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sequences both toward the ocean basin on the eastern and the 
Appalachian Basin on the western side of the orogenic zone. 
In addition, a narrow trough of conformable calcareous flysch 
deposition occurred between the two land areas. 
In its type area, the Taconic allochthon, the Taconian 
orogeny occurred during the late Middle Ordovician Trenton 
time (Caradocian in the European time scale) and involved 
two major events: An initial event of normal longitudinal 
faulting produced a submarine horst and graben topography in 
the eugeosynclinal sequence, and a subsequent gravity sliding 
to the east resulted in the emplacement of an eugeosynclinal al-
lochthon in the miogeoclinal shelf sequence of the late Middle 
Ordovician Normanskill sea. (Pavlides et al., 1968). 
Due to these extensive uplifts, coarse-grained graywackes 
were formed in part of the shale belt, while muds of the Utica 
shales deposited over carbonates over most of the Appalachian 
Basin. Toward the west, these shales first become thinner, then 
grade into limestones along the western margin of the Appala-
chian Basin and into dolomites toward the Mississippi Valle~ 
reflecting the general lithofacies pattern of the lower Palaeozoic. 
Unconformities to the south, in Pennsylvania, indicate 
somewhat later, late Ordovician uplift and folding during late 
Maysfield (uppermost Caradocian) to Richmond (Ashgillian) time 
(Pavlides et al., 1968) 
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The same land area in western Massachusetts and southern 
Vermont, which provided the source of the late Middle Ordovi-
cian coarse clastics, may have been the source terrain for at 
least some of the Late Ordovician conglomerates and sandstones 
that comprise the Queenston delta, a precursor of the Blooms-
burg delta which was simultaneous with part of the Upper Silurian 
evaporite deposition. These coarse clastics were deposited in the 
Appalachian Basin during early Late Ordovician times,but as 
erosion increased in the rising orogenic land areas, the shore-
line moved westward until a low delta plain stretched from the 
foothills of the Taconian Mts. to beyond the Niagara, filling 
most of the Appalachian Basin. The Oswego conglomerates, Juniata 
sandstones and red Queenstone shales of this delta complex pass 
toward the west into the dark marine Richmond shales which replaced 
the limestones~deposited during the Middle Ordovician. 
These Upper Ordovician shales, with sandstones near the 
orogenic zone, covered almost the entire area of tm Michigan 
and Appalachian Basins and graded into carbonates along the 
southwestern, western and northern margins of the basin complex. 
To the northwest of the Lake Michigan, a partly eroded narrow 
shale belt may indicate that some detritus was again supplied 
by emerging areas of the Canadian Shield. 
Along the western margin of the orogenic zone, the total 
thickness of the Upper Ordovician sh:ues and sandstones is more 
than 6000 ft; it decreases to less than 1000 ft toward its con-
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tact with the northern limestone belt, and to less than 500 
ft in the shales covering the southern margin of the Canadian 
Shield. 
The total Ordovician sequence, of which the detritic Upper 
Ordovician forms the greatest portion, ranges in thickness 
from more than 7000 ft along the orogenic zone to over 1500 
ft in the centre of the Michigan Basin, wedging out toward 
the eroded areas of the Canadian Shield. Shales are the domi-
nant sediments for most of the Appalachian B~sin and carbonates 
with subordinate shales for the Michigan Basin, both grading 
into purer carbonates toward the central regions of the North 
American platform. 
According to Bird and Dewey (1970), the Tacon~ Orogeny 
marked an important change in the movement of the lithospheric 
plates: the spreading of the proto-Atlantic ocean, continuing 
since the late Precambrian, stopped, and the lithospheric plates 
carrying the North American and European continents started moving 
toward each other. This change in plate movement transformed 
the eastern coast of the North American continent from Atlantic in-
to Pacific type, with corresponding trough of plate consump-
,tion and intensive tectonism and volcanism. The process of ocean 
floor consumption lasted, according to these authors, throughout 
the Silurian, until in the Middle Devonian the Acadian Orogeny 
signalled continental collision. 
Silurian 
During the Silurian North America consisted of a broad 
platform, bordered to the east by the Appalachian geosyncline, 
to the north by the Franklinian geosyncline, to the west (ex-
cept in California) by the Cordilleran geosyncline, and to the 
south by the Ouachita geosyncline. The bulk of the platform, 
submerged since the Middle Ordovician, was characterized by 
dolomites, encircled by a belt of limestones and calcareous 
shales and bordered by the geosynclinal rim. (Boucot et al., 
1968). 
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During the early and middle Silurian times the Appalachian 
Basin received abundant sandy sediments from the east as the 
highlands of the Taconic ranges were gradually worn down. This 
material, trapped between Appalachia and the Cincinnati Arch, 
kept the whole basin silted up near to or above sea level, os-
cillating between shallow sea floor and coastal plain.(Dunbar, 
1960). 
The narrow coastal islands of Appalachia were bordered 
toward the Appalachian Basin by a belt of non-marine sands, 
50-100 miles wide, now resembling the Old Red Sandstone of 
Great Britain. This sandstore belt moved, with advancing trans-
gression, gradually to the east, finally covering the land 
belts themselves during late Llandovery and Wenlock times. 
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To the west the sandstone belt graded into a belt ~ cal~ 
careous mudstones, traceable southward to Alabama and containing 
in the Middle Silurian Clinton time a lenticular bed of oolitic 
haematite, generally 1 inch to 4 ft, in Alabama 40 ft thick. 
These iron accumulations, like the evaporites of the late Silurin, 
are interpreted as deposits of basins with increasingly inhibited 
circulation, bordering an increasingly peneplenized mountain 
system with waning detritus supply (Hunter, 1970). 
The western, platform zone of the Appalachian Basin and 
the whole Michigan Basin was, particulary during the Middle 
Silurian, characterized by carbonate sedimentation. Limestones 
graded into dolomite both upward in the sedimentary column and 
toward the central areas of the North American platform. Grow-
ing on calcarenite mounds, flat Bryozoan reefs were overgrown by 
over 70 ft bigh reefs of Tabulata, Tetracoralla and Stromato-
poroidea. 
Contact with the open sea, already restricted by the as-
sumed advanced contraction of the proto-Atlantic ocean, by the 
Taconic orogeny, and by the ensuing accumulation of detritic 
sediments, became in Michigan further obstructed by the appear-
ance of high reefs in the Middle Silurian. To this a minor up-
lift may have contributed, elevating the reef tops above sea 
level and stopping their further growth (Gill, oral comm., 1970). 
In the Appalachian Basin major reef growth was inhibited by the 
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the larger inflow of clastics into the basin; here the develop-
ment of the Bloomsburg delta during early Late Silurian times 
may have been the major factor in restricting circulation. 
Due to these factors and the ensuing arid climate, the 
areas of carbonate and alternating carbonate-mudstone depo-
sition in the Michigan and Appalachian Basins became, by the 
start of the Late Silurian (late Ludlow~ the site of evaporite 
deposition. In a sequence of evaporites alternating with dolo-
mite an~·shale beds, evaporites (chiefly halite) of over 2000 ft 
and 800 ft, respectively, were deposited in the Michigan and 
northern Appalachian Basins,while the southern and eastern 
areas of the Appalachian Basin were characterized by contin-
ued limestone-mudstone deposition. The conbined area of the 
tow basins characterized by evaporite deposition is often de-
signated as tre Salina Basin for this period. 
During late Pridoli.times the evaporite sedimentation ceased, 
first in the Appalachian, then also in the Michigan Basin, and 
argillaceous dolomites and coralliferous limestones formed until 
the end of the Silurian. In New York, the Siluro-Devonian boundary 
is within the Rondout dolomite formation (Berdan et al., 1969). 
In the geosynclinal region, to the east of the Taconic up-
lifts, the facies pattern is more complex. According to Boucot 
(1968), a narrow belt of marine clastics bordered the orogenic 
island of Appalachia from the east. Along the axis of this belt, 
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calcareous flysch deposited during the Taconic Orogeny, grading 
from late Llandovery into the sand and silt characteristic of 
the entire clastic belt. The the east of the flysch bel~ a zone of 
graywackes and argillaceous sandstones is the locus of the thick-
est Silurian sequence in the northern Appalachian region. 
In early Llandovery times, this belt of coarse clastics 
was bordered to the east by a narrow land-strip, which later 
submerged to be replaced by an area of marine sedimentation 
and intensive volcanic activity throughout the remainder of 
Silurian time. 
The total thickness of Silurian sediments is over 5000 ft 
at the western margin of the orogenic zone and over 3500 ft in 
the Michigan Basin, but decreases to less than 750 ft over the 
arch system separating the Michigan and Appalachian Basins. 
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EarlY Devonian 
Two distinct periods can be differentiated in the Devonian 
sedimentation of the Appalachian region: the period leading up 
to the Acadian Orogeny and the subsequent period of syn- and 
post-orogenic sedimentation. Only the first period will be con-
sidered here. 
The Lower Devonian consists mainly of carbonate rocks,with 
subordinate sandstones: the Manlius, Coeymans and New Scotland 
(lower and middle Helderberg) formations comprise the Gedinnian, 
the Becraft (upper Helderberg) and Oriskany formations the~ie­
genian, and the Esopus and Schoharie formations the lower Emsian 
stages in the European time sckle. 
In the Appalachian region,(Boucot, 1968) the middle and 
late Helderberg are characterized by the emergence of a major 
land area where the marine Arisaig belt and the coastal vol-
canic belt had existed from late Llandovery to early Gedinnian 
times. The northeastern part of this land area is characterized 
by volcanic rocks; the southeastern part, in Nova Scotia, con-
tains red beds only. The major island -'of Appalachia reached to 
the north only to northern New Jersey and southeastern New_·-York; 
it supplied quartz sand to the Appalachian Basin. North of this 
land area, limestone of the platform type occurs to the west, 
whereas a calcareous siltstone and limestone belt occurs to the 
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east and grades southeasterly into a belt of shales and silt-
stones, containing a region with volcanic deposits. 
During Oriskany and Schoharie times platform-type carbonates 
and sands grade to the southeast through a narrow belt of fossi-
liferous shallow-water marine calcareous sediments into wide-
spread cyclically banded clays and sands, bordered to the south-
east by a non-marine environment apparently characterized by 
volcanism. The platform-type quartzose sands form a wide belt 
about 100 miles across, bordering the temporarily emerged Ca-
nadian Shield. (Boucot, 1968). 
Towards the Appalachian Basin, the Helderberg rocks are 
generally confined to the eastern zones and occur mainly in 
carbonate facies. Quartzose sandstones of the Oriskany extend 
to the whole basin, as does also the lower Middle Devonian On-
ondaga formation which frequently contains reefs. Similar co-
ralliferous carbonate rocks occur also in the Michigan Basin, 
replaced toward the basin centre by a lower Middle Devonian 
evaporite-bearing series, 600 ft thick, which contains evap-
orite beds of more than 300 ft aggregate thickness.(Snyder, 
1955). 
The discovery of marine Middle Devonian (Eifel) rocks, 
mainly limestones and shales, in the northern Appalachians 
(Boucot and Johnson, 1967) demonstrated that the Acadian oro-
geny started at the boundary of the Eifel and Givetian and not 
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in the early Devonian as previously supposed. This orogeny 
was, according to Bird and Dewey~ (1970~ due to continental 
collision, marking the end of plate consumption in the proto-
Atlantic ocean. In terms of its areal extent, the depth of 
the crustal units involved, and the intensity of metamorphism, 
it was (Zen, 1968) the most important diastrophic event in the 
northern Appalachian region. It was the time of at least one 
major episode of formation of nappes and of evolution of syn-
clinoria and anticlinoria, and a period of emplacement of ig-
reous rocks, both intrusive and extrusive; these igneous acti-
vities persisted from preorogenic to postorogenic times. 
Tectonic facies 
In concluding this brief discussion it may be noted that 
the Palaeozoic sedimentation in the Appalachian Basin and neigh-
bouring regions took place in two major tectonic facies: 
, 
Platform carbonates with few, mostly basal, quartzose sandstones, 
were deposited from the late Precambrian to the middle Ordovi-
cian Taconic Orogeny throughout the entire area between the 
gradually submerging Canadian Shield and the continental-geo-
synclinal margin. These carbonates became deformed along their 
eastern margin during the Taconic and subsequent orogenies;:after 
which their eastern limit of deposition gradually receded to the 
west to give place to detritic sediments coming from the newly 
formed mountain ranges. 
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Foreland molasse, generally wedge-shaped bodies of red-beds 
grading into dark shales toward the interior of the basin, 
formed from the start of the Taconic Orogeny in the Middle 
ordovician. After the Acadian Orogeny in the middle and late 
oevonian they became dominant throughout the basin. 
The Silurian evaporites were formed between the Taconic 
and Acadian orogenies among_:\Olatform carbonates and along the 
boundary of the platform and molasse sequences. Their forma-
tion was followed by a short lasting transgression of the plat-
form carbonate suite to the east (late Silurian - early Devonian) 
due to the final erosion and submergence of the Taconic mountain 
ranges. After the Acadian Orogeny, ·.the centres of evapori te 
formation receded with the platform carbonates westwards to the 
Michigan and Williston Basins in the Devonian and to the Willis-
ton Basin in the Mississippian. 
The Upper Silurian Salina Group 
The Upper Silurian (Cayugan) of the northeastern United 
states can be subdivided into two major units. The lower one, 
which consists of the Salina Group and its time-equivalents, 
is characterized by widespread presence of evaporites and clas-
tic rocks (mainly shales), while in the upper unit shallow 
water carbonates are predominant. 
The sediments of the Salina Group and its equivalents 
generally overlie shelf carbonates (Upper Niagaran Guelph-
Lockport and McKenzie formations); dolomites and limestones 
with frequent bioherms and biostromes. To the east, close to 
the orogenic zone, these carbonates grade into calcareous 
shales, and finally, at the eastern basin margin, become un-
distinguishable from'. the red non-marine shales and sandstones 
of the lower Salina Group. (The term Salina is consistently 
used here in the sense of a time unit,including time-equivalents 
of the Salina Group of New York~) 
The coarsest detritic sediments (sandstones, conglomerates, 
and red silty shales) occur in the east, along the western Pied-
mont of the eroding Taconic Mountains, in New Jersey, eastern 
New York and eastern Pennsylvania. They are part of the conti-
nental molasse suite, overlying partially similar clastic sediments -
ranging in age from middle Ordovician to early:~Silurian; their 
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fauna is restricted to rare single beds and consists of ostra-
cods, Lingula, and fish. 
Toward the northwest and west, in the axial zone of the 
Appalachian Basin (central New York and Pennsylvania), and with 
advancing time and transgression in the east as well, the non-
marine molasse grades into a sequence of variegated and dark 
shales with dolomite and evaporite interbeds. The fauna consists 
mainly of arthropods and brachiopods, the frequent eurypterids 
often reaching 10 ft in length.Trilobites, cephalopods, and 
graptoli tes, presumably washed in from the open sea~;· are rare, 
and so is sthenohaline benthos (reef-builders like stromato-
poroidea with the less sensitive algae) .::In the vicinity of 
evapori tes, the fauna is further iii!poverished. 
Further to the northwest and west, in the platform regions, 
of Ohio and Michigan, shales become gradually subordinated to 
the dominant dolomite-evaporite sequence. The fauna is generally 
the same as in the variegated and dark shale sequences (Allings 
and Briggs, 1961), except that eurypterids occur less:often. 
Here, too, in the vicinity of evaporites the fauna further de-
creases. 
This belt, commencing with shales in the east and grading 
into dolomites to the west,is bordered from the south by a sim-
ilar belt in which limestones are dominant. Here, too, there is 
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a decrease in clastics from New Jersey, southern Pennsylvania, 
and Virginia, where sandstones and red shales are significant, 
to west Virginia and Indiana, where limestones are exclusive. 
In eastern Tennessee, a sandstone belt occurs within the limestone 
sequence. As in the north, the sandstones and red shale normally 
contain no fauna, while the limestones and calcareous shales (Fig.2) 
display abundant benthos, consisting of articulate brachiopods, 
eurypterids, stromatoporoids and corals.These latter forms occur 
only rarely in the north until they return at the end of Salina 
time, marking the end of evaporite deposition and the return to 
normal marine conditions. It may be significant that this return 
coincides with a marked decrease in detritus supply, due to the 
submergence of the major remnants of the mountain-islands formed 
during the Taconic orogeny. 
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Subdivision of the Salina Group 
Since most evaporites are leached from surface exposures, 
subdivision of the evaporite-bearing sequence had to be based 
on subsurface observations, providing necessarily a system dif-
ferent from the one based on surface outcrops. At the same time 
it had to be based on lithostratigraphic criteria alone, be-
cause the poor fauna of the sequence is of little stratigraphic 
value. 
The cyclic nature of the evaporite-bearing sequence, con-
sisting of alternating argillaceous carbonate and halite suites, 
provided the basis for the lithostratigraphy established by 
Landes (1945). Correlating wells throughout Michigan, he differ---
entiated the following major units: 
Unit H (Bass Island dolomite): 175-570 ft thick, largely 
buff dolomite, some gray dolomite near base, an-
hydrite and salt beds near anter of basin 
Unit G: Uppermost Salina formation, 4-100 ft thick, charac-
teristically gray shaly dolomite, green and red 
shales near Mackinac Straits 
Unit F: Uppermost salt in the Salina section, 0-1230 ft 
thick. Thick beds of salt, separated by shale, 
shaly dolomite, and anhydrite 
Unit E: 30-122 ft of gray or red shale with some dolomite, 
shaly dolomite and anhydrite 
Unit D: 25-65 ft, nearly pure salt, with thin partings of 
buff dolomite 
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Unit C: 60-160 ft, largely shale or shaly dolomite with 
anhydrite and buff dolomite in places 
Unit B.: 240-260 ft thick, almost pure salt with minor 
dolomite 
Unit A: 30-1105 ft thick, limestone, dolomite, salt, and 
anhydrite. This unit was later subdivided by Evans 
(1950): 
A2: Buff to brown dolomite or limestone 
Dark gray dolomite 
Salt or anhydrite 
Al: Fine brown to grayish brown dolomite or limestone 
Fine gray dolomite or limestone 
Salt or anhydrite 
This subdivision has been further developed and partially 
modified by further studies, while the±~ range of applicability 
became substantially extended. Sigftificant tectonic aspects of 
the correlation have been discussed in several papers by Jacoby. 
Presentation of the distribution of Silurian salt deposits in 
New York by Kreidler (1957) and in Pennsylvania by Fettke (1955) 
as well as earlier petrographic studies by Ailing (1928) for New 
York and more recent ones by Dellwig (1955) for Michigan have 
laid the foundations for the first regional syntheses: Landes 
(1960) has shown the distribution of salt beds .throughout the 
area of deposition both in the Michigan and Appalachian Basins, 
and Ailing and Briggs {1961) provided t~ first stratigraphic-
palaeogeographic evaluation for the whole area. Drilling during 
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the sixties resulted in the accumulation of new data. Strati-
graphic evaluation of these by Cate (1961,1963, 1965) and Fer-
gusson and Prather (1968) in Pennsylvania, Ulteig (1964) in 
Ohio, Hewitt (1962), Pearson (1963) and Sanford (1965) in On-
tario, and Ells (1962,1967) in Michigan, as well as his own 
studies in New York,enabled Rickard (1969) to apply the sub-
division of Landes, somewhat modified, to the correlation of 
widespread subsurface and some surface exposures throughout 
the Appalachian Basin. His study, encompassing more than 400 
wells, is centred on the detailed correlation of gamma-ray 
logs, and attributes formation value to groups of subsurface 
lithostratigraphic units,correlating them with subdivisions 
formerly established on the basis of surface outcrops. Thus 




Unit G (mainly shale) 
Syracuse Formation 
. Unit F (mainly halite) 
Unit E (mainly dolomite and shale) 
Unit D (mainly halite and shale) 
Vernon Formation 
Unit c (mainly shale) 
Unit B (mainly shale and dolomite) 
Unit A (mainly shale) 
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The following analysis of macroscopic and microscopic 
sedimentary structures and cyclic sequences, based primarily 
on continuous cores penetrating the entire evaporite-bearing 
sequence at Watkins Glen, New York, in the axial zone~ as well 
as on mines at Retsof, New York, in the axial and at Cleveland, 
Ohio, in the platform zone of the Appalachian Basin (all opera-




In the continental molasse of the Taconic piedmont in the 
east, the lower portion of the Salina Group is represented by 
·the Bloomsburg delta (eastern Pennsylvania), which consis~of 
undifferentiated red siltstones with sandstone interbeds. To 
the northwest this sequence, up to 2000 ft thick, grades into 
a thinner sequence of gray and green shales, dolomites and evap-
orites, the Vernon formation. The reference section in Oneida 
eo., New York, consists of three units. An estimated 190ft 
sequence of red shales, the lower unit, is overlain by gray 
and green shales and dolomites, containing a few beds of red 
shale and green sandstone, and, at top, a small marine fauna 
of brachiopods, gastropods, pelecipods, cephalopods, ostracods, 
fish, and eurypterids. This central interval, 89 ft thick, is 
overlain by about 140 ft of red and green shales, the upper unit. 
These three units, exposed in surface outcrops, were found by 
Rickard (1969) to be equivalents of the three lowest units (A, 
B and C) of the Salina Group, which are, in changing lithofacies, 
traceable to the Michigan Basin. 
Lowar·vernon (Unit A) 
The base of the Vernon Formation is marked .by the appear-
ance of shale and anhydrite above the coarsely crystalline dole-
mites of the upper Middle Silurian. The top 60-70 ft of the 
latter, however, is also replaced by shales with interbedded 
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dolomites toward the Taconic Piedmont in eastern New York 
and eastern Pennsylvania. Of the undifferentiated red shales 
and siltstones of the Bloomsburg delta, Unit A equivalents 
may comprise 700 ft(Rickard, 1969); this thianess gradually 
decreases to the west as the red shales grade into interbedded 
grey or green shales and dolomites. A broad platform along the 
Ohio-Pennsylvania state line , with less than lOO ft of sedi-
ments, separated a small part of the Appalachian Basin in 
northern Ohio; where a thinner sequence of carbonates and 
shales was deposited. Widespread deposition of evaporites, 
characteristic of Unit A in the Michigan Basin, was prevented 
in the Appalachian Basin by the influx of terrigenous sediments. 
Middle Vernon (Unit B) 
In the undivided red shales along the eastern margin 
of the basin, Unit B equivalents probably exceed 300 ft 
(Rickard, 1969). To the west, they grade into gray or green 
shales with dolomite interbeds, which contain the marine 
fauna mentioned above. Further to the west, dolomites be-
come predominant. In a belt 50-100 miles wide, parallelling 
the Appalachian trend in the east and turning to the north-
west in the west in northern Ohio, up to seven salt beds oc-
cur; their aggregate thickness is about 75 ft in the east 
and over lOO ft in the west.(Rickard, 1969). 
In the major salt bed, mined at Retsof, New York, by 
the International Salt Company, the salt shows indistinct, 
coarse layering, without intercalating anhydrite or shale 
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laminae found in other areas and units. These ill-defined, 
thick salt layers (1-3 fth alternating only with each other 
and separable only through more or less sudden changes in the 
clay and organic conten~ resemble in many ways the crude layer-
ing of well-sorted beach-sands. This similarity is further en-
hanced by the presence of shale balls, 1-30 cm across, occur-
ring in distinct horizons and traceable through much of the 
mine. Apparently, these shale balls, first noted by Dellwig 
(1969) were formed through avalanche-like growth of clay pebbles 
in the agitated shallow water, very much like the balls formed 
in loose volcanic tuff during rain. Thus they are remnants of 
ephemeral shale laminae, generally preserved in most sections 
of the Salina Group, but here washed away by entering waves. 
(It is interesting to note, that the short time available to 
Professor Dellwig in the mine disturbed his sedimentological 
interpretations. Strongly dipping crack systems in the shale 
underlying the salt, caused by blasting, were interpreted by 
him (1969)as a disconformity, with horizontal ~alt layers trans-
gressively overlying the strongly dipping, dislocated shale. 
Following this line of thought, the shale balls appeared to 
him pebbles and cobbles of the abraded smle. Similar -b~asting 
cracks in the salt, on the other hand, were described and photo-
graphed by him as cross-bedding.'Detailed study in the mine and 
in adjacent wells re-established the essentially parallel lamina-
tion in the salt and shale beds; though cross-bedding is theore-
tically possible, it could not be verified.) 
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According to Rickard (1969~ the salt beds of Unit B are 
traceable through the Chatham Sag from the Appalachian into 
the Michigan Basin. 
Upper Vernon (Unit C) 
The undifferentiated red shales of the upper Vernon near 
the orogenic zone grade to the west into gray and green shales 
with interbedded siltstones, reaching a maximum thicknesss of 
over 400 ft. Farther to the west, dolomites become pjedominant; 
they contain anhydrite interbeds in northern Ohio. The thick-
ness of the unit is gradually decreasing toward the platform 
zone and the arch system; separation of the northern Ohio sub-
basin is no longer evident. 
In the Watkins Glen, New York area, only the uppermost 
beds of the upper Vernon are exposed by the wells. This top 
portion consists of green shale, grading into grey shale in 
its top 1 ft, where it underlies the Syracuse salt. The green 
shale is very silty and somewhat laminated. Laminae of more 
and less cemented (mainly anhydritic) shale alternate; inter-
calating silt laminae often display ripple marks. Silt lenses 
are also common. Finely crystalline anhydrite lenses, mostly 
a few mm across, occur frequently throughout. 
The shale is impregnated with halite, which also fills 
its fissures. Thin beds of (and interstratal fissures filled 
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with) red halite occasionally occur. The halite also forms 
lenses and nodules, few cm across. 
Near the top, anhydrite becomes increasingly common. 
At first, it forms only a separating thin network between small 
lenses of halite, then separate lenses of anhydrite become larger~ 
in the shale matrix. Finally, about 0.2 ft below the bottom 
of the lowermost halite layer of the Syracuse formation, the 
top of a thin red halite bed is lined with a thin lamina of 
anhydrite. Although here anhydrite is dominant, the structure 
is still lenticular: a thin shale network separating the lenses 
makes up a minor portion of the lamina. The Syracuse salt does 
not follow directly: a thin shale bed with a few anhydrite 
lenses is intercalated. 
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Syracuse Formation 
Apart from the relatively small amount of evaporites 
deposited during middle Vernon times, most of the evaporites 
of the Appalachian Basin form part of the Syracuse Formation. 
The cyclic sequence of the formation will be described pri-
marily as it is developed in the axial zone, where, at Wat-
kins Gl~n,New York, continuous cores of the International 
Salt Co. penetrate the formation in its entire thickness. 
These observations will be supplemented by data from the 
platform zone of the basin, where, at Cleveland, upper Syra-
cuse salt is being mined by the same companyo 
Lower Syracuse (Unit D) 
The lower portion of the Syracuse formation consists of 
dolomites and shales with two or three salt beds. The influence 
of the receding Bloomsburg delta, supplying silt and clay, is 
still evident. Maximum thickness of the unit (175 ft) and 
maximum aggregate thickness of the salt beds (over 80 ft) are 
attained in south-central New York and north-central Pennsyl-
vania(Rickard, 1969). 
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In the Watkins Glen area, the Lower Syracuse (Fig. 4) 
consists of three major halite layers, separated by beds of 
shale or shale alternating with halite. The sequence penetrated 
by the standard borehole (WG 44) there is presented below: 
D3 salt 30.0 ft 
D2/3 shale 4 3.'2 ft 
salt 3 5.5 ft 
shale 3 2.6 ft 
salt 2 6.3 ft 
shale 2 6.9 ft 
salt 1 4.4 ft 
shale 1 2.8 ft 
D2 salt 28.8 ft 
Dl/2 dolomite 2.5 ft 
shale 7.9 ft 
salt 3.2 ft 
shale 1.8 ft 
Dl salt 17.8 ft 
All these horizons, even the fourfold repetition of smle 
and halite beds between salt layers D2 and D3, are well corre-
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The base of the first halite bed is uneven, like most shale-
halite contacts of the Syracuse Formation. Salt crystals intrude 
into the underlying shale layer, resulting in a rugged contact. 
Presumably, this is not a primary sedimentary phenomenon, rather 
repeated minor recrystallization of the salt, accentuated at the 
shale-salt interfaces, and settling of the still plastic shale 
are the cause of the structure. The ruggedness of the contact 
seems to be independent of tectonic stresses, as it is characte-
ristic also of undisturbed successions. 
Above the contact, the lowermost 0.1 ft of the halite is still 
pink, as was the material of the salt lenses, fracture fillings 
and salt beds within the underlying green shale. Then, however, 
the halite turns gray, and remains so through.the major part of 
the bed. The salt forms medium-sized crystals (4-10 mm) typical of 
the entire Syracuse Formation, while recrystallized larger clear 
crystals, occurring isolated or in aggregates, become increasing-
ly numerous toward the central part of the bed (Fig. S). 
The top section of the bed, less than 5 ft thick, is more 
contaminated. First small relics of shale appear, concave-shaped, 
often sickle-like, then these join into a congruous network enclos-
ing halite nodules. Two thin laminae of shale, 0.05-0.2 ft thick, 
intercalate in the salt. The lower, thicker one of these is gray, 
dolomitic, and contains frequent halite nodules. In spite of its 
relatively insignificant thickness, this lamina shows a typical 
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Figure 5 
Medium grey, medium crystalline halite with frequent clear crystab~. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 6 
Shale lamina in salt, displaying small depositional cycle. Light 
grey anhydritic shale (SA), containing pure white anhydrite lensest 
forms loose network in the underlying halite and lines the base 
of the shale. Further up, the shale becomes almost anhydri te-free ,, 
(S); salt nodules and crystals mark the anhydrite-free transition 
into the overlying salt (H). 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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sequence (Figure 6): At its bottom, a· lamina of shaly anhydrite 
lenses separates it from the underlying salt, further up only 
anhydritic shale concretions occur in the shale, near its top 
halite nodules appear, marking the transition toward the over-
lying salt. (Such halite-anhydrite-shale-halite cycles are fre-
quent in the Lower Syracuse). 
The upper shale lamina is thin, it consists of black shale 
with a few anhydrite lenses. Near the top of the salt pink colour 
returns; here irregular relics of greenish-grey shale are common. 
Dl/2 shale layer 
Theshale above the lowest salt layer of the Syracuse re-
sembles the Vernon shale in most respects. Like the thicker 
shale lamina in the Dl salt, it commences with a thin anhydrite 
zone (6 cm); the anhydrite is lenticular with the constituent 
lenses separated by a thin shale film. A relatively thin bed of 
shale follows, separated from the major part of the shale layer 
by a similarly thin salt interbed. (3.2 ft). In spite of their 
small thickness, these beds are traceable over several miles. 
This thin lower shale bed is greenish grey, well laminated; 
it contains frequent lenses of pure and shaly anhydrite and a few 
red crystals of halite. Upwards it becomes harder and more an-
hydritic, then grades into a lamina of uncemented pyritic clay. 
Here anhydrite is absent, while some red halite crystals still 
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occur, possibly indicating a negative correlation between an-
hydrite and pyrite. 
The salt interbed separating this lower shale bed from 
the major portion of the Dl/2 shale layer is generally pink 
coloured. It contains a few relics of anhydritic shale near 
its bottom, followed by a thin shale lamina with relatively 
frequent anhydrite lenses.(Figure 7.). The bulk of the bed, 
however, consists of relatively shale-free greyish pink salt, 
with large amounts of pink to clear crystals dispersed singly 
and in agglomerates in the darker salt. Small relics of shale 
and anhydrite become numerous only near the top. Here, under 
ther microscope, wavy laminae of bituminous halite mark the 
layering in the salt, and systems of repeatedly bifurcating 
tubes, presumably branching algae, lie parallel to this lami-
nation (Fig. 126). 
The bulk of the shale layer overlies the halite interbed 1 
again with anhydritic basal contact. Small pockets (Flgtire' 8), 
possibly due to washout and leaching, deepen into the salt. These 
pockets are filled with fragments and lenses of anhydrite, em-
bedded in an argillaceous anhydrite matrix, and grading upwards 
into a congruous lamina of shaly anhydrite containing very small 
pure anhydrite lenses. The entire anhydritic transition is about 
6 cm thick. 
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Figure 7 
Branching thin anhydritic shale lamina,containing frequent white 
anhydrite lenses, in salt 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 8 
Anhydrite (A) base of a shale bed overlying halite (Ht. The 
anhydrite fills irregular solution troughs in the salt with 
fragmented lenses randomly oriented; further up, the anhydrite 
lenses lie horizontally and decrease in number in the shale (S). 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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Above its anhydritic basal contact, the major part of the 
Dl/2 shale layer is greenish grey to greenish buff coloured; a 
few thin black shale laminae occur at its bottom only. Anhydrite 
lenses, on the other hand, are common throughout the shale. They 
often display a multiple-lenticular structur~ in that small an-
hydrite lenses, with little shale intervening, associate to form 
larger lenses, and these, being more common in some zones than 
in others, associate to form lenticular laminae with "wiremesh" 
structure :Figures· 9,~0,11). PhotolO shows the relationship of 
the anhydrite in the shale to the anhydrite contained in the 
halite interbeds: while in the underlying salt the anhydrite forms 
irregular, concave-shaped relics, in the overlying shal~ as a 
rul~ convex anhydrite lenses and concretions occur. 
In its uppermost portion (3.6 ft) the shale becomes lam-
inated and better cemented. At first the cement is still an-
hydritic, gradually, however, anhydrite gives place to dolomite 
and the rock grades into a typical biostrome. (Pfu.gUJ."e ·12) • The 
core of the hemispheroids building up the biostrome (see later) 
contains several salt-filled cavities; the algal crust displays 
alternation af irregularly undulating dolomite laminaewith os-
cillating bitumen content, permeated and partially replaced by 
halite. The lamination is often interrupted by vertical struc-
tures. (Figure-13). 
Upwards the cavernous biostromal laminae become gradually 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Finely laminated algal biostrome. A hemispheroidal structure 
(bottom) grades upwards into fine, undulating laminae, in 
which dark, vertical bands (right centre) denote partial meta-
somatism of dolomite by halite. Cavities are filled with dark 
salt. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 13 
Finely laminated dolomite biostrome. Cavities and vertical 
fissures are filled with dark salt and fringed with light, 
non-laminar dolomite. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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ultimately overlain, along a comparatively flat contact, by 




Coarsely laminated algal stromatolite; the cavities are filled 
with dark halite. Along salt-filled fissure at right edge, the 
dolomite loses its laminar structure. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 15 
Dark, massive dolomite, often pyritic, overlying the algal 
stromatolite of Fig. 14, and overlain by dark halite (H). 
Vertical cracks are filled with salt. 
Actual size 




The second salt layer resembles ~he first one in most re-
spects. Pinkish at its bottom contact, it soon becomes light, 
rarely medium, grey. Dolomitic shale relics are rare, particular-
ly in the lowermost 2 ft. Here, as well as in the lightest sec-
tions further up, a thin anhydrite film occurs between the halite 
crystals. 
The upper 10 ft of the layer is again pink to pinkish grey, 
and contains abundant soft shale relics (a possible cause of the 
pink coloration).A few shale laminae, 1-2 cm thick, also occur 
(Figure 16). In the latter, the upper contacts have narrow de-
pressions, filled with salt, while their lower contacts are saw-
shaped am bear the imprint of the underlying salt crystals. 
D2/3 shale and salt 
The second and third salt layers of the Lower Syracuse are 
separated by a sequence of four shale beds, separated by halite 
interbeds. The basal contact of the lowermost shale (Figure 17) 
is almost completely flat. The shale beds are green and often 
display alternating, sometimes lenticular, laminae, which differ 
in their dolomite and/or silt content. Anhydrite lenses are gener-
ally absent, they occur only at the bottom of the fourth (and oc-
casionally at the top of the third)shale bed. 
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Figure 16 
Shale lamim (S) in halite (H). Irregular depressions at the top of 
the shale are filled with dark salt. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 17 
Shale (S) overlying halite (H) along flat basal contact 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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The halite interbeds are pink at their bottom and top con-
tacts, their central part being grey. They contain abundant con-
cave-shaped relics and a few irregular laminae (Figure 18) of 
soft geenish grey shale; the laminae often branch into a thick 
network separating crystals and nodules of salt (Figure 19). 
The top contacts of the salt interbeds are frequently gra-
dational, as the shale network becomes gradually predominant 
(Figure 20). In these cases, the lenticular lamination of the 


















































































































































































































































































































































































..... The third halite layer of the Lower Syracuse is about twice 
as thick as the lower two. It overlies the uppermost D2/3 shale 
bed with a very uneven contact: red salt lenses and crystals, 
frequent in the top of the shale, make the contact indistinct. 
The bottom of the salt is also red, then it gradually turn~ 
into pinkish grey. The upper half of the salt layer (about 14 ft) 
is medium to dark grey. 
The salt is characterized by abundant shale inclusions. 
Apart from concave-shaped relics, whose form is the negative of 
the surrounding salt crystals, a few dark grey, fi~sile shale la-
minae (6-12 mm) also occur, particularly in the lower section. 
Larger clear crystals are fairly common, their number increases 
aEound the larger shale relics and shale laminae, presumably due 
to recrystallization along the shale/salt interfaces. In the lower, 
.reddish half of the salt layer, these clear crystals also have 
a pinkish hue; .in the upper, grey portion they are colourless. 
In the top 2 ft of the ~alt layer, the shale relics are in-
creasingly replaced by relics of argillaceous dolomite. The dolomite 
relics often form a loosely connected networl~· ,In sharp 
contrast to the lower salt beds which overlain by green shales 
showed the return of the pink colour at their top contacts, the 
upper contact of the D3 halite, overlain by reducing dolomitic-
argillaceous rocks, is grey. 
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MIDDLE SYHACUSE (UNIT E) 
The predominantly halitic Lower Syracuse Formation is overlain 
by a thicker sequence (about 150 ft) in which halite is subor-
dinate. A lower, thicker dolomite suite (approximately lOO ft) 
and an overlying thinner shale suite (about 50 ft) can be dis-
tinguished_(Fig. 21). 
DOLOMITE SUITE (Subunits El, E2, E3) 
In cont~rast to the Lower and Upper Syracuse (Units D and F) 
in which the salt -shale-salt cycles are symmetrical, reflected in 
sinusoidal gamma-ray and neutron-gamma curves, cycles of the Do-
lomite Suite are strongly asyrn:letrical both in the Appalachian 
and in the Michigan Basins. Sudden appearance of shales and /or 
very argillaceous dolomites over virtually clay-free rocks is 
followed by a gradual decrease of clay content until it reaches 
its previous low level. The most frequent cycle is 
Halitic dolomite 
Argillacous, frequently anhydritic dolomite 
Argillaceous dolomite and shale 
Halitic dolomite 
Beds of pure halite, separated from the underlying dolomite 
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While in this latter presentation the sequence is typical 
of evaporite deposits, in the Middle Syracuse Dolomite Suite 
shale, anhydrite and halite occur mostly in the from of inter-
beds, laminae, or accessory components, and the sequence con-
sists primarily of dolomite. Salt layers comprise less than 
10% of this unit. 
On the basis of its oscillating clay content, the Dolomite 
Suite can be subdivided into three major subunits, of which 
Subunits El and E2 are strongly, E3 is slightly asymmetrical 
(Fig. 21). The essential sequence is presented below: 
E3 Halitic dolomite 20.2 ft 
Argillaceous dolomite 6.4 ft 
Shale and arg. dolomite 5.2 ft 
E2 Halite 2.5 ft 
Halitic dolomite 6.9 ft 
Shale and arg. dolomite 4.7 ft 
El Halite 6.4 ft 
Halitic dolomite 23.5 ft 
Argillaceous dolomite 8.9 ft 
Shale and dolomite 14.8 ft 
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subunit El -
Basal shale and dolomite 
The most argillaceous basal members of the El subunit con-
sist of two shale layers, separated by a dolomite interbed. The 
lower shale layer overlies the top of the Lower Syracuse salt with 
a thin transitional sequence. At the top of the salt,halite nod-
ules, 2-5 cm large, are contained in a network of mostly vertical 
dolomitic shale fragments. In the overlying dolomite lamina, only 
small lenses of halite and anhydrite crystals are present, then 
gradual incnase of clay content leads into the lower, greenish 
grey shale layer. The.structure of this increasingly shaly interval 
is ·lenticular-laminated: the amount of purer flat dolomite lenses 
decreases while that of the wavy shale laminae amoung them increases. 
Some of the purer dolomite lenses and laminae persist, howeyer, even 
in the purest shale, though due to their rarity the rock here be= 
comes more massive. The thin dolomite laminae and lenses become 
more frequent upwards, towards the dolomite interbed; the dark 
thin argillaceous network amo~ng them turns dark grey to black 
and is often pyritic. 
The intercalating halitic dolomite will be discussed later in 
greater detail. It is of interest, however, to point at a thin 
(6 cm) anhydritic boundary between the dolomite, and the overly-
ing upper shale layer. This boundary zone consists of alternating 
thicker anhydrite. and thinner argillaceous dolomite laminae, and 
displays an interesting structure on wet surface. "Ghosts'' of 
monocltnic crystals (Figure· 22) appear in random position,vertical 
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Figure 22 
Anhydritic boundary zone between halitic dolomite (D) and overly-
ing shale (S). The zone consists of alternating dark argillaceous 
dolomite (Ds) and white anhydrite (A) laminae. On the wet surface, 
"ghosts" of anhydrite pseudomorphs after large gypsum crystals (G) 
can be discerned; they cut across the lamination and seem to make 
up part of the anhydrite laminae. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 23 
Photomicrograph of argillaceous dolomite, consisting of thicker 
laminae of argillaceous dolomite with abundant light anhydrite 
lenses and thin laminae of dark argillaceous-carbonaceous matter. 
Magnification 12 ·.diameters 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 24 
Intraformational dolomite breccia in darker argillaceous matrix (S) 
underlain by argillaceous dolomite containing brecciated as well as 
intact dolomite laminae. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Fig . 23 
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to horizontal, often deeply intruding into the argillaceous dolomite 
laminae.Presumably, they are pseudomorphs after randomly oriented 
gypsum crystals formed during the early diagenesis of the sediments 
and replaced by anhydrite at a later stage. 
Argillaceous dolomites 
Alternating layers of halitic and slightly argillaceous dolomite 
form the major part of the El cycle. The clay content decreases 
in steps from each major argillaceous to each major halitic dolomite 
layer (2-6ft each). The generally low clay content of these halitic 
dolomite interbeds also decreases gradually towards the main, thick 
halitic dolomite layer. Two such cycles of oscillatingly decreasing 
clay content can be distinguished in Subunit El. 
The argillaceous dolomite layers normally display microscopic 
lamination. Thinner laminae of strongly argillaceous-carbonaceous 
dolomite and shale, often containing finely crystalline pyrite, 
alternate with thicker laminae of clay-free dolomite (Figure 
23). Small lenses of anhydrite are common, their centre (1-2 mm) 
is occasionally occupied by halite. Less frequently, the dark 
argillaceous-shaly laminae are slightly wavy, and the dolomite 
forms long thin lenses between them. If the clay content is low, 
only thin wavy lenses of argillaceous substance occur. 
Some sections display intraformational breccia:slightly 
rounded dolomite fragments are embedded in more argillaceous 
matrix (Figure 24). 
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In zones grading upwards from argillaceous into halitic dolomite, 
(Figure 25) the wavy -lenticular lamination is often disturbed by 
incipient halite crystallization. Where, on the other hand, halitic 
dolomite is overlain by strongly argillaceous dolomite or shale, 
intraformational breccias displaying slight rounding occur. 
Halitic dolomites 
The lowest layer of halitic dolomite occurs, as mentioned above, 
intercalated in the basal dolomitic shales. Here the dolomite is 
greyish brown; halite is contained in the form of larger crystals, 
lenses and spherules. The halite lenses, 3xl0 mm near the base, 
gradually disappear, and the dolomite becomes saturated with small 
spherules of salt (0.3-3mm), containing finely dispersed brown do= 
lomite. Some dolomite laminae are "consumed" by such dolomitic 
halite spherules and salt crystals, so that only a discontinuous 
cellular dolomite network remains (Figure ·26). In contrast to the 
dolomite network in the purer halite layers, here the halite lenses 
and laminae never exceed a few mm in thickness, are never transparent 
but always strongly dolomitic, and most of the halite bodies are only 
a few mm in diameter. The larger dolomitic halite bodies never form 
continuous laminae or beds, but wedge out in the dolomite matrix with-
in a few dm. A semi-laminar structure is, however, sometimes per-
ceptible, as the pellets and lenses of dolomitic halite are concen-
trated in some dolomite laminae and absent in others. 
The halitic dolomite layers above the basal shales are simpler 
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Figure 25 
Dolomite with wavy argillaceous laminae(D8 ) grading upwards into 
dolomite (D) containing dark halite lenses. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 26 
Dolomite (D) partially permeated and replaced by halite (H0 ). 
Pure, light dolomite dominates at bottom and top, but it is pre-
served only in the form of discontinuous relics in the middle. At 
top, dolomi tic halite forms zones of small spherules in the dolomite; 
at bottom, shcr t steep cracks, some of them displaying feather-like 
structure, may be of desiccational origin. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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in structure. Salt spherules occur less often, the salt more fre-
quently forms lenses and crystals {up to 1 cm) ; a few discon-
tinuous thin salt laminae also occur. Some of the latter have a 
pyritic film along their contact with the enclosing dolomite. Up-
wards in the halitic layer, these larger lenses and thin laminae 
(0.3-2 mm) are alternately rich and poor in halite spherules. Locally, 
thin laminae of halitic dolomitei(l-2 mm) alternate with thicker lam-
inae of halite-free dolomite. Beds of halite-free dolomite contain 
pyrite. Often, the top contacts of the halite-free dolomite layers 
are sharp; above such contacts,apparently erosional, dolomitic 
halite spherules are very common. From a few fissures, intricate 
networks of rootlike microfissures, filled with halite, ramify up-
wards and connect some of the halite spherules (Figure 27). 
In the top 1.2 ft below the El salt, the structure of the do-
lomite somewhat changes. Overlying wavy, apparently erosional sur-
faces, thin laminae of coarse dolomite silt {0.1 mm) intercalate. 
They soon give place to thin laminae of anhydrite (0.4-4 mm) which 
contain small halite crystals. 
Halite 
The uppermost member of the El subunit is halite. At its base, 
laminae of shale and anhydrite are common; the smle laminae con-
tain thin lenses of shaly anhydrite and are bordered by an anhydritic 
margin. This anhydritic material continues into the intercrystalline 
spaces of the adjacent salt laminae, giving them a cellular 
structure (Figure 28). Above this base, light and medium 
grey salt beds alternate, both lighter than the salt of the 
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Figure 27 
Faulted surface of halite-free dolomite (D) overlain by halitic 
dolomite (DH). The halitic dolomite forms intraformational breccia 
in darker, more halitic matrix at the bottom, and contains small 
patches and spherules of dark dolomitic halite (Hn) near top. Some 
of the latter are connected with dark halitic channel system, rami-
fying upwards from the fissure in the underlying pure dolomite. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 28 
Fragments of dark shale lamina (S) reflecting flowage of salt (H). 
The light anhydritic rim of the shale fragments exten~to form 
intercrystalline walls between adjacent salt crystals. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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more halitic Upper and Lower Syracuse. Particularly in the 
lighter sections, the salt crystals are coated by thin inter-




Subunit E2 repeats the El cycle on a somewhat smaller scale. 
The basal shale grades upwards into less and less aregillaceous 
dolomite and finally into ha lit e. 
In the basal shales, some beds contain intraformational 
breccias. Slightly rounded fragments of pure dolomite, 1-3 cm 
large (Figure 29) are randomly embedded in more argillaceous 
matrix. Otherwise slight lamination is produced by the oscilla-
tion of the dolomite content; a few lenses of anhydrite occur 
throughout. 
The overlying dolomite is very halitic. Spherules of dolo-
mitic halite (less than 1 mm) are very common (Figure30); lenses 
of salt occur frequently. The lenses are often several cm long and 
several mm thick; they follow the intricately curved structures 
of bi~onstructed (mainly algal) encrustations. Near the top, salt 
~n~ of constant thickness (lcm or less) occur. Above them the do-
lomite is penetrated by a network of mudcracks, filled with salt 
(Figure 32) • 
The higher salt content of the E2 dolomites is reflected in 
the presence of a halite interbed {0.35 ft). It develops gradually 
from the underlying biostromal dolomite, which contains halite -
filled cavities increasing in size upwards.(F1gure31). Eventually, 
only flat relics of dolomite remain, several cm long, lying in 
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Figure 29 
Intraformational dolomite breccia. Slightly rounded dolomite 
fragments are embedded in dark argillaceous matrix. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 30 
Halitic dolomite. The halite, generally dolomitic, forms zones of 
small spherules and larger, halite-permeated dolomite patches, 
merging near top into a semi-continuous lamina. Steep discontin-
uous cracks are filled with ·halite. 
Actual size 




Dolomite reef-rock; round cavities are filled with dark halite 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 32 
Slightly laminated dolomite displaying desiccational (?) struc-
ture. The crack system is filled with halite. Near top, two bright 
halite laminae intercalate. 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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random positions in the dominant halite. 
Like Subunit E~, E2 ends with a halite layer. The major, 
lower part of the halite is light gray. Broken, dislocated do-
lomite laminae near the base of the salt show minor flowage. Fur-
ther up, a few thin interbeds of laminated dark argillaceous dolo-
mite occurr they contain lenses and crystals of medium gray salt. 
In the clear to light gray salt beds, intercrystalline anhydrite 
film is common. Near the top, the salt turns medium gray, and the 
small dolomite fragments are replaced by more shaly relics. 
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~bunit E) 
The third subunit of the Dolomite Suite differs from the 
lower ones in the absence of separate halite layers at its top. 
Here the basal shales are overlain by coarse dolomite, display-
ing varied structural features and grading upwards into the Middle 
syracuse Shale Suite. 
Basal Shales 
The basal shales of the subunit overlie the E2 salt with a 
slightly wavy contact (Fig. 23). The contact is lined with anhy• 
drite, 2-3 cm thick; it consists of two laminae of a1most pure 
anhydrite, separated by an argillaceous anhydrite lamina of sim-
ilar thickness. The internal lenticular structure of the anhy-
drite laminae is vaguely perceptible; a few small, flat halite 
lenses also occur. 
The lower part of the basal shale is dolomitic and well lam-
inated, Near its base, the laminae are almost flat. Small anhy-
drite lenses are common, they occasionally join into strongly pli-
cated laminae. As the clay content increases upwards, the anhy-
drite laminae become increasingly distorted or irregular; black 
shaly partings, similarly plicated, parallel them. Near the top, 
the clay content of the shale increases and the lamination disappears. 
Argillaceous dolomite 
In the argillaceous dolomite overlying the basal shale, 
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Figure 33 
Anhydritic boundary zone (A) between halite (H) and overlying 
shale (S). The anhydrite fills shallow depressions in the salt 
and contains a somewhat darker argillaceous anhydrite lamina. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 34 
Weathered surface of massive dolomite, permeated by superficial 
cracks and covered by dolomite fragments, overlain by laminated 
\ 
I 
argil~ous dolomite containing bands of rounded dolomite frag-
ments. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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flat shale laminae are still common, often producing fine lamination. 
~cept for the very bottom, salt is a common constituent. First, it 
forms very thin: ( -1 mm) long lenses and thin laminae. Then some-
what thicker laminae (3-5 mm) become frequent, they consist. of 
small salt crystals. The top portion is again virtually salt-free. 
Here, between an argillaceous and a pure bed·~ dolomite, an ero-
sional surface occurs (FigUre.34). From this surface, numerous 
fractures proceed a few cm deep into an underlying massive do-
lomite bed, desintegrated into small fragments in the vicinity of 
the erosional contact: Above it, alternating laminae of more and less 
argillaceous dolomite follow, incorporating small fragments of ar-
gillaceous and pure dolomite. 
Clay-poor dolomite 
The relatively clay-free upper portion of the dolomite displays 
complex biostromal structures. Most of the dolomite shows the fine. 
lamination of algal-stromatoporoidal incrustations; the alternation 
of dark grey and ligheer brown laminae reflects the oscillation of 
organic matter. A few beds of coarse dolomite silt intercalate. Near 
base, the laminae are slightly undulating, further up they are flat; 
some of the partings are partially coated with fine pyrite. 
The coarser dolomite, absent in most of the Salina Group, consists 
of well-sorted rounded dolomite rhombohedra, 0.03~0.05 mm across. 
These grains are about an order of magnitude larger than the general 
grainsize of the dolomite rocks; with them, a few quartz grains of 
similar to slightly smaller size also occur. 
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Figure 32 
Bioconstructed cavernous dolomite lens in massive dolomite; 
pores and cavities are filled with dark salt 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure-36 
Bioconstructed cavernous dolomite lamina in massive dolomite; 
pores and cavities are filled with dark salt 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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Single distinct laminae (Figure 36) and lenses (Flgure·::_-33) 
d:cavernous, bioconstructed dolomite often occur in the massive 
dolomite:layers; the cavities, often typical of stromatoporoids, 
are filled with salt which also often cements the dolomite grains. 
Locally, isolated dolomite rhombohedra:occur in the locally domi-
nant halite matrix. Together with the salt lenses, a few anhydrite 
needles (0.3 mm) appear in random position, incorporating and· cutting 
across do~omite grains; irregular discontinuous short fissures filled 
with halite and dark organic matter are common. 
The coarse dolomite beds normally overlie the finer-grained 
beds at very sharp, erosional contacts~ Frequently, however, they 
also form lenses and laminae in the fine-grained matrix. In evaporite-
free interlaminated sets, burrow-like structures can be observed (~igur.e 
3~; they intrude up to 10 cm deep into the underlying bed and are 
filled with coarse dolomite. 
These interlaminated bed~ often show intricate structures: 
somewhat disturbed sets of laminated iolomitear.e more or less 
incorporated in the dark, fine-grained massive dolomite (~gures 
38~ 3~. Above and below such structures, the lamination is un-
disturbed. Apparently, the finely laminated bioconstructed sets 










































































































































































































































































SHALE SUITE (Subunit E4) -
As opposed to the major, lower part of the Midddle Syracuse 
sequence, which consists chiefly of dolomite, its upper third 
consists mainly of shale. This thick shale layer contacts the 
underlying E3 dolomite as well as the overlying Upper Syracuse 
salt with chracteristic transitional sequences. 
Basal transitional seguence 
As in several instances before~ in the lower, more dolomitic 
part of Unit E, the boundary of the shale with the 
underlying (halitic) dolomiti~ is strongly anhydritic. A finely 
interlaminated set of dolomite, anhydrite, and shale occurs here 
·.(Figures ··40 ~ -'',1). The shale laminae often display minor und~lations; 
the dolomite laminae frequently contain small lenses of halite. 
Of greater interst is a regular hexagonal system of mudcracks on the 
bedding planes; in vertical section they are particularly evident 
in the anhydri te laminae (F_:i_g1-E'c· · :-::o). Micro-unconformi ties are 
common, evened out by the overlying lamina. 
Close to the bottom of the thick shale sequence, a dolomite 
interbed intercal~·ates: it is finely laminated with alternating 
thinner argillaceous-bituminous and thicker, pure dolomite lamin~ 
(Figure ~ • Lenses and crystals of anhydri te are common, the 
shape of the lenses occasionally resembles gypsum cryst~ls. A few 
halite lenses also occur. 
































































































































































































































































































































































































major, lower portion of the Shale Suite, shale is exclusive. 
In the upper 16 ft, a few beds of (or interstratal fissures 
filled with) pale orange to light yellowish gray halite inter-
calate. The salt/shale interfaces are sharpJ the basal contacts 
are often lined with anhydrite. A few shale fragments occur in 
these salt beds1 occasionally traces of fibrous structures, per-
pendicular to the shale/salt contacts, are perceptible. 
Throughout the Shale Suite, the shale is medium to dark 
gray, somewhat dolomitic and intensively silty. Muscovitic 
quartz silt and fine sand (0.05-0.08 mm, rarely +O.J mm) form 
flat lenses and flat or wavy laminae. Some laminae display cross-
lamination under the microscope, with straight dolomitic shale 
and silt laminae alternating in the micro-foresets. Sometimes 
erosional channels are visible even in the silt-free laminae1 
in these, the base of the micro-channel fills containsmore dark, 
bituminous material than th~ir top section. Some of the silt-
free laminae contain large amounts of silt-sized pyrite crystals. 
Of particularly great interest are possible trace fossils. 
In a silt lamina (Fig. 43) a system of tubes, resembling a cande-
labrum, branches outwards and upwards from a central point, breaks 
through a shale lamina, and joins undulating ~urrows' above it. 
A few thin beds (0.7 ft) consist of almost uncemented, soft 
greenish gray clay1 generally, however, there is some cementing 
material, chiefly salt and dolomite, present. 
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Figure 43 
Photomicrograph of a worm tube system penetrating a dark argilla-
ceous-carbonaceous lamina in silty shale 
Magnification: 12x 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 44 
Star-shaped pressure cracks surrounding growing salt crystals in 
dolomite. Radii are filled with white anhydrite and recrystallized 
dolomite. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 45 
Salt crystals growing in dolomite are surrounded and connected 
by cracks and channels filled with white anhydrite+ recrystallized 
dolomite 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Small lenses of pale orange to light grey salt are common; 
from their central cor~ salt rootlets often ramify into the sur-
rounding shale. Around single lenses and crystals, often short 
(1-3 cm),· star-shaped, wedging out radial fi~sures are formed, 
.normally at 120° angles. While halite intrudes into these radii, 
they are mainly filled with recrystallized dolomite and anhydrite, 
surrounding the salt lenses.(Fig~ 44). The recrystallized dolomite 
crystals contain relics of shale, crystals and re~ics of anh~ite, 
tenses of qalitc, n11d a few recrysta1~~~±zed crysta.~~s C:f qur-..rtz. 
Larger recrystallized anhydrite crystals occur less frequently, 
they contain halite lenses with anhydrite relics in their centre. 
Less often, irregular, curved fissures connect the halite 
lenses; they often terminate abruptly and are also filled with 
recrystallized dolomite and anhydri te (.Ftg·~ 45). Sometim::.-es, the 
anhydrite coating arotlnd the salt lenses unites to form a conti-
nuous lamina of anhydrite. 
Thin fissures filled with pale orange salt are also lined with 
anhydrite and recrystallized dolomite, with mi~hor amounts of quartz,· 
all growing on the shale along the walls of the fissure, towards 
the salt-filled centre. Sometimes the fissures are discontinuous: 
small crystals and lenses of salt a~ranged along a steeply depping 
plane are separated by intervals of fissure-free shale (Figure-'"46). 
The trace of such fissures is often very irregular, stylolite-like. 
Apart from lining halite, anhydrite is rare in the lower 
.part of the Shale Suite; it becomes progressively more common up-· 
M the top of the shale,strongly plicated anhydrite wards. £l~~.r -
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Figure 46 
Dolomite containing darker anhydrite concretions (A), halite 
crystals surrounded by radial pressure cracks, and discontin-
uous fissure filled with halite possibly pseudomorphous after 
gypsum 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 47 
Dolomite with large dark halite nodule at bottom and cotorted 
light laminae at top. 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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laminae occur together with large, irregular halite nodules (Fig. 
47). A few very thin shale laminae, enclosed in the anhydrite 
laminae, are intricately folded. These microscopic shale lam-
inae are almost opaque in thin section, possibly from very 
fine pyrite; in reflected light, they are light to medium grey. 
Locall~ they are lined by large, secondary dolomite crystals, 
growing into the anhydrite lens. Some of the anhydrite lenses 
are more than 5 cm large and often join to form discontinuous 
anhydrite laminae (Figure 48). 
Close to the top of the shale, a thicker, somewhat coarse-
ly crystalline (1 cm) interbed of salt is already grey, with-
out the pink hue of the lower interbeds, and resembles the over-
lying Upper Syracuse salts. The bottom and the top of this bed 
are light grey, the central portion is darker, though clear lenses 
are common throughout. 
- 18J -
Figure 48 
White anhydrite lens between large dark salt nodules disrupting 
lamination in dolomite 
Actual size 
Middle Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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Upper Syracuse (Unit F) 
The upper Syracuse contains the majority of the salt that 
occurs in the Salina Group of the Appalachian Basin. The salt forms 
thick, dark, bituminous beds, contaminated with and separated by do-
lomite or shale. The shale fragments range from a few hundred microns 
to several cm, and display an intercrystalline relic structure: their 
shape is controlled by the surrounding halite crystals. The shale 
relics are often sparsely dispersed, discontinuo~. Where they are 
more frequent, they join each other: first thin shale "threads" con-
nect the larger relics, then the threads become thicker and a con-
tinuous network of up to 1 cm thick shale "threads" permeates the 
salt. Finally, the shale (or dolomite) becomes dominant, containing 
only irregular nodules of halite. Such oscillations, ranging from al-
most pure shale to halite containing only a few shale relics charac-
terize the Upper Syracuse salts. 
rn the thick Upper Syracuse sequence, the following subunits are 
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distinguished (Figures 49,50): 
F3+4 salt 165 ft 
F3/2 shale and dolomite 45 ft 
F2 salt 50 ft 
F2/l shale and dolomite 53 ft 
Fl-2 salt 31 ft 
Fl-2/1 shale 11 ft 
Fl-1 salt 6~ ft 
Fl-1 salt 
The lowermost salt layer of the Upper Syracuse (Unit F) develops 
gradually from the Middle Syracuse Shale Suite. As me~tioned above, 
in the top of the latter a thicker gray salt bed intercalates, whose 
characteristics alread} resemble those of the F salts. Above this salt 
layer, anhydrite lenses are frequent in the uppermost shale beds. 
At its bottom, the Upper Syracuse salt, though grey, still shows 
some pinkish hUe in its recrystallized clearer crystals. Shale relics 
are common and even a few intensely brecciated dark grey dolomitic shale 
laminae occur. Further up they give place to laminae and relics of dolomite 
'Figure 51~ gradually ramifying without brecciation in the salt. ~he dolo-
mite network is of particular i~1terest (Figure 52): it consists of elements 
often havi:1g a sharp point downwards and flat surface on top, as if the dolo-
mite filled the spaces between upward poi n ti~1g halite crystals. Locally, even a 
bed of pure dolomite appears, having sharp bottom contact and grading upwards 
gradually into salt with increasingly frequent large salt nodules (5 cm) . 
Concave-shaped dolomite relics are common, even within the nodules. Under the 
microscope, the dolomite is coarsely crystalline, it consists of slight~y 
r~unded large rhombohedra like those constituting the top of the Middle 
Upper Syracuse, bottom section 
at Watkins Glen, New York 
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syracuse Dolomite Suite. As there, a few quartz grains of slightly 
smaller size (25-30, seldom 80 microns) also occur. The dolomite 
contains dark laminae of organic matter, frequent small lenses of 
halite, and a few anhydrite needles (0.2 mm). Large halite nodules 
(10 cm; Figure 53) are interwoven with dolomite network. 
Within the salt that overlies the dolomite interbed, shale 
relics as well as clear crystals and lenses are fairly common; 
the groundmass consists of normally medium to dark grey halite. 
' 
Upon hitting, this salt often emanates H2s. Relatively short un-
contaminated intervals are characterized by larger crystals and the 
lack of shale fragments; in these clear salt beds and .lenses, the 
halite crystals are often lined with a thin film of anhydrite. The 
contacts of clearer, possibly recrystallized sections and the normal 
dark halite are often sharp (Figure·s~. In the major part of the 
Fl-1 salt layer, non-halitic interbeds (dark grey shale and argilla-
ceous dolomite ) occur rarely; within a thickness of 63 ft, only 
six such interbeds have been observed. Their thickness ranges from 
0.15 to 2.75 ft; ·four of them are 0.4-0.8 ft thick. These interbeds 
are characterized by flat, horizontal lamination, few salt lenses, 
and thin lenses and laminae of anhydrite. 
Where the amout of shale or shaly dolomite is high but not 
sufficient to form an independent bed in the salt, it forms irreg-
ular, more or less discontinuous network (Figure·s~. Transitions 
from a dolomite interbed to such a network are characterized by 
progressively thicker halite nodules,;frequently round at their 













































































































































































































































































































































Anhydrite occurs only as a subordinate component. It forms 
a film among the halite crystals of the thin, clearer salt beds, 
as well as thin lenses and laminae in the shale and dolomite re-
lics and interbeds contained in the darker salt. As a major com-
ponent, it occurs only once, forming an anhydrite interbed (1 ft) 
in the halite; even here, the anhydrite is strongly contaminated 




Fl~l/2 ~rgillaceous dolomite 
A major argillaceous-dolomite layer, which separates the lower 
and upper part of the Fl salt unit, is very persistent; its thick-
ness, onlyNlO ft, hardly changes for several miles. 
The contact of this argillaceous dolomite layer with the under-
lying salt is a conspicuously flat, even surface (Figure-·57) coated 
with fine pyrite. The argillaceous dolomite is often well laminated; 
laminae of shale and of clay-poor dolomite alternate. The rock con-
tains frequent.thin lenses and laminae of anhydrite, particularly in 
the top portion of the layer; thin fissures (~1 mm) filled with anhydrite 
are also common. Halite lenses are very frequent throughout; occasional-
ly they are connected by minor, channel-like fissures. 
The top of the Fl-1/2 layer is again bioconstructed: irregular-
ly curving rootlets and undulating laminae consist alternately of dark grey 
and brown dolomite. Cavities are common between the rootlets, they 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The reef-rock at the top of the Fl/2 layer is overlain by salt 
along an irregular contact. In this relatively coarse (10 mm) light 
grey salt, which contains no or almost no dolomite relics, a bed and 
laminae of anhydrite intercalate. Near bottom an anhydrite bed (0.3 
ft, F1.gure~9) overlies the very coarse, lowermost salt bed with a 
sharp contact and contains severely fragmented laminae of shale and 
shaly dolomite. The anhydrite itself consists of more or less con-
gruous lenses and laminae, separated by darker, slightly argillaceous-
dolomitic intervals. 
Further up, but still in the lower portion of the Fl-2 halite 
layer, only a few anhydrite laminae occur. The thickness of these 
composite laminae is 1-2 cm (Figure 60) , they consist of almost pa-
rallel horizontal to slightly undulating anhydrite laminae, 2-5 mm 
thick, alternating with wedging out halite laminae of similar thickness. 
The halite layers between these composite laminae range in colour 
from almost clear to dark grey. Relics of shale and dolomite are 
still virtually absent in them. In two cases the light halite layers 
overlying the anhydrite laminae contain intercrystalline anhydrite 
film (Figure.-60 ,62). 
The upper half (about 20 ft) of the Fl-2 salt is different from 
















































































































































































































































































































































hydrite, in the upper portion dolomite and shale are the most 
common contaminants. They range from isolated shale and dolomite 
relics in the salt (Figure 63) to continuous shale network with 
large isometrical salt nodules (Figure 64). Rarely, thin beds of 
shale and argillaceous dolomite intercalate (Figures 65,66,67) 
marking a local shift in the shale network - halite nodules 
ratio. Occasionally, these shale beds show fine internal lamina-
tion, due to the oscillation of the dolomite content. Near the 
top of the Fl-2 layer, these shale beds increase in thickness, 
but even the uppermost is less than 1 ft thick, and is succeeded 




Discontinuous dolomite network in medium grey salt 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 64 
Matte dolomite network surrounding bright isometric salt nodules 
At bottom right, a fracture cutting through salt nodules and net-
work alike is filled with clear salt. 
Actual size 





















































































































































































































































The Fl and F2 salt units are separated by a sequence of dolo-
mites, more than 50 ft thick. The lower half of this dolomite is 
strongly argillaceous; it contains shale beds both at its top and 
bottom. The upper one is less argillaceous and is separated from the 
lower portion by a series of thin salt interbeds. 
Lower, argillaceous section 
The dolomite overlies the Fl salt with a very uneven contact. 
At its bottom, without losing its congruity, the dolomite becomes 
more and more penetrated by salt protrusions, reaching upwards from, 
and filled by, the underlying salt (Figure 68), or, looking at it 
from another angle, the dolomite fills complex-shaped pockets within 
the halite. Salt lenses, both vertical and horizontal, gradually de-
crease upwards, while the clay content increases. The rock soon as-
sumes a flat laminar-lenticular structure, though in local, brecciated 
intervals (FigUre 71~ irregular lenses and fragments of less argilla-
ceous dolomite are embedded in the more argillaceous matrix. The shale 
gradually becomes dominant, and thin (-lmm) flat dolomitic shale and 
argillaceous dolomite laminae alternate, occasionally containing a 
somewhat thicker (3mm) lamina of halite. The bedding planes often 
display a polygonal network of thin, halite-filled fissures •. 
Above this shaly section, clay content again declines, giving 
place to a new biostromal layer. Irregular, upwards convex, very thin 














































































































































































































































































































creasingly convex at top, with strongly contorted lamina-sets. These 
"folded" sets are covered by undisturbed laminae (Figure 70). Occa-
sionally the thin laminae are alternately rich and poor in halite 
and form single mounds in almost massive salt-free dolomite. 
Gradually the biostromal structures disappear, while the clay and 
anhydrite content increases. Distinct lamination assumes a different 
aspect: generally flat laminae of dolomitic shale and shaly anhydrite 
alternate, with white anhydrite lenses intervening. The flat anhydrite 
lenses consist of small~er lenses separated by shale films (Figure 72). 
Though thin fissures are generally filled with salt veins, shallow cre-
vices filled with anhydrite occasionally also appear. Pyrite is a 
common accessory mineral, it occurs both in the argillaceous anhydrite 
and in the shaly partings. 
Some laminae show slight brecciation: under the microscope slight-
ly rounded flat flakes of dolomitic shale and of halite are embedded 
in the dolomite. Some af the flakes consist of slightly laminated shale 
with large recrystallized dolomite rhombohedra, others of halite or 
halite and dolomite, also sometimes with recrystalliZed dolomite 
rhombohedra. Concentration crpyrite along the margin of the flakes is 
frequent. (Fig. 104-105). 
Gradually, fine lamination disappears, only shaly partings~separate 
the thick dolomite beds# Clay content suddenly rises again and a massive 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The top shales of the lower, more argillaceous portion of the 
Fl/2 dolomite are separated from the upper, less argillaceous part 
by a series of three relatively thin sal.t beds (0.8-1.1 ft), separated 
by intercalating argillaceous dolomite beds. The salt is light grey, 
relatively coarsely crystalline in the two lower salt beds and some-
what darker in the uppermost, third one. It contains small relics of 
shale and argillaceous dolomite in small amounts, mostly in the uppermost, 
darker bed. The intervening argillaceoits dolomite beds ~Figure :·73) are 
still thinner (0.3 ft); their oscillating clay content gives rise to 
moderately distinqt lamination. Lenses and fragments of anhydrite are 
common in them. 
Upper, clay-poor section 
With a very flat contact, the upper salt interbed is overlain 
by the upper dolomite. First irregular lenses of dolomite are separated 
by wavy argillaceous bands; anhydrite lenses, containing euhedral an-
hydrite porphyroblasts, are common.(Figure·74). Gradually, biostromal 
structures develop: first the laminae become irregular, undulating, en-
closing round dolomite structures; irregular cavities are filled with 
halite (Figure 75). Further up, the anastomosing laminae become less 
irregular (Figure 76, 77). Ultimately, the fine flat lamination returns, 
the laminae, -1 mm, differ in organic and halite content. Thin beds of 

























































































































































































































































under the microscope, thicker laminae of organic matter and clay-
free dolomite alternate with thinner organic-rich laminae. The rock 
contains interstitiai lenses of halite, and some dispersed pyrite. 
The thin, more carbonaceous laminae occasionally form thin, flat, wavy 
networks enclosing purer dolomite lenses. The dolomite of the pro-
~ortionally more significant organic matte~ and clay-free laminae 
~aries in grain size: laminae of coarse-grained dolomite silt (~.03-
o.os·mm), like those occurring in and directly above the Middle Syra-
cuse, alternate with the dominant fine-grained dolomite (3-10 microns). 
The coarse dolomite laminae contain a few quartz grains of similar 
size. The coarser laminae overlie the fine ones along a sharp, some-
what uneven contact, and pass gradually into the overlying fine lam-
inae which contain only a few coarser grains. 
Separated by recrystallized salt (0.7-0.2 ft) filling inter-
strata! fissures, the uppermost part (-2ft) of the dolomite is hori-
zontally bedded, essentially poor in organic matter and clay. It is 
penetrated through and through by thin, short (1-2 cm) fissures filled 
with anhydrite. On the bedding plane, these fissures form a polygonal 
pattern. Halite crystals are relatively common (Figure 79,80). 
The Fl/2 dolomite contacts the overlying F2 salt with an anhyd-
ritic boundary zone. Irregular argillaceous dolomite fragments (Figure 
81) are embedded in anhydrite matrix; salt lenses and single crystals 
in it· are frequently connected by thin, salt-filled fissures. Above 
this anhydrite, a light, coarse halite bed (0.7 ft) contains freque~ 
relics of dolomite; it is separated from the F2 salt by a thin bed in 
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Figures 79-80 (80 is the upward continuation of 79) 
Dolomite with upward increasingly frequent paper-thin anhydrite 
laminae (light grey) and with intricate crack system filled with 
white anhydrite. Together with the latter, the rock is slightly 
fragmented at bottom; these later cracks are filled with halite. 
At bottom left, wide crevice is filled with clear salt. 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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which shale and dolomite fragments sit in an anhydritic matrix, 
together with which they are slightly re-brecciated in the salt 
(Figure 82). These fragments are penetrated by, contain lenses 
of, and are embedded in grey salt. 
- 209 -
Figures 81, 82 
Anhydritic boundary zones between halite and overlying argilla-
ceous dolomite, displaying angular fragments of dark argillaceous 
dolomite embedded in white anhydrite matrix. On the right picture 
this breccia is slightly re~brecciated, the resulting crevices 





The halite overlying the Fl/2 dolomites is dark grey, and contains varying 
amounts of clear coarser crystals, singly as well as in lenses and laminae 
(FigureS~. Temporarily these crystals become dominant, forming a bed of 
coar_se light salt (FigUre 84) ·whose crystals are coated with anhyi:'i te 
film. Only after renewed decrease in the amount.of clear crystal~when 
the halite turned dark again, do the first shale and argillaceous dolomite 
relics appear (almost 20 ft above base) • Tn~et:her with these relics, randomly 
oriented fragme;.~Ls of~thitl (6 cm) argillaceous dolomite bed, fiuely lami:1ated, 
also occur; they "float- ia the salt" partially surroutlded by clear halite 
crystals. 
Under ·he microscope, the argillaceous dolomite relii.cs are coated 
with overgrowing a:.1hydrite and seco11dary dolomite crys :.als, contai~1 wavy 
bituminous shale laminae, and aj1hydrite lenses occasionally resembliag 
pseudomorphs after gypsum. "'he a,1hydri te film among the crystals is also 
occasionally accompanied by secondary dolomite crystals. 
rnhi~1 beds and ~.amLlae of shale occasio·1ally appear in the salt . 
.,.,hcse beds a·re usually somewhat breccia ted due to their tecto.iiiC i:·l-
compete ~ce wi Lh the salt, but still preserve their co~1gruity. Darker, 
more argillaceous-bi uminous, and lighter, more dolomi tic lami ~1ae fre·-
·queutly al er1ate; irregular halite le;1ses, ofte,:. perpendicular to lamination, 
are connno:1, crystals and lenses of aJ!hydrite are frequent. Short dis-




Dark salt with frequent clear crystals 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 84 
Band of coarsely crystalline clear sal~ in medium crystalline 
grey salt containing white anhydrite film among the crystals. 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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In the uppermost 15 ft of the F2 salt, the shale (and argillace ous 
dolomite) laminae are very halitic. Locally, microscopic laminae of 
pure and dolomitic halite alternate. Some of these have strongly chan-
nelled, sharp, erosional basal contacts, cutting deep into the under-
lying salt lamina. The concentration of finely dispersed dolomite 
micrites in the salt rises sharply immediately below each of these 
erosional surfaces,possibly indicating their enrichment through partial 
dissolution. Curved bands, with chevron-like internal structure may 
be traces of algal stemsdragged along the surface by currents. Pro-
bable algal stems are sometimes preserved: they lie at a small angle 
to the lamination and resemble the bifurcating tubes mentioned in the 
discussion of the Lower Syracuse (Dl/2). (Fig. 129-130). 
In another thin bed within the salt, only 2 ft below its top, the 
microscopic laminae consist alternately of relatively pure dolomitic 
shale and impure halite~ The latter laminae, 3-10 mm thick, display 
intricate, rootlike networks of salt, with dolomite preserved in be-
tween the rootlets in the form of similar rootlets, relics, and round 
grains. Even within the same lamina, dolomite grades horizontally into 
halite in one thin section. Anastomosing microlaminae of dark organic 
matter in the dolomitic shale enclose lenses of dolomite and often 
terminate abruptly. The structure of the rock is frequently pelletal; 
dark, more argillaceous pellets (30-80 microns) are cemented with : 
lighter dolomite. The shale laminae contain small halite lenses and 
some quartz silt. 
213 
F2/3 dolomite 
Subunit F2/3, the uppermost thick dolomite suite of the 
Syracuse Formation, is generally about 45 ft thick in the Watkins 
Glen area. Due to a fault, its lower portion is missing from our 
standard borehole (WG 44), so the discussion of this portion will 
be based on nearby wells. 
The F2 salt is overlain by a thick shale layer (-16ft); the 
frequency of large lenses of coarse dark salt gradually decreases 
upwards. The shale displays fine lamination (with the laminae dif-
fering in their organic and dolomite contenth and contains pyrite. 
Above this basal shale, the dolomite content gradually increases. 
Dolomitic shale and argillaceous dolomites follow, making up about 
a half of the subunit. Halite becomes increasingly common, filling 
thin crevices, forming lenses and seldom laminae; anhydrite lenses 
also occur. 
The purest dolomite section is brownish grey. Much of the 
dolomite is laminated. Laminae containing large amounts of small 
(-0.3 mm) flattened halite oolites alternate with laminae con-
taining dark dolomite oolites of similar size; the latter often 
have a lighter core (Fig. 106-108). These oolite-bearing laminae, 
poor in clay, alternate with argillaceous-anhydritic, but oolite-
free, dolomite laminae. Recrystallization is intensive: crystals of 
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secondary quartz and dolomite line, together with halite lenses, the 
dolomite/shale interfaces, and large secondary dolomite crystals lo-
cally envelop entire dolomite laminae.As in other instances of recrys-
tallization, the carbonate and silica have been leached f~om the dolomite 
and shale laminae by concentrated interstitial solutions, which ulti-
mately filled the pores with halite. 
The upper part of the sequence (about 7 ft) consists again of 
shale, with frequent laminae and thin beds of argillaceous dolomite. 
Locally, narrow cracks in the dolomite laminae are filled with the 
material of the overlying shale lmina. Fragments of dolomite are fre-
quently embedded in the shale, particularly in its lower part. Irreg-
ular shale flakes embedded in more dolomitic shale matrix also occur. 
Lenses and laminae of anhydritic shale are very common, sometimes 
lenses and isometric concretions of anhydrite occur in their centre. 
The amount and size of the anhydrite lenses also decreases upwards. 
Some halite and pyrite crystals occasionally occur; thick fissures, 
both vertical and interstratal, are filled with clear crystals,of halite. 
The top 3.5 ft of the F2/3 subunit consists of a halite and above 
it a dolomite bed, overlying the shale and marking the transition into 
the F3 salt. The halite is light grey at bottom and becomes medium grey 
towards its top; it contains shale laminae and relics near its basal and 
a few dolomite relics near its top contact. In one of the wells, the salt 
contains a bed of shaly anhydrite, with intensely distorted thin shale 
laminae. The dolomite is argillaceous, more shaly toward the SE; it con-













































































































































































































































































































































































F3 and F4 salts -
The upper part of the Syracuse formation is a thick suite of 
halite (normally 165ft at Watkins Glen). Occasionally, it is se-
parable into two subunits, F3 and F4, but the shale beds between 
them are thin and difficult t0 correlate. 
216 
The salt overlies the F2/3 dolomite with a relatively flat basal 
contact. There are only few dolomite relics near the base, but soon 
they join to form a continuous network. Under the microscope, the net-
work consists of argillaceous dolomite, and contains lenses of anhy -
drite. At places the network thins into an intercrystalline film con-
sisting largely of anhydrite. Locally, some of the argillaceous dolomite 
relics are impregnated and partially replaced by halite (Microphoto 18S). 
Laminae and lenses of recrystallized clear halite are rare. The fre-
quency of argillaceous dolomite relics slightly decreases almost through-
out the lowermost halite layer (about 21 .ft); only near its top shows it 
again an abrupt increase. Such cycles of slowly decreasing and rapidly 
increasing amounts of shale or dolomite relics recur repeatedly in the 
overlying halite layers. 
In general, thick halite layers (10-20 ft) are separated by thin inter-
beds of dark argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic shale (0.3-0.7 ft). In 
some of these, straight laminae of dolomite alternate with thinner (mm) 
laminae of dark shale; thin dolomite laminae with small flat salt-filled 
cavities display organic structures (stromatoUtes:,eic). Lenses and 
laminae of anhydrite are common; some of these contain dolomite fragments 
brecciated in and re-cemented by the anhydrite lenses. Generally, 
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~litellenses are equally common. The fragments of an occasional bryo-
zoa(Hallopora? sp~) are separated and partially replaced by halite. Many 
of these thinner dolomite beds are covered by a shale lamina separating 
it from the overlying shale layer; the shale contains thin laminae and 
small lenses of anhydri te. In the salt itself, minor flowage broke up some 
~the shale relics and interbeds, otherwise they contain few halite 
crystals. 
In the purest 50 ft of the F3 halite, shale interbeds are absent; only 
temporary dominance of shale relics and networks (Figure 86) divides 
the halite into thinner "layers". Here the halite is often very dark 
and in several intervals lacks in both clear crystals and shale relics. 
otherwise the limits of recrystallized clear crystals and aggregates 
are always very sharp (Figure 87) ; very coarsely crystalline ( -5 cm) 
clear salt often fills fissures in the dark salt beds. 
Above this interval, argillaceous dolomite interbeds (0.7-6.0 ft) 
alternating with halite separate the F3 and F4 subuni ts. Their base con-
sists ot shale overlying the halite at a relatively sharp contact; many 
of the frequent anhydri te lenses in this shale contain discontinuous 
shale flakes. Dark flakes are common in the somewhat lighter sl:a le 
as well, as are lenses and crystals of halite. In the upper half of 
the beds the shale gives place to dolomite. In some beds this dolomite 
is brown and contains abundant halite spherules. In other beds, the 
dolomi tedisplays a stroma toli tic structure, with lighter and organic-
rich darker laminae alternating. Some wedging-out laminae present a 
cellular structure with flat, salt-filled cavities. Near the top, some-
times the bedsbecome again more argillaceous and contain fragmented 
shale flakes. They pass gradually into the overlying halite with increasing 
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halite nodules and decreasing argillaceous dolomite relics between 
them· 
Above these interbeds, a thick section of relatively pure salt 
follows (F4, 70 ft). Here even thin interbeds of dolomi tic shale are 
rare. The bottom interval, overlying the upper thic~ dolomite inter-
bed, is particularly clear, and relatively coarsely crystalline. A few 
feet above its base, two laminae of anhydri te occur, respectively o. 5 and 
3.0 cm thick. The anhydri te contains fragments of horizontally lying 
to slightly bent shale laminae •. The upper anhydri te lamina is "cor-
roded" at its bottom and intruded by halite crystals (Figures 89-90) • 
Further up, the normal argillaceous dolomite network displaying 
negative salt crystal forms and containing small lenses of anhydri te 
(Figure 88) becomes common again, leading into one of the thin dolomite 
beds of tffi F4 salt. A peculiar feature of this argillaceous dolomite 
bed, which contains a few dark halite lenses, is the presence of an 
~ward tapering inverted pocket at its bottom, filled with clear halite 
and joining the underlying dark salt (Figure 91). 
The F4 salt is characterized by oscillations in the amount of 
dolomitic shale relics. Lenses, laminae and crystals of clear recrys-
tallized hcii te are rare. The shale occasionally joins into continuous 
network; a few thin argillaceous dolomite beds with lenses of halite 
also occur. Here alone does the increase in the amount of shale relics 
proceed upwards at the same low rate as their gradual decrease. 
Close to its top, thin beds of lighter halite occur occasionally 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tongue of recrystallized clear salt (H2 ) intruding from the un-
derlying dark salt (H) layer into dark argillaceous dolomite (DS) con 
taining dark halite (H) lenses. 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 92 
Band of clear recrystallized salt (H2) in dark salt (H) containing 
anhydritic shale (SA) network 
Actual size 






~- 10w. Locally, bands of c,_ear recrystallized salt cut across the 
: ~rk salt; they are free of the shale relics and networks contained 
in the surrounding salt (Figure 92) . 
Close to the top of the Syracuse formation, a thicker shale 
~~d (2ft) occurs. It contains a zone of large anhydrite nodules 
(Figure 93). While in the shale, below this zone_. mainly halite lenses 
and nodules occur, above it undulating laminae and lenses of an-
hydrite dominate over halite lenses cutting across both th~ anhy-
·drite and the shale. 
Above this uppermost shale interbed, halite dominatesonce 
again, though shale relics are still common. Though this upper-
most salt layer (about 9 ft) contains a thin clear bed with an-
hydrite film among its crystals, the majority of it is dark grey, 
with common anhydritic shale relics. Near top, they form a con-
tinuous network, enclosing crystals and nodules of salt (Figure 
94). The shale contains, particularly along the shale-halite in-
terfaces, finely crystalline pyrite. Soon shale becomes dominant, 
leading over into the Camillus formation. 
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Figure 93 
Dark shale bed, overlying zone of white anhydrite nodules and 
containing discontinuous laminae of light grey argillaceous an-
hydrite and bright crystals of halite 
Actual size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 94 
Dark salt containing matte intercrystalline shale network 
Actual size 











The shales of the Camillus Formation overlie the salt-bearing 
syracuse Formation all over the Appalachian Basin. To the south, 
the Camillus lies over successively higher salt horizons, the shale 
interbeds between which merge into its base as the uppermost salt 
beds wedge out toward· t_he north. 
The Camillus Formation is a rather uniform sequence of dark 
gray shales, anhydritic in its lower, and increasingly dolomitic 
in its upper portion. With gradual increase in its carbonate and 
decrease in its clay content, it passes gradually into the over-
lying Bertie dolomites. 
Only the lower, more argillaceous, anhydritic portion of the 
formation has been cored. This section is characterized by shale 
contents fluctuating from 60 to 85%, except at its base where the 
proportion of halite nodules is still considerable. 
The base of the formation displays a thin gradational sequence. 
Near the top of the Syracuse Formation, salt nodules are enclosed 
by a gradually thickening network of anhydritic shale. Eventually, 
this anhydritic shale becomes dominant, and the single crystals-and 
nodulas of dark halite, embedded in the shale and surrounded by py-
rite, become infrequent. Finally, halite occurs only in anhydrite 
laminae, forming long thin lenses, only in the most argillaceous, 
least anhydritic shale layers does the halite occur in the shale 
itself. In the latter case, under the microscope, small halite 
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lenses (50 microns) occur in the less bituminous laminae,. of the shale. 
rhese ]enses often join to form discontinuous laminae; less often, vertical 
structures of similar shape occur. In both cases, presumably, the salt 
was redistributed along minor channels in the shale; i11 the case of the 
horizontal structures, the bituminous-argillaceous laminae served as 
obstructions in the path of the saline solutions, restricting them to 
the less bituminous laminae. 
Particularly in its lower part, the shale is often well laminated. Under 
the microscope, flat laminae of quartz silt and fine sand are of ten ob-
servable, Dark thin laminae of somewhat anastomosing orgainc matter en-
close lenses of less bi tumJnous and possibly more dolomi tic shale. 
In the most argillaceous layers (shale ratio 90%) some of the most 
bituminous shale laminae are broken up into randomly dispersed micro-
scopic fragments,often isometric, occurring in random orientation in the 
less bi tumii.1ous matrix. Less bituminous shale fragments also occur. 
·rhe shale fragments are, under the microscope, accompanied by abundant 
small, of t.en euhedra1 crystals of pyr'l t.e (0.02-0 .06 mm). ··'his pyrite 
is more common in the more bituminous laminae and fragments, thn in the 
less bituminous matrix. 
·rhe most prominent feature of the shale, however, is the abundanee 
(3-30%) of lenses and plica ted laminae of anhydri te. ~:ost of these are 
pure, only a few contain shaly admixture. l.'he shape of the smaller lenses 
(up to 1 mm thick and a few mm across) often resembles crystal forms (gypsum?),., 
with horizontal long axis. (Microphoto 95). ~he larger lenses (0. 5-3 mm, 
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rarelY 8 mm thick and 1-3 cm long) are frequently mildly undulating. 
(Fig. 96 , 9 7 ) • 
stronger plications are often displayed by the almost. continu-
ous nodular beds (Fig. 98), and also by the continuous laminae, 1-8 
~thick. In the most argillaceous layers, some of the small lenses 
are coated by a thin lining of pyrite crystals replacing anhydrite. 
The anhydrite content of the shale varies within cycles 5-11ft 
thick. Often, high anhydrite content appears abruptly over shales 
containing little or no anhydrite, and decreases gradually to be 
overlain by the highly anhydritic base of the next cycle. Less com-
monly, the anhydrite content increases and decreases at equal rates, 
forming symmetrical cycles. 
On the bedding planes of the shale, a polygonal network of minor 
.mud cracks is often present J the ·:cracks are filled with anhydri te. Con-
necting the anhydrite lenses, these cracks often form a vertical an-
hydrite network in the shale (Fig. 99). 
The anhydrite filling the fissures differs considerably from 
that of the lenses and laminae. It consists of larger, euhedral crys-
tals, normally perpendicular to the walls of the fissures. Besides 
anhydrite, secondary dolomite and halite occur as fracture filling. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Zone of white anhydrite lenses in grey shale 
Actual size 
Camillus Formation, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 99 
Anhydrite lenses, connected with short vertical cracks filled 
with anhydrite, in shale 
Actual size 
Camillus Formation, Watkins Glen, New York 
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ing the small dolomitic shale fragments, while the halite fills the 
central part of the fractures. Possibly, the saline solutions in 
the fractures first facilitated recrystallization of dolomite and 
anhydrite along their walls, and eventually deposited halite there-
by healing the fracture. Since the fracture systems are restricted 
to single horizontal laminae only 1-2 cm thick, they seem to have 
r formed shortly after sedimentation. 
Facies, genesis, and cyclicity 
gastic sediments 
The clastic sediments of the Appalachian Basin generally consist 
of green to grey, seldom black shales and mudstones, with some evenly 
dispersed, less commonly laminar, quartz silt. These shales are distal 
equivalents of the red sandstones and shales which make up the fluvia-
tile sequences to the east, in the western piedmont of ~he Taconic Mts. 
The usually homogeneous mixture of silt and argillaceous matter is appa-
rently due to f loccula t ion of the clays in. a sUi ne environment; the 
se,aration of silt and fine sand into undulating laminae reflects win-
nowing by waves and minor currents. These coarser-grained laminae often 
display minor ripple-marks and microscopic cross-bedding. 
Darker shale laminae, containing more organic matter, are fre-
quently broken up into irregular fragments embedded in lighter shale. 
The chips often display fine lamination. Apparently, temporary desicca-
tions were followed by renewed floods, embeddingthe desiccated flakes 
in the newly deposited sediment. 
Except for the green varieties, the organic content of the shales 
is high; most of it is submicroscopic giving the slides a brown tint. 
The organic matter is often accompanied by pyrite. 
The clay minerals are similarly submicroscopic; they consist of 
illite and somewhat less chlorite. In this matrix, quartz derived from 
both magmatic and metamorphic rock·s is accompanied by flakes of mus-
covite. 
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Dolomite, anhydrite and halite are contained in the shales 
in approximately equal amounts. The dolomite is generally granular, 
finely crystalline (-10 microns), hypidiomorphk; larger quartz 
grains are frequently accompanied by rounded dolomite grains of 
similar size (30-50 microns). It appears that much of the dolomite 
was deposited with flocculated aggregates of clay and fine silt. 
The resulting pelletal structure is occasionally perceptible, with 
darker pellets enclosed in lighter matrix.of small proportions. 
In the darker shale varieties, which contain higher levels of 
organic matter, the latter often forms horizontal, sometimes ana-
stomosing laminae. Where microscopic cross-bedding occurs, the 
coarser oblique microlamininae alternate with such dark, organic-
rich microlaminae in each set. It is conceivable that these laminae 
of organic matter represent algal coating of the sediment surface. 
In the most silty laminae a burrow-like structure has been observed 
(Subunit E4); apparently, there were periods when inflowing fresh 
waters sufficently diluted the brine to permit the appearance of 
bottom fauna. From the outcrops,relatively rich fauna has been de-
scribed from isolated shale beds.(Alling and Briggs, 1961). Even 
there however sthenohalinic elements are extremely rare; they 
' ' 
consist mainly of planktonic and nectonic species washed in from 
their normal marine habitat. 
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Anhydri tic shale -
In the shale described above, evaporite-free beds are rare. 
The most common evaporite mineral is anhydrite, occurring in the 
form of lenses and nodules. As indicated, the shape of the very 
small lenses occasionally resembles gypsum crystals and might be 
the products of replacement of small gypsum crystals lying horizon-
tally (Fig. 100-103). The larger lenses are frequently composite ones, 
with their constituting elements separated by thin shale network. 
The largest concretions reach 10 cm, their surface, as well as that 
of many smaller ones, is partially coated by pyrite. Apparently, 
where the organic matter contained in the sediment was more than 
what could be subsequently oxidized by the limited amounts of oxy-
gen contained in the interstitial brine, this organic matter has, 
possibly with bacterial participation, reduced some of the sulphates. 
The resulting sulfide ions could, then, react with the iron contained 
in the interstitial brines, while the calcium could be kept in solu-
tion by derivatives of the decaying organic matter. 
Frequently, the flat anhydrite lenses associate to form len-
ticular laminae, with little but distinct shale network intervening. 
The longer and thinner an anhydrite lens, the more undulating it is; 
thin laminae are often intensely plicated and contain interfolded 
microlaminae of shale. Below and above these disturbed laminae, the 
lamination of the shale is undisturbed. Regular alternation of shale 
and anhydrite laminae does not occur.here. 
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Figures 100-101 
White lenses of anhydrite and black chips of organic matter in 
pyritic shale. The shape of the anhydrite lens below may be that 
of a primary gypsum crystal replaced diagenetically by finely 
crystalline anhydrite. 
Vertical section, magnification 40 diameters 




Detail of large anhydrite lens from Fig. 101, showing crystallo-
blastic replacement structure (presumably after gypsum). 
Vertical section, nicols crossed, magnification 1000 diameters 
Camillus Formation, Watkins G~n, New York 
Figure 103 
Plicated lamina of almost opaque shale, containing finely crys-
talline dolomite, in anhydrite lens in shale. Near this organic 
lamina-remnant, the anhydrite consists of similarly plicated 
fibers, away from it it grades through fine matrix into coarser 
porphyroblasts. The plication reflects early diagenetic growth 
of·the anhydrite nodule; replacement of anhydrite and finely 
crystalline dolomite,by dolomite megacrystals (grey, up to 1 cm) 
containing anhydrite relicts, took place later. 
Vertical section, nicols crossed, magnification 40 diameters 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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Apparently, all these lenticular structures developed below 
the sediment surfa.ce, in an anisotropic sediment favoring hori-
zontal orientation. Some or all of the lenses, and particularly 
the plicated laminae, may have consisted during some (though not 
necessarily the initial) stage of their development of gypsum. 
The most plausible source of the Ca and so4 ions is the inter-
stitial brineJ increasing concentrations leading to intensive pre-
cipitation may have been induced by temporary exposure of tmsedi-
ment surface to subaerial evaporation. Periodic flooding may have 
replenished the brines in Ca and so4, while permanent flooding led 
to continued shale deposition. Development of subsurface horizons 
of Caso4 lenses in recent sediments has been extensively described 
by Strakhov (1954, 1962, Engl. 1970)from the coastal plains of Cen-
tral Asia, and by Shearman (1963) and Kinsman (1966) from the Gulf 
Coast. Strakhov notes that the Caso4-zone extends over several thou-
sand square miles and grades into a shallower halite horizon in the 
subsoil in the direction of the Caspian Sea. 
Even temporary increases in the rate of evaporation, or strong 
offshore winds might sufficiently tilt the surface of an often de-
tached, extensive, shallow inner sea to temporarily expose sediments 
over large areas. Cycles of oscillating anhydrite content in the Ca-
millus shales, 5-11 ft each, may represent periods of desiccation. 
During each period of submersion, silt and clay were deposited until 
the water withdrew (or sediments accumulated to sea level). Then ca-
pillary waters started evaporating, resulting in interstitial preci-
pitation of caso4• This dry stage, with little or no sedimentation to 
compensate for subsidence, as well as a·. ·ch@llge in· ·.w.ind: .direction 
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or in the evaporation/precipitation ratio, could ultimately lead to 
renewed sttbmersion. Even hefo~e this, however, temporary floodings 
maY he.ve occurred, 9artly by relatively fresh waters due to in-
creased precipitation in the mountain framework, partly by waves 
uarticl~larly during storms. Some of the clay flakes occurring in 
the shales mey have been embedded during such ephemeral floodings. 
Polygona.l networks, commonly observable on the bedding planes 
of the Syr~cuse shales, witness such temporary desiccations. Similar 
structures have been described by Stewart (1954) in the shales under-
lying the eva~orites of the British Zechstein. In the Appalachian 
B8.s:i.n, these suncracks are filled with carbonate and anhydri te along 
their margins and ha.li te in the middle, possibly indicating grad-
ually inc~easin~ concentration of the brine remaining after a tem-
porary flood in the cracks of the desiccated sediment. 
2.36 
Hal:Ltic shale 
In those parts of Central A ~a mentioned above in areas 
s ' 
further from the sea the subsoil contains calciwn sulfate con-
cretions and lenses, while closer to the sea halite appears at 
shallower levels. Such halitic shales occur here as well. They 
are permeated with halite and contain frequent halite lenses. 
Lenses occurring in the green shales are frequently red, indi-
eating mobilisation of iron at higher EH levels. 
The halite lenses usually resemble the anhydrite lenses of 
other h~orizons, ranging in shape from flat l~nses to irregular 
nodules. Their surface is also frequently cbated with pyrite and 
organic matter. Within this coating, however, another coating 
frequently appears: anhydrite often coats as well as separates 
the halite lenses. In the Camillus shale, halite lenses frequently 
appear in the central section of anhydrite laminae and lenses. 
ThGE structures show multiple precipitation s.imilar to the one 
described above in the mudcracks of the anhydritic shale. First 
caso~ precipitates from the pore brines, then, along the same 
channels ancl filling the central part of the pores, halite becomes 
e~placed, pressing aside the shale and anhYdrite coating. This 
phenotilenon :i_s particularly evident in the E4 sblles, where often 
star-shaped short ( 1-3 cm) pressure-cracl;:s surround the emplacing 
salt lenses and crystals (Figure~) ; the points of these stars 
are filled with recrystallized dolomite, andhydrite, and quartz, 
t while their centre consists of halite. Mudcracks and irregular 
cracks are less common tha:Q in the anhydritic shales, possibly in-
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dicating less frequent emersion. Thicker halite beds also appear; 
theY are frequently haematitic in the vicinity of the green shale, 
indicating that the iron leached from the shale was re-precipitated 
in a more oxidizing environment.Similar crystallization of haematite 
and quartz from iron and silica leached from the associated ·clay 
was described by Stewart (1951), from halite ~layers of the British 
zechstein. 
The contacts of these halite layers with the overlying shale 
beds are often lined with anhydrite. Apparently, these thin halite 
beds, correlated only for a few miles, were depesited in shallow 
bodies of water during periods when the detritus supply was lacking. 
Evid~ntly, such beds could deposit~many times, while only a few of 
them would survive subsequent leaching.The brine from which they pre-
cipitated was , like the interstitial brines of the halitic shales, 
already often depleted~ in caso4, and only subsequent flooding by 
more sulphate-rich waters produced a thin anhydrite coating at their 
top. 
2.38 
Argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic shale 
ArgillBceous-dolomitic rocks in which dolomite or clay pre-
dominates in varl.ous ratios are, particularly in the upper Syracuse 
(Unit F) the most common non-halitic rocks. They are dark grey, 
and often contain small quantities of pyrite. Fine lamination is 
distinct. More argillaceous laminae, containing thinner, anasto-
mosing laminae of dai·k organic material, alternate with less ar-
gillaceous ones. Lenses of similarly less argillaceous dolomite 
are contained within the more argillaceous laminae. 
The ~atio of organic components· is generally h~gh, and it 
is conceivable that the anastomosing networks themselves represent 
partially fossilised algal mats. Apparently, these sediments were 
deposited in quiet water during periods of lower, but still sub-
stantial inflow of terrrestrial detritus. Apart from the possible, 
and hardly estimable, influence of algal material, the fine lamina-
tion probably resulted from periodic, perhaps seasonal, deposition. 
During the drier periods of seasons carbonate mud deposited, while 
the 1-;-rore humid season brou~t in clay from the neigh_j:)ouring dry lands. 
The ar,rillaceous dolomites and dolomitic shales occasionally 
0 
display brecciated structures, possibly as a result of waves de-
stroying dolomites deposited during the more queiet periods. Angular 
to slightly rounded fragments of pure dolomites (Figure 29). 
occur either randomly dispersed or only slightly dislocated in the 
more argillaceous matrix. The brecciated intervals are normally 
underlain by normal horizontal lamination. (Figure 24). Locally. 
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(Subunit E3) the breccia overlies a massive dolomite with a 
sharp, erosional contact. The top of the dolomite is intensely 
weathered (Figure 34): numerous thin, short fissures, filled 
with the overlying argillaceous matter, cut into it and die 
off downwards. The weathered surface is covered by what origin-
ally was loose detritus; laminae of dolomite fragments intercalate 
into the overlying argillaceous bed. 
As in the purer shales, lenses of anhydrite are common; the 
small lenses associate into larger ones and, less often, the an-
hydrite forms plicated laminae. The genesis of the anhydrite lenses 
can be interpreted as that of those contained in the shale, i.~e. 
as a process of subsurface precipitation from capillary waters 
evaporating under arid conditions from temporarily subaerially 
exposed sediments and periodically replenished by spray and inter-
mittent wave flooding (Shearman, 1963; Kinsman, 1969; Fuller and 
Porter, 1969). The lower clay content of the sediment may have 
facilitated the process, partly indirectly, as it reflected the 
lessening fresh water inflow leading to higher brine concentra-
tions, and partly directly, as the resulting higher permeability 
facilitated the movement of capillary brines after the sediments 
had emerged above the water table. 
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salt-bearing argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic shale 
In the argillaceous dolomi tes, as in the s: .1es discussed a-
bove, occasionally halite occupj_es the central part (1:..2 mm) of 
the anhydrite lenses. 'If the latter precipitated from gradually 
concentrating interstitial brines in sediments temporarily·: ex-
posed to air, the halite marks the last stage of this concentra-
tion, filling in the central part of the channelways and cutting off 
fur-ther bri113 supply. 
In other cases, rare thin laminae and flat lenses of salt 
intercalate with the laminated argillaceous dolomite, while the 
bedding planes often display a polygonal network of thin cracks 
filled with halite. Some of these structures may have formed on 
the sediment surface, particulary as halite crusts on top of tern-
porarily exposed sediments during periods of temporary withdrawal 
of the lagoon. If the new flood was saturated in NaCl, these crusts 
rcr:-.ainccl p2..rtially or fully preserved. 
Such dcsiccational phenomena are even more conspicuously dis-
played lJ~r those beds of argillacEn.ls dolomite which contain several 
mu lon;;, -~llin, curved flal;:es of finely laminated organic-rich 
shale and similar flal~es of halite containing some finely dispersed 
dolomite. Though some recrystallization (secondary dolomite) occurs 
in the halite flakes, their boundaries are perfectly sharp. The 
flakes tend to lie horizontally, but their axis mildly 6scillates; 
flakes of different material (halite and shale) occur side by side 
in the same argillaceous dolomite lamina.(Fig. 104-105). 
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Figure 104-105 
Flakes of dolomitic salt in argillaceous dolomite. Together with 
finely laminated flakes of argillaceous dolomite, (Fig. 105), flakes 
and irregular fragments of dolomitic halite, often arcuate and some. 
times slightly rounded, are embedded in the argillaceous dolomite 
matrix. Halite (black) constitutes the major, inner part of the 
flakes, fine-grained dolomite (white) cemented with halite is con-
centrated along their margins. Apparently, the replacement of dolo-
mite by halite took place prior to the formation of the flakes, 
possibly in the desiccating surface layer of the sediment. 
Nicols crossed, magnification 40 diameters. Vertical section. 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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Apparently, these curled flakes were formed by replac~ment of 
· dolomite by halite in the surf's.ce layer of the temporarily subaerial-
.·lY exposed sediments, followed by continued desiccation, disintegra-
-~: tion and embedding upon renewed flooding. As before, the brines flood-
~,-
l. 
r ing the lagoon must have been saturated in NaCl, otherwise these thin 
flakes would not have survived redeposition. The fact that the replace-
•-~- ment was by halite and not by anhydri te already indicates a high NaCJ./ 
· jcaso4 ratio· in the brines carried over the sediment surface by wind 
spray and wave flooding. 
The motion of these shallow, agitated lagoon brines has locally 
led to the formation of oolites (Subunitt F2/J). In sets of alternat-
ing more argillaceous and more dolomitic laminae, the latter contain 
in alternating zones clear halite and dark dolomite oolites, both 
about O.J mm large and often flattened at their bottom. Some halite 
.oolites have a dark core, others display a dolomitic, irregular rim • 
. The dolomite oolites, from which they may have formed, are stained 
dark with organic matter and contain a lighter core; some .. of them 
are spastolithic (the crust is broken into the core). Apparently, 
the ooliths were deposited in soemwhat agitated water, while the 
intervening laminae containing argillaceous matter mark deposition 
in quiet water. Alternation of laminae with halite and laminae 
nth dolomite oolites would indicate that the replacement of ara-
gonite oolites by halite followed their formation very soon and may 
even have been a seasonal phenomenon (Fig. 106-107). 
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Figures 106-107 
Flattened, frequently broken ooliths of halite (white) and bituminous 
dolomite (blackJ bottom of Fig. 107) in anhydritic dolomite matrix. 
In alternating laminae, the ooliths consist predominantly of halite 
and predominantly of dolomite. Some of the halite ooliths have a 
dark core, others contain dolomite along their rim. Possibly double 
replacement (aragonite ooliths by dolomite and dolomite by halite) 
is involved. 
Nicols not crossed, magnification 40 diameters 




Dark dolomite ooliths with lighter core. Anhydritic dolomite 
matrix has been largely replaced by secondary large single 
dolomite crystal. 
Nicols not crossed, magnification 160 diameters. Vertical section. 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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In this context it is interesting to recall the horizons of 
armoured shale balls, up to 30 cm large, which occur in the Vernon 
saft of Retsof, New York; their presumably avalanche-like growth 
was probably due to similar wave action. Possibly similar rolling~on 
the ~urf3ce of tie sediment, was responsible for the vague concentric 
structure observable in the dark dolomite ooliU5 of the rock discussed 
above~ (Figure 108). 
Apart from such halite crusts, laminae, flakes, and ooli1Es in 
the majority of cases the halite forms more or less isometric lenses, 
cm-large single crystals, or larger, round, almost isometric nodules 
in the argillaceous dolomite (Subunit Dl, Figure 25; Subunit Fl-1/2, 
Figure 58; Unit ·F ·in general). These ·halite inclusions are frequently 
accompanied by anhydrite lenses and sometimes also by finely dispersed 
pyrite. Increasing frequency of halite nodules, lenses and crystals 
characterize the gradual transitions, particularly upwards, from 
argillaceous dolomite or dolomitic shale into halite containing only 
networks or relics of argillaceous dolomite. These halite lenses 
cut across the primary lamination of dolomite laminae and across 
anhydrite lenses alike. Some of them may have formed as concretions 
in the capillary zore of subaerially exposed sediments, in similar 
conditions as the anhydrite lenses, but presumably at much higher crys-
tallization pressures. Subsequent partial leaching, and wave action 
during renewed flooding, may have increased the disturbance of the 
lamination. 
Particularly at the top of halite beds, similar disturbances 
are related to their temporary exposure before being coated by the 
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overlying shale bed. Partial recrystallization was, in these cases, 
accompanied by partial leaching of the halite and filling of the 




Non-argillaceous carbonates form a significant portion of 
the syracuse Formation. They are particularly common in the Middle 
syracuse Dolomite Suite (Subunits El-)), and in the lower parts of 
the Lower and the Upper Syracuse (Subunits Dl/2 and Fl/2), Most 
of them are gray or brown, finely crystalline dolomites, consisting 
of hypidiomorphic grains 2-10 microns in size. Among the dolomites, 
stromatolitic, inorganically laminated, and massive structures can 
be distinguished. 
!.Algal stromatolites 
Diverse stromatolitic structures form a substantial part of 
the Syracuse Formation. They occur in extensive beds, up to S ft 
thick. One of these beds in the F2 subunit can be traced in the 
Cleveland Mine for several miles without significant changes. Due 
to these excellent opportunities for observation, this bed will be 
described in greater detail. 
The algal rocks of this bed develop from a shale bed ccntaining 
anhydrite concretions and overlying a thick salt layer with a sharp 
contact. The salt below the shale bed, and in vertical discontinu-
ous cracks within it, has a reddish hue (Fig. 109), In the shale,-~an­
hydrite concretions, shale flakes, and algal chips are common. 
In the overlying grayish brown dolomite, three major horizons 
can be distinguished. The basal horizon (0.6 ft) directly overlies the 
shale; it is still argillaceous and grayer than the upper dolomite zones. 
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Figure 109 
Basal shale bed of dolomite suite overlying salt. The top of the 
salt is red-coloured and displays disturbed lamination. The shale 
contains white anhydrite nodules, dark, possibly algal chips, and 
discont~nuous steep fissures filled with pink salt. 
Height of picture: 4 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
Figure 1~0 
(Upward continuation of Figure 109) 
Biostrome developing from basal shale bed of dolomite suite. First 
buff dolomite laminae intercalate with the shale, then unlaminated: 
dolomite becomes exclusive. Near top, alternating dolomite laminae 
differing in their organic content display flat domal structure. 
Height of picture: 4 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
Fig. 110 
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Its structure is marked by indistinct argillaceous laminae and 
anhydrite lenses, decreasing upwards with the decreasing clay con-
tent. 
The characteristic algal lamination appears in the second zone 
(about 1.4 ft), where thicker light and thinner bituminous dark 
dolomite laminae alternate (Fig. 1~0). These laminae form upwards 
convex flat domes, about 2-3 ft in diameter, in which each successive 
lamina is slightly more convex than the one below. The laminae con-
tinue across the boundaries between neighbouring domes. Sometimes 
the bituminous laminae have a saw-shaped structure superimposed 
upon the gently convex general pattern. Anhydrite lenses and irregular 
. cavities filled with anhydrite are common. 
In the upper zone the flat domes grade into highly irregular, 
steeply domal, hemispherical structures.(Fig. 111,112 ). In a 2ft 
wide hemispheroid, the height of the archcan exceed 0. 7 ft for e~h 
lamina. The central part of the hemispheroids is often unlaminated 
and contains many cavities filled with halite more often than with 
anhydrite; some of these cavities are more than 15 cm across. Radial 
fissures, filled with halite and anhydrite are common, they proceed 
from the basal zone of the reef rocks to the top of the hemispheroids, 
emphasizing their structure. The upper "crust" of the hemispheroids 
is finely laminated; along their steep sides the alternating brown 
and bituminous dark laminae are almost vertical. The troughs between 
adjacent hemispheroids are V-shaped and very narrow; the laminae here 
cannot be traced from one dome into the other. Hemispheroids with 
chaotic core structure occur beside as well as on top of each other. 
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Figures 111-112 
Upper, hemispheroidal zone of buff dolomite biostrome. The chiefly 
algal hemispheroids form layers alternating with layers of detritic 
dolomite (fine dolomite silt to dolomite breccia). Each hemispheroid 
consists of a structureless core, surrounded with a finely laminated 
crust; in the latter, laminae of higher and lower organic content 
alternate. The steepness of the laminated crust along the sides 
of the hemispheroids indicates strong wave action during growth. 
Radial cavities along the axis and in the core of the hemispheroids 
are filled with white anhydrite. 
Height of pictures: 6.5 ft (Fig. 111); 3.5 ft (Fig. 112) 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
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A few of them, at the top of the upper zone, are entirely surrounded 
by the laminated crust, thus turning into horizontally flattened 
spheroidal balls.(Figure 113). 
The irregular, tumorous surface of the hemispheroidal zone 
is overlain by a thick salt layer (Subunit F2-2) with annydrite 
laminae. The salt overlies the bulging hemispheroids transgressively: 
the lowest salt beds and anhydrite laminae wedge out along the flanks 
of the hemispheroids, while the higher ones gradually cover them 
(Figure 113). 
Studies in recent and ancient sediments by Black, Monte and 
Logan indicate that such structures were formed by blue-green algae 
in the intertidal zone. The flat, sinusoidally continuous laminae 
represent algae active in low-energy, protected intertidal environ-
ment; the successively more bulging hemispheroids and the discrete 
spheroids result from increasing exposure to waves in the lower 
part of the intertidal zone. Covering by the salt laminae in trans-
gressive manner indicates that the intertidal hemispheroids were 
ultimately flooded by a supersaturated sea. 
Thus the following sequence of events can be postulated: 
1. Withdrawing sea exposes coastal salt layer to subaerial 
weathering and recrystallization . 
. 2. Periodic terrestrial floods deposit argillaceous mud over the 
coastal salt plain. Incursions by the sea are rare. Evaporating 




Bedded halite overlying hemispheroidal zone of biostromal dolomite 
suite. The algal hemispheroids consist of massive core and laminated 
crust; in the latter, fire laminae contain alternately more and 
less organic matter. Locally, the hemispheroids become flattened 
spheroids, indicating very strong exposure to waves.during growth. 
In the overlying halite, beds of halite (H) alternate with beds of 
anhydrite (A). The lowest anhydrite and halite beds wedge out along 
the flanks of the tallest hemispheroid; the third anhydrite bed is 
the first to transgress it. 
Height of picture: 3 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
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2. Gradual subsidence results in regular tidal floodings. Decreasing 
detritus inflow, possibly due to increasing submergence of the 
source area, favors the growth of algae. 
). Increasing submergence exposes algae to stronger waves, inducing 
them to build protective structures. Salinity of flooding sea 
water rises as the pseudomarine zone diluted by terrestrial in-
flow retreats. 
5. Algal. hemispheroids become gradually covered by permanent brines, 
depositing evaporites first over the lowest, then over successively 
higher hemispheroids, ultimately covering the highest structures. 
Similar stromatolitic sequences are common also in the eastern 
belt of the basin (Watkins Glen), though here the size of the cores 
limits their observation. In the Lower Syracuse (Subunit Dl/2), a 
thicker shale sequence overlies the salt and grades upwards into lam-
inated argillaceous dolomite. Over this a stromatolitic layer (about 
3 ft) follows. In its lower portion the alternating fine bituminous 
dark and bitumen-poor light laminae become increasingly undulating 
(Figure 12)r in the upper, hemispheroidal portion, vertical elements 
as well as salt-filled fissures and cavities complicate the lamina-
tion (Fig. lJ). Near the top, contorted laminae are partially impreg-
nated by saltr alternation of cavernous and compact laminae is charac-
teristic (Fig.ll4-115). Here, too, the stromatolitic la~er is eventu-
ally overlain by salt (Fig. 116). 
Another thicker stromatolitic layer in the east occurs in the 







































































































































































































































































































































































contains the biostrome layer so well exposed in the Cleveland Mine. 
At Watkins Glen, this layer is about 3 ft thick; like the biostromes 
described above, it, too, displays an upwards increasingly complex 
lamination.(Figurffi 69 and 70). The very irregularly laminated hemi-
spheroids at top are overlain by quiet argillaceous dolomite laminae. 
Apart from these major occurrences, thinner biostrome beds, 
laminae and lenses occur in most major dolomite layer. These struc-
tures are often cavernous; the cavities are generally filled with 
salt (Figures 35 and 36 ) • Most often, these algal-stromatoporoidal 
structures occur close to contacts between thicker argillaceous-do-
lomitic and overlying salt layers, i.e. in positions similar to those 
of the major biistromal layers. 
Apparently, the massive development of algal growth is con-
trolled by the clay content, salinity and depth of the water: con-
ditions become optimal when clay inflow decreases and, with the de-
crease of terrestrial inflow, the salinity rises to slightly super-
haline levels. Their position indicates that part of them may have 
formed in pseudomarine conditions (Sloss, 1953) in a zone sufficient-
ly close to the delta to permit the small inflow of terrestrial wa-
ters to dilute the highly concentrated brines to normal marine con-
centrations, but sufficiently far from it to avoid brackish condi-
tions or high clay contents. Gradual advancement of the more con-
centrated basin brinestcwatds the shore ultimately encroaches upon 
this zone, terminating algal activity. Similar relationship was found 
between algal activity and evaporite deposition in the pre-Ochoan evap-
orites of Texas (Stewart, 1954). 
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2. Clastic dolomites 
In non- biostroma·l laminated dolomite sequences, layers, 
beds and laminae of fine, often gray dolomite alternate with 
similar structures of silt-to very fine sand-sized dolomite. 
Together with the coarse dolomite grains (30-80 microns)~ quartz 
grains of similar size often appear, indicating common trans-
portation. Pyrite and thin laminae of organic matter occur (Fig. 117). 
The coarse dolomite layers overlie the fine ones withsharp, 
erosional contacts, reflecting deposition from currents cutting 
into sediments deposited in quiet water. Where the fine laminae 
of coarse buff and fine grey dolomite alternate, occasionally burrows 
penetrate from a coarse lamina deep (up to 10 cm) into the under-
lying set, crossing several coarse and fine laminae and filled 
with coarse material.(Figure 37). Where microscopic laminae of 
coarse and fine dolomite alternate, the latter often contain 
anastomosing microlaminae of organic matter, while the coarse 
laminae contain quartz grains about as large as the dolomite 
grains. The boundaries between the coarse and fine laminae are 
sharp, organic-rich argillaceous partings, often coated with fine 
pyrite. 
These carbonate silts were apparently deposited in shallow, 
agitated water, not very far from algalbiostromes. Much detritus, 
particularly the coarse component, was derived from algal structures 
abraded by the waves. In quiet water the fine component dominated; 
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occasional winnowing by waves and currents produced irregular lam-
ination, while lasting deposition from high energy environment, 
waves or winds, resulted in the formation of unlaminated coarser 
beds. Apart from these processes, an unknown proportion of the 
fine component may have been produced by primary chemical-biological 
precipitation. 
In these laminated carbonates, halite is a common constituent. 
Its proportion oscillates in successive laminae, thereby emphasizing 
the lamination. In some laminae, halite becomes dominant and con-
tains dispersed dolomite grains. Presumably, these predominantly 
halitic laminae were deposited during warmer or drier seasons, 
while the carbonate laminae of the colder or more humid seasons 
contain little or no hante. 
3. Desiccational structures 
In the thicker dolomite beds, desiccational phenomena are 
common. At the argillaceous dolomites, we have referred to a 
massive dolomite layer displaying strong weathering and overlain 
at a sharp contact by argillaceous dolomite containing pure dolomite 
fragments. The top of the pure dolomite bed is irregular, and 
it is through and through penetrated by downward tapering fissures 
filled with argillaceous material (Figure34). Similar desiccational 
phenomena are displayed by a dolomite laye~ overlying a biostro-
mal dolomite bed above the uppermost Syracuse salt in the Cleve-
land Mine, and overlain by shale at a very sharp contact. 
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From this sharp, erosional dolomite-shale contact, numerous small 
cracks penetrate downward into the upper 0,4 ft of the dolomite, 
and die off gradually further down.(Figure 12~. Many of the cracks 
have a featherlike structure, with succesively thinner secondary 
and tertiary cracks ramifying upwards from each ~primary'' crack. 
Desiccational structures marked by anhydrite are extremely 
rare in the non-argillaceous dolomite. Underlying a salt bed in 
Subunit Fl/2, short (-2 cm) vertical fissures are filled with an-
hydrite and form a polygonal network in the horizontal plane, in-
dicating temporary desiccation. 
In the unlaminated brown, often coarse dolomite, in which 
high porosity permitted uninhibited migration of the interstitial 
brines, while the unlaminated rock admitted of disoriented crystal 
growth, halite froms small, spheric concretions, containing finely 
dispersed brown dolomite grains. The size of these salt spherules is 
generally less than 1 mm in the east (Watkins Glen) , but increases 
to about 5 mm in the western, platform areas of the Appalachian 
Basin, where they also become more frequent. The halite spherules 
are often accompanied by anhydrite needles, a few mm long, dispersed 
in the dolomite. The anhydrite needles occur in random positions, 
ranging from horizontal to vertical, cutting across primary struc-
tures and incorporating dolomite grains. Though they occur in the 
same set of beds, the frequency of the anhydrite needles and halite 
spherules is negatively correlated. (Figures 118-119). 
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Figure 117 
Coarse dolomite silt (0.03-0.08 mm)containing thin horizontal 
laminae of dark brown organic matter. Salt-filled pores (white) 
and pyrite crystals (black) are common. 
Nicols parallel, magnification 12 diameters. Vertical section. 
Base of Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 118-119 
Dolomitic halite spherules and dolomitic anhydrite needles in 
brown dolomite. The spherules (enlarged on Fig. 119) are irreg-
ular concretions, containing about 30% of evenly distributed fine 
(.002-.006 mm) dolomite,and displaying orthogonal cleavage system. 
The anhydrite needles consist of an hourglass-shaped core,contain-
ing similar finely dispersed fine dolomite, surrounded by a dolo-
mite-free oriented overgrowth.which sometimes cuts through halite 
spherules. Apparently, first increasing pore brine concentration 
in the (desiccating?) carbonate mud produced concretional cementa-
tion by ea-sulphate and by halite, then lower concentration for a 
longer timeresulted in oriented ea-sulphate overgrowth. 
Section vertical, nicols not crossed, magnification 12 diameters 
Middle Syracuse, Detroit, Michigan 
Fig. 119 
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Conceivably, the halite spherules and anhydrite needles were 
formed under subaerial conditions from evaporating capillary brines, 
in massive, relatively coarse, possibly wind-blown carbom~e silts 
whose relatively isometric texture permitted disoriented precipita-
tion. Minor nuclei, once formed, served as centres for further iso-
metric growth. The semi-laminar zones, 1-2 cm thick, in which halite 
spherules are most common, may represent levels where the top surface 
of the capillary brine was constant for some time. Occasionally, 
·these spherules are connected by upward ramifying microfissures, 
marking the route along which the capillary briremoved.(Figure 27). 
A similar phenomenon is the occurrence of large halite con-
cretions in the dolomite. Such a zone, about 1 ft thick (Figure 
12~ is exposed in the Cleveland Mine, about 10 ft above the top 
of the F2-2 salt. The salt forms irregular brown concretions, 
about 3 cm thicm and 5 cm long, occurring in a well defined bed 
of the ~olomite. Like the spherules describ~d above, the concretions 
contain large amounts of finely dispersed dolomite. The enclosing 
dolomite bed is dark grey. It overlies similarly dark grey anhydritic 
shale at a very sharp, undulating contact; its top contact with 
similarly anhydritic shale is gradational. Overlying the latter 
shale, beds of dark smle with large anhydrite concretions follow. 
Apparently, the argillaceous material was deposited by recurrent 
terrestrial inflows; the sharp boundary indicates possibly longer 
period of non-deposition. During a period when the terrestrial in-
flow decreased and the clayey mud deposition gave place to the de-
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Figure 120 
Eroded surface of partly biostromal buff dolomite (D) overlain 
by grey anhydritic shale (SA). Near bottom, the dolomite con-
sists of hemispheroidal algal domes; these are overlain by mas-
sive dolomite containing only a thin biostromal bed. Above this, 
the dolomite is penetrated by steep desiccational cracks, irreg-
ula~ but semi-parallel and close to vertical. 
Height of picture: 4.3 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
Figure 121 
Dolomite containing large amount of brown dolomitic halite concre-
tions. The dolomite bed overlies grey anhydritic shale at a very 
sharp surface; upwards it grades into similar anhydritic shale 
without sharp boundary 
Height of picture: 2.7 ft 
Camillus Formation, Cleveland, Ohio 
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position of purer carbonates, the interstitial brines became more 
concentrated, partly because af the decreasing fresh-water inflow 
itself, partly because of the increasing aridity which caused it to 
decrease. Evaporation of these pre-condensed interstitial brines 
resulted in halite deposition in the capillary zone. Gradual in-
crease in the rainfall resulted in increasing terrestrial inflow, 
covering the carbonates with more argillaceous deposits. In the lower 
beds the interstitial brines remained unsaturated, producing concre-
tion-free sediments. In the subsequent more arid period, the inter-
stitial brines did not reach their exceptionally high concentration 
during the preceding arid period, so only anhydrite concretions 
were formed in the upper part of the argillaceous beds (Figure 12~. 
Rarely, lenses, laminae and thin beds of halite are intercalated 
with the halite-bearing dolomite, their contacts are often marked 
by pyrite. Below them, the dolomite is sometimes penetrated by thin, 
probably desiccational,cracks filled with salt •. Larger salt crystals 
in the dolomite become more frequent towards the halite laminae 
(Figure~). These structures may indicate that minor pools deposit-
ing evaporites persisted over the carbonate mud even during periods 
of desiccation. Reestablishment of such pools by waves could replenish 
the salts in the interstitial brines as well. 
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Figure 122 
Brown dolomi1:ic shale overlain by grey shale along a slightly 
faulted contact. The dolomitic shale contains horizontal zones 
of anhydrite concretions. 
Height of picture: 3.4 ft 
Camillus Formation, Cleveland, Ohio 
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Anhydritic contacts between halite and shale 
Although in the eastern part of the basin (Watkins Glen) 
pure anhydrite bedsare very rare, the contact between shale and 
salt layers is often lined with anhydrite, a few mm to a few cm 
thick, particularly where the shale overlies the halite. In such 
cases, the anhydrite forms: large lenses separated byathin shale 
network, a single continuous lamina, or a thin set of more and 
less argillaceous laminae, lining a somewhat undulating salt sur-
face. 
Locally. (Subunit Dl/2), small pockets of fragmented anhy-
drite in anhydrite matrix (Fig. 8) int~de into the surface of 
the salt; upwards they grade into argillaceous anhydrite laminae 
and finally into the overlying anhydritic shale layer. Apparently, 
the deposition of anhydrite laminae ended, and perhaps alternated 
with the end of, salt deposition; increasing dilution, leaching 
the salt below them, resulted in their collapse. Parallel increase 
of dilution and clay content indicates that the microcurrents 
leaching the salt and carrying anhydrite fragments into the 
pockets were concomitant with terrestrial inflow, depositing in-
creasing amounts of fine detritu~-soon becoming tae dominant• rock 
component.The detritus deposition rate often exceeded subsidence, 
leading to frequent desiccational processes in the sediment. 
In transitions pointing into the opposite direction, i.e. 
from shale into halite, anhydritic contacts occur rarely. Sometimes, 
anhydrite lenses become more frequent in the shale toward the salt, 
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while the latter contains anhydrite lenses at its bottom. In 
other cases (Subunit Fl/2, Fig. 81-82), there is a continuous 
anhydrite lamina at the top of the shale underlying the halite. 
This anhydrite contains irregular fragments of shale or argilla-
ceous dolomite, as well as crystals of salt connected by thin, 
salt-filled fissures. The presence of the shale flakes indicates 
that the formation of the anhydrite was preceded by desiccation 
of the shale, and randomly oriented drying flakes of the shale 
became incorporate~ in the surface anhydrite crust. The crust 
itself, then, formed at the shore of the now transgressing lagoon, 
precipitating from the same surface spray and intermittent wave 
flooding which had provided the material for the subsurface an-
hydrite and halite lenses. Eventually, the lagoon would flood 
these areas, compensating for the decreased detritus inflow 
and consequently increased surface subsidence, and deposit rela-
tively pure halite. The rarity of anhydrite crust in such a 
position would reflect the observed lesser continuity of cycles 
in their transgressive phases (Duff et al., 1967). 
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Anhydritic boundary zones between halitic and argillaceous dolomite 
In the preceding chapter, we reviewed the anhydritic boundary zones 
between halite beds and the (usually overlying) argillaceous dolomites 
and shales. Similar boundary zones occur along the contacts of halitic 
dolomite with the overlying shales or argillaceous dolomites. These 
zones are a few cm thick, and finely laminated. Laminae of shale, rare-
ly also of dolomite, alternate with laminae and long thin lenses of an-
hydrite. Short desiccational cracks are common, they are usually re-
stricted to single laminae (FJ.gure· 40) and form polygonal cracks on 
the bedding planes. An interesting feature is the local presence of 
randomly dispersed post-depositional large gypsum crystals (as anhy-
drite pseudomorphs1 cutting through lamination (Subunit El, Figure 41). 
' 
Such anhydritic-argillaceous zoneE, overlying anhydrite- and 
clay-free halitic dolomite,represent rapid change in the environment. 
Apparently waters of partially continental origin, carrying suspended 
clay and not yet deprived of their sulphate content through evap-
oration, flooded the often subaerially exposed dolomite silt bars 
and biostromes in which halite was precipitating from the interstitial 
brines. Probably annual oscillation in the amount of suspended clay 
and in the concentration of sulphates in the water resulted in al-
ternate deposition of argillaceous and anhydritic laminae, the latter 
apparently the product of the drier seasons. The brine flooding 
the bars was shallow and desiccation was frequent, particularly in 
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the dry season. Such desiccation resulted in polygonal mudcracks 
and also in the precipitation of secondary crystals from the inter-
stitial brines. In the underlying dolomites this precipitate was 
halite, but here, due to the increased sulfate/chloride ratio in 
the brine and also to its lower concentration resulting from fresh 
water inflow, the secondary precipitate is primarily anhydrite. 
Small halite lenses occur only in a few dolomite laminae, indi-
cating that the interstitial brine temporarily reached higher con-
centrations permitting halite deposition. 
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Halite rocks ----·--·-----
Ealite with shale and argillaceous dolomite relics 
P~:ac·ci~ally all major halite layers of the Syracuse Formation 
contain shale or argillaceous dolomite in the form of interbeds 
' 
laminae and J~elics. In the more detri tic lower Sy.·_acuse these 
consist chiefly of shale, in the Middle and Upper Syracuse mainly 
of dolomitic shale or argillaceous dolomite. In the upper s·tyracuse, 
clay, 
they contain anhydrite and dolomite in approximately equal amounts. 
As in the continuous slmle and argillaceous dolomite beds, the 
anhydrite forms small (l-3.mm) lenses often resembling horizontally 
lying gypsum crystals. Besides dolomite and anhydrite, an~stomosing 
dark organic-rich lamime are alsb common·in these structures. 
The halite-shale ratio fficillate~ within wide limits. From 
halite-free shale (or argillaceous dolomite) to almost pure halite 
several transitional phases exist, like shales with halite crystals, 
nodular halite with more or less congruous shale network, and halite 
containing discontinuous shale relics of different size. The net-
works and relics are randomly oriented; they are termainated by 
concave surfaces bearing imprints of surrounding euhedral salt 
crysLals. Their shape does not change even if the salt crystals 
have, since their formation, changed their outlines and perhaps 
even incorporated some of the shale relics. Of the various struc-
tures discussed in the descriptive section, particular attention 
should be paid to F'i'~unes ··:ss (Subuni t F4), ·.19 (Subuni t D2/3) and 
64r (Subunit Fl-2). 
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Occasionally, the relics are coated by large secondary do-
lomite and a few anhydrite crystals, both euhedral toward the salt. 
The discontinuous relics and more continuous networks in the halite 
often grade vertically into continuous laminae and thin beds of shale 
and argillaceous dolomite. In these. finely laminated beds, where 
purer dolomite laminae alternate with iminae containing higher amounts 
of argillaceous and organic matter, lenses and thin laminae of an-
hydrite are common. Halite lenses and crystals dissect both the 
lamination and the anhydrite lenses. 
Some of the shale laminae overlie the halite (Subunit D2) with 
a serrated contact, while their top is penetrated by irregular pockets 
filled with salt. In another case (Subunit F4, Fig. 91, 123), an 
upward tapering inverted pocket, filled with clear halite, penetrates 
the lamina from the underlying dark saltr this protuberation cuts 
through the dark halite lenses contained in the argillaceous do-
lomite. 
The salt itself is red where the shale relics and lamimae in 
it are greenish gray (Unit D) and dark gray where the ( dolomi tic) 
shale in it is dark gray. Almost clear crystals are commonly dis-
persed in both varietiesr locally they enlarge into small aggre-
gates and bands, the latter almost horizontal, indicating local 
recrystallization probably often caused by intererysta1line brine. 
Similar recrystallization is often observable along the contacts 
of the salt with argillaceous dolomite bedsr in these cases, the 
water for the recrystallization of the salt was partially provided 
by the argillaceous dolomite. In the darkest gray salt varieties, 
displaying the smallest amount of recrystallized crystals, gaseous 
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Figure 123 
Clear recrystallized salt tongue, intruding from underlying salt 
layer into dark argillaceous dolomite containing dark salt lenses 
Natural size 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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~· 
I> F H2S is often present, emanating a strong odor u:pGn breaking the salt. 
Laminar varieties of argillaceous halite are rare. Even some 
of these show post-depositional replacement by halite. Thus a lam-
inated bed in Su buni t .ft'2 consists of alternating salt and argilla-
ceous-bituminous dolomite laminae, J-10 mm thick. Under the micro-
scope, the argillaceous-bituminous dolomite laminae display some 
quartz .silt and anastomosing laminae of higher orgamic content. 
The halite laminae, on the other hand, exhibit an intricate network 
of slightly argillaceous dolomite. Apparently, the dolomite was 
here replaced by halitic solutions, which were restricted by the 
impermeable argillaceous-bituminous laminae to the laminae of 
purer dolomite. Replacement was uneven even within a single lamina. 
These phenomena may indicate that even the networks.and re-
lics of shale now contained in the salt originally formed con-
tinuous laminae. Their disruption may be attributed partly to 
early diagenetfc processes (desiccation and leaching), partly 
to fl.owage. 
Temporary withdrawals of the sea, resulting in desiccation 
of the sediments, were apparently common, causing interstitial 
growth of Caso4 and halite crystals, lenses, and nodules. With 
increasing~ frequent-. flooding by supers aline brines , the halite 
nodules grew larger and closer to the surface. These nodules 
gradually disrupted the shale, until only internodular shale 




Non-laminar top of well laminated salt layer overlain by shale. 
The salt contains irregular shale network and aggregates of clear 
recrystallized salt. 
Height of picture: 4 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
Figure 12~ 
Laminated anhydritic salt underlying non-laminar salt of Fig. 124 .• 
Thicker halite beds alternate with thinner beds and laminae of 
anhydrite (A). 
Height of picture: 4 ft 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
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Recrystallization during early diagenetic weathering and 
leaching seems to have affected the top portioni ·. of some o:f the 
salt layers in the Cleveland Mine (Fig. 124-125). Here the major 
part of the salt layers is well laminated, but close to the 
contact with the overlying shale bed, the lamination becomes dis-
rupted by recrystallized halite, shale networks and shale relics. 
Minor fissures cut into the salt from above, filled with shale 
infiltrated from the overlying layer. 
These phenomena may be due to exposure of the salt to minor 
leaching, either subaerially, before being flooded by mud-laden 
waters, or subaquatically, as terrestrial waters dilute the super-
haliner waters which form a thin cover over the salt. Significantly, 
in the Cleveland Mine these-.:phenomena are accompanied by the ap-
pearance of an upwards increasing reddish hue in the otherwise 
very light gray salt; a sign of higher oxygen ocntent in the brine 
in which they recrystallized. Such processes may be further com-
plicated by the formation of salt crt;I·sts and interstitial salt 
crystals in the mud laminae during periods of desiccation which 
may have preceded, or alternated with, periods of leaching. 
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Recrystallization under overburden pressure is hard to separate 
from recrystallization during weathering: undersaturated interstitial 
brines in the shale laminae and beds could have similar effects in 
leaching, disrupting and recrystallizing the salt. The fact that 
in Cleveland the F2-2 salt bed shows no disruption of lamination 
at its bottom but shows significant disruption at its top favours 
the assumption of pre-burial recrystallization. Wedge-like pockets, 
cuttin~-into top of the·salt, also tend to support this assump-
tion. 
Recrystallization under flow, while it cannot be discounted, 
may not be a prominent factor in disrupting lamination: it appears 
that where lamination was ·even before flowing, even extensive 
flowage as in the salt domes of Germany or the Gulf Coast fa-ils 
to disrupt its parallelism. 
In the non-laminar halites, there is often no sharp limit 
between the halite lenses in the argillaceous lamina, the halite 
nodules surrounded by argillaceous··netwark, and the halite of the 
relatively clay- and dolomite-free beds. As in the halitic argilla-
ceous rocks, the colour of the halite is determined by the colour of 
the shale contained in it; in the green varieties, the iron leached 
from the chlorite undergoes further oxidation in the brine •. 
Generally, however, the redox potentials are very low; the 
presence of pyrite, and particularly of H2S in the dark grey salt 
indicate strongly reducive conditions. This apparently is due to 
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the organic matter deposited with the clay; in the clay-free halites, 
which are less rich in organic matter, reducing conditions are much 
less distinct. The final EH resulted from the interaction between 
the organic matter and the oxygen contained in the interstitial 
brines; and it appears that the oxygen entering with the terres-
trial waters did not survive longer transportation into the basin, 
while the slight wave action, wit~nessed by the even lamination, 
resulted only in little oxygen intake. 
The rare fine interlamination of argillaceous rocks and halite 
is apparently the result of periodic, possibly seasonal deposition 
in the lagoon; early diagenetic replacements could take place under 
brine cover or in the capillary zone during periods of desiccation. 
The general environment of the argillaceous halites may thus 
be visualized as a shallow, intermittently withdrawing extensive 
"lagoon" or rather margin of an inner sea to the south. The amount of 
decaying organic matter was very high. During periods when the climate 
in the surrounding mountains was so dry that no fresh water entered, 
the lagoon deposited salt from the inflowing sea water. Fine terres-
trial detritus, hydrocarbonates and oxygen entered the basin during 
more humid periods, particularly from the Taconic Mountains in 
the east, and were partially deposited as carbonate-bearing ar-
gillaceous sediments over the halite beds. Occasional desiccations, 
if leaving :porous argillaceous laminae in the capillary zone, resulted 
in the formation of first small ea-sulphate, later progressively 
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larger halite crystals and nodules, until the latter totally de-
stroyed the laminar structure of the argillaceous rocks, and pushed 
them aside in the form of semi-continuous networks and discontinuous 
networks and discontinuous relics. Increasing frequency of the 
salt nodules reflects increasingly frequent flooding of the de-
siccated sediments by supersaturated brires, leading ultimately 




In the eastern part of the basin, close to the Taconic Mts., 
laminae, networks-and relics of shale, dolomitic shale and argilla-
ceous dolomite are the major non-halitic constituents of the halite 
beds, with only small anhydrite lenses contained in the shale. There 
are, however, throughout the Syracuse Formation, a few halite beds 
from which argillaceous contamination is almost absent. These layers 
are very light gray to almost colorless in those parts of the sequence 
characterized by green shale beds, as opposed to the deep dark gray 
·or red color of most other salt beds in the eastern zone. The fa-
cies transition from shaly into anhydritie salt is .gradational hori-
zontally as well as vertically. Horizontally, towards the platform 
zone in the west, the clay content of the salt decreases with in-
creasing distance from the mountainous source areas, and the shale 
inter beds·, laminae, networks and relics increasingly give place to 
laminae, networks .,and relics of anhydri te. 
These anhydrite structures are much thinner than the corres-
ponding shale structures, indicating that decrease in the clay and 
carbonate rather than increase.-·in the Caso4-supply was responsible 
for their formation. 
The anhydri te network is only a thin, intercrystalline a.nhydri te 
film in the halite. The discontinuous relics, recorded from a bed 
in the Lower Syracuse (Unit D), are only a few mm thick. Here, in 




Repeatedly bifurcating algal (?) tubes in organic-rich (dark) 
relict and underlying organic-rich lamina within light anhydritic 
halite. Tubes parallel with the slide show bifurcation to the 
right;those cutting it at an angle appear as ellipses or irreg-
ular spots. Several tubes are traceable with decreasing dis-
tinctness from the organic-rich into the organic-free portion 
of the salt. 
Section vertical, nicols not crossed, magnification 12 diameters 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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or less parallel tubes consistsof organic matter with dispersed 
grains of fine dolomite crystals; apparently they represent algal 
stems buried in the salt. (Fig.l26;Dolomitic halite:Fig. 129). 
In the east, anhydrite beds are rare in the salt. A bed of 
anhydrite occurs in Subunit Fl-1, it is strongly dolomitic and 
grades upwards into dolomite. In the salt of Fl-2, the anhydrite 
forms more or less continuous pure lenses and laminae, containing 
slightly argillaceous-dolomitic intervals; it overlies the salt with 
a sharp contact and contains flakes of shale and argillaceous dolomite. 
These shale, argillaceous dolomite, argillaceous-dolomitic anhydrite 
and pure anhydrite laminae appear to have been deposited from waters 
of periodically changing composition. Rare occurrenc~of argillaceous 
flakes and purer anhydrite lenses in some of the anhydrite laminae 
may indicate rare emergences of the sediment surface above the water 
table. The desiccating shale flakes could become incorporated in an-
hydrite which was deposited partly as crust during the desiccational 
period from brines brought on the surface by waves, tides and wind 
spray, partly from the lagoon itself upon renewed submergence. 
Laminar anhydrite, so common in the platform areas of the 
Appalachian Basin and described from the Michigan Basin, occurs 
in the east only in the purest salt layers of tm Upper Syracuse 
(Unit F). In sets 1-2 cm thick, laminae of anhydrite, a few mm thick, 
alternate with halite laminae .of similar thickness; the latter often 
wedge out. Similar, though more regular oscillations in the British 
Zechstein, involving halite, primary andhydrite and primary gypsum, 
apparently reflect seasonal changes in temperature (Stewart, 1953). 
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Though the anhydrite laminae contain locally shale flakes and re-
crystallized porphyroblasts, indicative of diagenetic growth, most 
of them consist of elongated laths (O.l5x0.05 mrr., Fig. 127) 
shingles with their long axes tending to parallel the bedding plane. 
Similar structures at Fordon (Britain) were interpreted by Stewart 
(1963) as indications of primary anhydrite deposition. The salt 
beds between the laminated sets are free of shale or dolomite relics, 
but often contain intercrystalline anhydrite film. 
In the western, platform areas of the Appalachian Basin, farther 
from the detritus source areas, anhydrite laminae are common in the 
salt. Their thickness ranges from a fraction of a mm to about 10 cm; 
the thicker ones contain very thin, slightly anastomosing argillaceous-
bituminous laminae. Though the anhydrite laminae locally do surround 
long flat lenses andfedging-out beds of salt, they are very persistent: 
the same laminae can be followed for several miles in the Cleveland Mine 
while their thickness, as well as the thickness of the intervening salt 
bed~stays constant with only local oscillations. 
Some of the anhydrite laminae have indistinct contacts, partic-
ularly along their base. Few mm long walls extend from them in between 
the crystals of the underlying (sometimes also the overlying) salt bed. 
Such features may indicate that salt and anhydrite were deposited alter-
nately from the lagoon, and the soft anhydrite (or gypsum) mush pene-
trated into the spaces between the bordering halite crystals. Subse-
quent recrystallization of the sal~ pushing the ea-sulphate aside, 
may have contributed to the phenomenon.· (Fig. 128). 
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Figure 127 
Anhydrite laminae in clear halite. In the (discontinuous) an-
hydrite laminae, large amounts of anhydrite porphyroblasts lie 
flatly or randomly oriented in a matrix and among lenses of finely 
crystalline anhydrite. 
Section vertical, nicols not crossed, magnification 12 diameters. 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 128 
Anhydrite lamina, disturbed by minor salt recrystallization, in 
clear halite. At-·the top of the lamina (the apparent flat top is 
the end of the slide), au its bottom, as well as in pockets deepen-
ing from the anhydri te to the halite, and between the halite crystals·, 
the anhydrite is clear and consists of randomly oriented needles. The 
centr~l zone of the anhydrite lamina, however, is dark; in it, or-
ganics and fine-grained dolomite are penetrated by irregular an-
hydrite crystals. 
Nicols not crossed, magnification 12 diameters; section vertical 
Upper Syracuse, Cleveland, Ohio 
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The depth of the lagoo~ in which the ·anhydrite-bearing salt 
was deposited, is indicated by the fact that the lowest beds of 
the F2-2 salt in Cleveland, with the intercalating anhydrite lam-
inae, wedge out on the flanks of the higher hemispher Oi'as (see 
Dolomites). This would indicate that, at least in the initial 
stages of the evaporite deposition, the lagoon was less than 1 m 
deep, although it extended to hundreds of miles. 
The major factor controlling the formation of interlaminated 
anhydrite and halite was the periodic inflow of undersaturated 
water (terrestrial and/or marine) into the lagoon, depositing Ca-
sulfate and occasionally clay. (As in the case of the anhydrite 
beds described above, Ca-sulfate may have continued to precipitate 
in and aroung drying clay laminae during short periods of desicca-
tion, while some of the shale flakes became embedded in anhydrite 
during renewe~ flooding.) More saturated brines, possibly corres-
ponding to hotter, drier seasons, produced, on the other hand, halite 
laminae which partially survived the next undersaturated inflow. 
A major feature was the very low proportion of clay and HC03 in 
the terrrestrial waters; if they had been present in larger amounts, ~'" 
as they were through much of the Syracuse Time,the~ instead of an-
hydrite laminae containing only a few shale flakes, shale laminae 
with anhydrite lenses would have been formed. The anhydritic salt 
is thus in all its facies (relic, laminar and bedded occurrence of 
anhydri te) the facies_. equivalent .of some shaly-dolomi tic ·salt, and 
marks areas and periods characterized by very low l·evels of ter-
restrial detritus inflow. Its temporary appearance in the east marks 
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periods of maximum aridity in, or inundation of, the detritus 
source area, while its appearance horizontally signifies in-
creasing distance from it. Thus anhydritic halite becomes in-
creasingly common, argillaceous halite increasingly rare, to-
wards the western, platform regions of the Appalachian Basin. 
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Dolomitic halite 
In the dolomitic halite, laminar and nodular varieties can 
be distinguished. The laminar ones are comparatively rare. A 
transitional case, mentioned also at the anhydritic dolomites, 
occurs in the lower part of the Lower Syracuse. Here, apart from 
relics and laminae of anhydri te, wavy lamine and irregular relics 
of organic matter, containing fine dispersed dolomite grains, occur 
in the saltr systems of often straight, repeatedly bifurcating 
tubes, often with hollow, halite-filled interior, lie semi-parallel 
to the lamination. In a .bed in the lower part of the Upper Syracuse 
(Subunit F2), anhydrite is absent, and the fine lamination of the 
salt is provided by dispersed fine dolomite grains. Erosional inter-
faces, with steep channels and extremely rugged microrelief, can be 
commonly observed tinder the microscope; each erosional surface is 
lined from below by a thin band in which dolomite grains are more 
common in the salt. Alga.,l:··.structures, consisting of straight and 
slightly curved stems, with frequent bifUrcations, are common 
(Fig. 129), characteri~ed by high frequencies of dolomite grains. 
Turbulences and dragging produce straight or curved bands with 
chevron-like internal structure. These bands sometimes follow the 
lamination, sometimes line erosional micro-channels (Fig. 130). 
Apparently, these laminar dolomitic salts represent lagoonal· 
environments of salt deposition. The erosional surfaces indicate 
periods of leaching, which led to relative increase in the con-
centration of dolomite below these surfaces. The algae were pro-
bably carried by currents into the lagoonJ the chevroned bands were 
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Figure 129 
Laminae of halite, alternately rich (dark) and poor (light) in 
fine dolomite grains.Early diagenetic leaching produced step-
like erosion surfaces and micro-channels (below centre). Long 
straight dark line, cutting across much of the picture at a small 
angle to the lamination, may be an algal stem. 
Section vertical, nicols not crossed, magnification 12 diameters 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Figure 130 
Detail of early d~ageneti~ leaching surfaces from figure 129.The 
J 
fine dolomite crystals form grey clusters in the clear salt; direct-! 
ly below the leaching surfaces their concentration increases~as a 
result of selective dissolution.Periods of leachi~g and channel-
filling alternated repeatedly, the latter sometimes leaving chev-
ronned turbulence track (bottom right). 
Nicols not crossed, magnification 40 diameters 
Upper Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
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possibly caused by algae dragged at the bottom by the same currents. 
Deposition of carbonate in the algae may be the result of continued 
photosynthetic absorption of co2 before the plants died; rapid filling 
of the hollows by salt 'preserved their internal structure. 
Nodular varieties of dolomitic halite are much more common. 
Most of these resemble the shaly or argillaceous-dolomitic halites, 
but the semi-continuous network separating the nodules, lenses and 
euhedral crystals of halite consists here of dolomite. The network 
sometimes joins dolomite laminae, covering satt pyramids which l!e 
on the dolomite bed with their pointsprojecting upwards (Figure 65). 
This may indicate that some crystals covered the dolomite before the 
material of the overlying dolomite network was deposited upon them. 
Often the. salt is predominant and only single relics of dolomite 
occur. The colour of the salt is generally much lighter than in the 
more argillaceous varieties. Some of the relics are vertically asym-
metrical (Figure 52); their lower part fills pyramid-shaped depressions, 
while the upper surface is comparatively flat. The dolomite here is 
coarse dolomite silt, as in the Middle Syracuse Dolomite Suite, 
and as there, it also contains a few coarse quartz silt grains. 
Strongly bituminous dark laminae, halite lenses, and a 
few anhydrite needles also occur. In most cases, however, the relics 
are vertically symmetrical, their shape being the negative of the 
surrounding salt crystals. Irregular semi-continuous relics (Figure 





Loosely connected dolomite network in dark grey salt. 
Actual size 
Lower Syracuse, Watkins Glen, New York 
Fig. 131 
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[. 
r Like the genesis of' the non-laminar shale structures, that 
~· 
·· of the non-laminar dolomite structures is highly complex. It· c·em-
menced witb carbonate deposition over an uneven surface covered 
by loose salt crystals like those found in artificial evaporating 
pools. The carbonate mud precipitated partly biologically (algae), 
partly inorganically. Some of the silt-sized material may have been 
carried in by wind, blowing from the direction of carbonate dunes. 
The original structure of these primary sediments became dis-
rupted by the processes discussed above, particularly by early dia-
genetic subaerial and subaquatic leaching and recrystallization. The 
solution surfaces marked by the enrichment of dolomite~grains·indicate 
occasional dilution resulting in superficial leaching,~ at places the 
leaching may have been more extensive, widening the intricate channel 
system among the loosely packed crystals. These channels subsequently 
became filled with carbonate mud washed in from above. During periods 
of desiccation, repeated recrystallization of the salt in the capil-
la:t'y zone ma~ have aeceatuated this non-laminar structure. Finally, 
late diagenetic flowage partially obscured the primary relationships. 
* 
* * 
The salt, whether dolomitic, anhydritic, or argillaceous-dolo-
mitic-anhydritic, was apparently deposited in extensive sheets of 
very shallow water, extending northwards from the normal sea and 
periodically flooding the entire area of the "Salina Basin". This 
sheet of superhaline brine covered the non-halitic sediments, main-
ly argillaceous floodplain muds and algal biostromes. The high 
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rate of ~vaporation repeatedly increased the inclination of the 
water table to the land, exposing large surfaces of salt to sub-
aerial weathering. The salt, both subaerially exposed and the sub-
aquatic, became repeatedly flooded by mud-carrying terrestrial 
waters coming from the peneplenized Taconic Mountains in the east. 
Such inflows, as well as occasional intrusions of undersaturated 
waters from the sea, resulted in intensiv8 leaching of the inter-
crystalline channels between the loose salt crystals. These channels 
were subsequently filled by argillaceOllS or carbonate mud. Each 
subsequent exposure to air of such halite-carbonate-clay rocks 
led to increasing recrystallization of the salt in the capillary 
zone and to concentration of non-halitic impurities in an inter-
crystalline network. 
The influence of seasonal changes in the rate of evaporation 
was less intensive in areas farther from the Taconic Mountains. 
They resulted in shifts of the concentration boundaries, replacing 
from time to time salt deposition with anhydrite deposition. Reflect-
ing their respective concentrations in sea water, only fractions 
of a mm of anhydrite were deposited during the same span of time 
which dep~ited several ems of salt. Thicker anhydrite beds (tip to 
10 cm thick in the Upper Syracuse salt in Clev~land) indica~ that 
lower concentrations, probably reflecting lower rates of evapora-
tion, became occasionally established over the area for several cen~ 
turies. Due to such changes, ·it is .difficult .to calculate depositional 
time for the entire sequence~by counting the number of salt and anhydrite 
laminae. 
Pattern of cyclicity 
Statistical considerations 
In general, then, though transitional facies are common, three 
major lithologies occur in the area: 
Halite 
Dolomite, most of it biogenic or bioclastic 
Shale 
Though the shales overlying dolomite or halite are frequently 
lined at their base with and contain lenses of anhydrite, normally 
ea-sulphate does not form thicker layers. Disregarding transitional 
varieties and minor interbeds, the following Salina sequence of the 










































































Upper Vernon c s 
In the above presentation, 62 layers are differentiated. Of the 
61 contacts, shale overlies halite in 15, underlies it in 12 casFs; 
shale overlies dolomite in 7, underlies it in 10 cases; halite over-
lies dolomite in 10, underlies it in 7 cases. 
Thus dolomite occurs above shale 43% more frequently than 
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either below it or above halite.~Halite occurs above shale 20% 
more often than above dolomite, but both frequencies are consider-
ably higher (by 71 and 43 %, respectively) than that of halite 
underlying dolomite. Finally, shale overlies halite more than 
twice (2.14x) more often than it does dolomite. An SDHSDH succes-
sion is, then, preferred. 
The actual preference of such a succession is even more 
evident if we observe the probability ratios of such triplets 








which can be grouped into two infinite series: 
SDH, DHS and HSD form.SDHSDH ••• 
HDS, DSH and SHD form.HDSHDS ••• 
These triplets (with each layer participating in three triplets as 
their initial, middle and final member; :respectively) occur in the 







The succession, then, contains more than twice (2.12x) as many SDH 
than HDS-type triplets, rendering the trend even more evident. 
As far as triplets of alternating type are concerned (whose 
initial and final members·are the same), their distribution fol-








So halite alternates with shale almost twice (1.9x) more frequently 
than with dolomite, while the latter alternates with equal fre-
quency with halite or with shale. 
This lays the basis for the selection of the most frequent 
(modal, Duff and Walton,l962) triplets~ At Watkins Glen, out of 
60 triplets, 28-28 % belong to triplets fitting into the SDHSDH 
and SHSH series, while the frequency of the otherpossible series 
(HDSHns;:HDHD and SDSD) ranges only from 13-15 %. 
So while the three major rock varieties can succeed each other 
in any order, the distribution of frequencies is far from random: 
triplets of SDH-type and alternations of SH-type occur about twice 
as frequently as any other comparable set. These two mod•l cycles 
replace one an0taer horizontally as well as vertically, as dolomite 
appears and increases in thickness between the shale and the overly-
ing halite. The thickness of this dolomite appears to be :~nver$ely 
proportional to the detritus supply, often missing in the most de-
tritic periods and areas;,~nd becoming increasingly significant in 
the less argillaceous sections of the Middle and Upper Syracuse, 
particularly farther from the detritus source area. Both in the 
more and in the less argillaceous areas and sections, the occa-
sional occurrence of anhydrite at the bottom of the shale of both 
modal cycles supplements them. to form composite cycles of ASDH 
and ASH composition. 
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Genetical relationships 
The Taconic mountain-islands, marking the eastern boundary 
of the Appalachian Basin, are bordered to the northwest by 
red and green siltstones with interbedded sandstones. Farther 
to the west-northwest, these grade into the thinner grey and 
green shales exposed in the axial zone,at Watkins Glen,(Fig. 132), 
alternating with thick layers of considerably argillaceous 
halite and thinner, also argillaceous dolomite. Further to 
the west, towards the platform zone, the thickness of the 
shales decreases, while that of the less and less argilla-
ceous halites and dolomites increases; many of the thinner 
beds and laminae of anhydritic shale, particularly where al-
ternating with halite, grade into more or less clay-free an-
hydrite. 
Toward the open sea in the south (Fig. 133), the dolomites 
pass into limestones, containing increasing amounts of bio-
herms built particularly by stromatoporoids and corals. The oc-
casional presence of the same colonies in the dolomites of the 
north suggests that originally they, too, consisted of ea-car-
bonates (aragonite and Mg-calcite), and replacement of thecal-
cium carbonates by dolomite·- has been due to the increasing Mg-
concentration of sea water concomitant with evaporite formation. 
Signs of temporary desiccation are common in all of the_-major 
sediment types. They are most evident in the shales, where they are 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lenses (apparently formed in the capillary zone), and polygonal 
mudcrack systems. Discontinuous shale chips, and mudcrack systems 
restricted to single lamina~ characterize also the basal, anhydrbtic 
zones of shale layers. 
In the dolomite, desiccational phenomena occur less often. 
They are manifested in complex capillary channel systems filled 
with salt, halite spherules and anhydrite needles occurring in 
distinct horizons, and desiccational cracks at the top of the do-
lomite layers. The latter are often covered by unsorted, unrounded 
dolomite detritus. 
In the halite, desiccation can-be postulated indirectly from 
desiccational phenomena displayed by intercalating shale laminae. 
Alterations at the top of thicker salt layers, including extensive 
recrystallization, destruction of the original laminar structure, 
appearance of channels filled with anhydrite detritus, fissures 
filled with clay, and fragmented shale laminae surrounded by par-
tially recrystallized haematitic salt also reflect temporary ex-
posure to air succeeded by, or alternating with, flooding by fresh 
water or by 2agoon brines. 
Apparently, then, all three major sediment types were sub-
jected to occasional desiccation, and although this seems to have 
been less frequent in the chemical deposits, the depth. of the 
water cover does not appear to have been the only major factor de-
termining the sedimentary facies. 
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A major factor controlling deposition was, apparently, the 
intermittent supply of detritus and fresh water.from the land areas. 
Though these land areas included a few temporarily emerged portions 
of the Canadian Shield (as witnessed by the presence of red and 
green shale alternating with halite along the northern margin of 
the Michigan Basin), they consisted primarily of eroded remnants 
of the Taconic Mountains, forming long islands along the eastern 
margin of the submerged continent. They provided detritus and fresh 
water inflow into the basin, forming the only barrier in the path 
of the winds. The fact that these islands then trended parallel to 
the westerlies probably contributed to the arid climate. 
In such an arid climate, even short periods of heavy rainfalls, 
whether falling over land or sea, could have profound effects on a 
shallow sheet of brine. (The traces of such rainfalls are preserved 
in abundant raindrop marks on the bedding planes of desiccated shale 
layers). Apart from partially eroding and leaching sediments exposed 
to the air, the inflowing fresh water could inhibit evaporite deposi-
tion by maintaining a surface sheet of undersaturated water. Analysis 
of vertical and horizontal trends in the bromine content of the Salina 
salt led Kunasz (1970) to believe that '' the mechanism causing (the) 
dilution (responsible for the deposition of intercalating anhydrite 
laminae) appears to have been meteoric water which dissolved halite 
exposed during the dry 'season' and recycled it to the basin". Equally 
important is the fact that, by sweeping in large amounts of clay from 
the land area,the rains covered the previously deposited evaporites 
with a protective sheet of mud. 
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S~h rapid inflow of mud raises the sediment level in the basin. 
Upon the return of aridity, much of this sediment would be exposed 
to air even if it was slightly above sea level, since the inflow 
of sea water, restricted by friction, could not entirely compensate 
for evaporation over such vast shallow expanses and would form a 
surface tilted landward. Only occasional storms and tidal waves 
would flood the sediments, bringing in marine plankton and satu-
rating the capillary brines and surface pools. Subsequent evap-
oration would then produce surface crusts and subsurface nodules 
of Ca-sulphate or of halite coated with ea-sulphate. Desicational 
and pressure cracks would be filled with similar lateral sequences 
of carbonate , sulphate and chloride. 
Decrease in precipitation and consequent decrease in sediment 
supply would leave the subsidence uncompensated, thus preparing the 
way to the return of the sea. If the sea of normal concentration ~ 
far, pre-saturation areas are large, and bars extending from small 
micro-deltas of the island rivers are still effective in limiting 
sea water inflow, then the transgressive sea will be hypersaline 
depositing salt over much of the area. This was particularly common 
during Lower and Upper Syracuse times, resulting in alternating 
layers of halite and mudstone. If, however, the ingressing part 
of the sea is relatively undersaturated and becomes even more so 
upon occasional dilution by terrestrial waters, as· was the case 
particularly during early Middle Syracuse times, extensive-- areas 
become favourable for the growth of 003-selecting organisms. Accord-
ingly, extensive sheets of biostromes develop (mainly algae and stro-
matoporoids, with more bryozoa and Tabulata corals toward the open 
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sea), reaching from the normal sea into areas often characterized 
by halite deposition. Increasing distance from the detritus source 
and relatively low salinity (often concomitant with semi-arid cli-
mate) are favourable for the growth of such biostromes (Figure 132). 
Much of the biostromes and associated carbonate sand and silt 
bars reached to sea level and was subject to frequent desiccation, 
partic_~_ularly after their growth had stopped. The resulting precipi-
tation of halite and ea-sulphate in the capillary zone, in the form 
of spherules, concretions and cavity fillings, not only decreased 
the permeability of the rock, but also shifted the ea/Mg ratio in 
the interstitial brines, thus increasingly dolomitizing the biostromes. 
The growth of the bi~tromes was self-inhibitive: increasing the 
friction and decreasing the front of the ingressing sea wate~ they 
extended the area of pre-saturating pools, ultimately producing the 
same degree of isolation which had earlier resulted from the abundant 
inflow of clastics. Thus the biostromes gradually receded, partly 
toward the open sea and partly to the shoreline where terrestrial 
inflow maintained pseudomarine conditions. Between these two zones 
of normal sea concentration, and eventually in the pseudomarine zone 
as well, the biostromes became gradually covered by highly saturated 
brines, depositing ea-sulphate bearing halite and, during rainy sea-
sons or periods, argillaceous ea-sulphates or ea-sulphate bearing muds, 
depending on the distance from the detritus source area. The rapid 
deposition of halite, just like the rapid inflow of mud or the rapid 
growth of biostromes, resulted in occasional withdrawal of the sea 
fr(~m the rapidly rising sediment level, leading to deepreaching al-
terations in the subaerially exposed salt. 
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S Y N 0 P S I S 
On the preceding pages, we have reviewed two evaporite-
bearing sequences, distant from one another in both time and 
space. Both sequences consisted of the same lithologies (shale, 
dolomite, anhydrite and halite) and both displayed intricate 
cyclic structures. There were many differences, too, like the 
absence of potassium-bearing salt horizons and the subordinate 
presence of anhydrite in the Salina Group of the Appalachian 
Basin. Many of the similarities can be accounted for by noting 
the essentially similar tectonic-paleogeographic position of 
the two basins. 
Tectonic-paleogeographic setting 
The deposition of either sequence took place in an elongated 
basin, located between a parallel mountain range and a stable 
platform, and extended considerably over the platform. The 
basin served, through most of its history, as a collector of 
debris swept in from the rising mountain ranges of the adja-
cent orogenic zone. Its fill, several thousand meters thick, 
consists mainly of detritic suites and represents a time 
span of era magnitude. Thus the fill of North German Basin 
represents a time span extending over most of the Upper Paleo-
zoic and Mesozoic, that of the Appalachian Basin was accumu-
lated through most of the Paleozoic. The depositional time 
of the evaporite-bearing sequence formed only an infinitesi-
mally small portion of the depositional history of the basin, 
though the sequence itself comprises a more significant portion 
of the total fill. It was deposited during the later stage of 
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a period of relative tectonic calm coinciding with a period 
of aridity on the basinward side of the mountains. The lowered 
relief and the dry climate eliminating much of the detritus 
inflow, the subsidence remained uncompensated, permitting a 
marine inundation and subsequent mostly chemical deposition. 
The inflow of sea water was, at the same time, suffici-
ently inhibited (possibly by a bioconstructed bar over sub-
merged Caledonic remnants in the Zechstein and by submerged 
deltas in the Appalachian Basin) to compensate only imperfect-
ly for the high rates of evaporation in the inundated arid 
areas, thus causing rising brine concentrations and frequent 
deposition of even the more soluble salts. The inhibition 
of inflow was apparently more complete in the Zechstein than 
in the Appalachian Basin, permitting in the former recurring 
deposition of the most soluble K and Mg salts. The terrestrial 
inflow was, on the other hand, more significant in the Appala-
chian Basin, depositing shales in more significant proportions. 
Increased bacterial activity in the latter basin, possibly re-
lated to the lower concentrations and to the wider spread of 
algal life, together with the higher Fe concentrations corres-
ponding to the higher levels of terrestrial inflow, may have 
led to synsedimentary reduction of the precipitating Caso4 
and ultimately to increased pyrite deposition and a relative 
Caso4-deficiency. Similar processes have been observed by Neev 
and Emery (1967) in the Dead Sea. 
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Sedimentary imbalance 
In such a milieu, alternating deposition of diverse li-
thologies was inevitable. Even slight changes in the tempera-
ture were sufficient to make one salt stable and the other 
unstable in solution. Even slight improvements in the com-
munication with the open sea could permit the inflow of large 
volumes of sea water, altering the concentration pattern of 
the basin and redissolving large portions of its sediments. 
Even slight increases in the rate of precipitation over the 
adjoining mountain ranges could produce massive inflows of 
fresh water, changing the co~ntrationand temperature equi-
libria in the basin and sweeping in large amounts of debris 
accumulated during the preceding dry period. The occasional 
filling of the basin by rapidly depositing salts or muds as 
well as the exclusion or expulsion of sea water by temporary 
topographic barriers or offshore winds could expose large 
areas of the basin floor to subaerial evaporation, further 
increasing the concentration of brines retained in the inter-
stices and effecting deep-reaching early diagenetic changes. 
In such a sensitive system, periodic changes in the conditions 
of deposition were readily reflected in sedimentary cycles. 
Annual cycles 
The most distinct non-diurnal periods on the surface of 
this planet are produced by the alternation of winter and sum-
mer, rainy and dry season. Annual cyies are obseervable in re-
cent evaporite deposits, and the ancient ones present good ana-
logues. Perhaps the finely laminated basal carbonates and sul-
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phates of the lower Zechstein cycles, studied in great detail 
by Richter-Bernburg (1957-) are the best examples. In these 
cycles, organic-rich clay and carbonate, or, in the sulphates, 
carbonate. (lined by an orgaDic-rich fi~ and sulphate lamellae 
alternate. The annual nature of most of these cycles is gener-
ally accepted. Though observations by Neev in Dead Sea sediments 
indicate that corresponding varves do not form every year at 
present, they appear to have done so in the past (Neev and Emery 
1967). In the Zechstein, Braitsch (1962) tends to view them, 
if they are annual, as the products of seasonal concentrational 
shifts in the surface waters, toward and away from the open sea. 
The analogues he presents:do not, however, appear to be of the 
required magnitudea seas~nal inflow of terrestrial waters seems 
to provide a more adequate mechanism of control. 
The more controversial cycles involving halite are much 
more widespread throughout the sequence. Halite layers with 
parallel laminae of anhydrite or shale are common in both the 
Zechstein and the Salina Groups. Historically, they have been 
considered annual "Jahresringe" (Zimmermann, 1915). At first, 
they were attributed to changes in the temperature: anhydrite, 
less soluble in hot than in cold water, would precipitate in 
the summer, halite, less soluble in cold water, would be de-
posited during the winter. Braitsch (1962/72) points out, how-
ever, that in brines saturated in NaCl, Caso4 forms only 0.7% 
of the total NaCl+Caso4 content, compared to the 4-5, rarely 
up to 9 per cent observed in the laminated halites, therefore 
temperature fluctuations alone cannot account for the rhythmic 
structure of the latter. Bromine studies indicated that the an-
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hydrite laminae were deposited from diluted brines, so that 
only the source of the dilutant had to be established. Several 
mechanisms of periodic marine inflow have been suggested, rang-
ing from the original hypothesis of Zimmermann (1915) involv-
ing a bar breached annually by the Monsoon and re-formed by 
the counter-Monsoon, to the mechanism of seasonally shifting 
concentrations in the surface brines , suggested by Braitsch 
(1962/71), Thefirst interpretation requires somewhat arbitrary 
conditions to be sustained for much of the depositional time, 
the second would explain the lamination only within a narrow 
transitional zone. Periodic inflow of rain wa~er and terrestrial 
run-off (Stewart, 1963) seems again to offer a more adequate me-
chanism. 
Observations in the Salina Group of the Appalachian Basin 
may perhaps be taken as direct evidence in favor of the control 
of halite lamination by terrestrial run-off. Anhydrite laminae 
appearing at regular intervals in some of the salt beds of the 
platform zone become progressively more argillaceous in the di-
rection of the mountains and are replaced by anhydritic shale 
laminae in the proximity of the erogenic zone. In such a model, 
the rain water of terrestrial run-off may also provide the 
Ca-ions necessary for the precipitation of Caso4, at the same 
time freeing the Mg balancing the S04 in the brines to effect 
the Mg-metasomatism of the carbonates. 
The thickness of annual halite cycles has been an import-
ant consideration in interpreting the genetic conditions of eva-
porite-bearing sequences. If these cycles, several cm thick, are 
annual precipitates, than the depositional rate of the evaporite-
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bearing sequence greatly exceeded the rate of subsidence, 
so that the evaporites had to be deposited in a pre-existing, 
and initially deep, basin. Taking advantage of a rare oppor-
tunity of comparing the number of laminae in halite and in 
its faciological anhydrite equivalent, Jung (1959, 1968) 
found that the latter contains approximately ten times more 
annualle.mellae. His subsequent studies revealed the existence 
of the required number of anhydrite laminae in the halite as 
well, but only about 1/10 of these were visible in the out-
crop, and the rest could be seen in ~ransmitted light only. 
This observation was held by him to signify that the truly 
annual laminae of halite are ten times less thick than they 
had been thought before, and consequently their rate of depo-
sition does not significantly exceed the possible rates of 
subsidence. This would waive the necessity of postulating 
a pre-existing deep basin for the deposition of halite and 
permit the application of a shallow-water model; for such 
far-reaching conclusions, however, more evidence is yet needed. 
Solar cycles 
If the question of the relatively simple annual cycles 
is so controversial, that of the solar cycles is naturally 
much more so. Baur (1961, in Braitsch, 1962) found that even 
as far as the general weather pattern is concerned, the 11-
year period is well within the range of chance, though Braitsch 
notes that this may be due to the short duration of systematic 
measurements (extending over a few sola.r cycles) • Baur finds 
that'in the rhythmic analysis of certain weather elements an 
11-year cycle can be seen, but the amplitudes are always so 
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small that they in no way explain weather anomalies." Whether 
they explain sediment anomalies, is still more controversial. 
Fundamental studies by Richter-Bernburg (1957-1963) in the 
laminated basal anhydrites of the Stassfurt Cycle revealed 
recurring anomalous lamina thicknesses at 11-varve periods. 
Longer periods (22,J4, 45; 95, 180-200 and J80-400 varves) 
were also observed, Critics of this approach, particularly 
Braitsch (1962) and Duff et al. (1967) point to the subjec-
tive judgment involved in selecting the varves of anomalous 
thicknes~ and the lack of mathematical analysis in determin-
ing the periodicity. Systematic harmonic analysis would do 
much to clarify the problem. 
In the laminated halites, a periodicity close to the 
length of the solar cycle might be seen in the findings of 
Jung {1957, 1968) discussed above, as well as in the findings 
of Roth (1970, oral comm.) revealing a fine alternation of 
hematitic-sylvitic and pure halite laminae between twolaminae 
of argillaceous anhydrite. In these cases, the sharp difference 
between what is thought to be an annual and what is considered 
an 11-yearly lamina seems to be incongruuus with the gradual 
nature of the solar cycles; one might theorize that sediments 
are not affected until certain boundary conditions are passed 
and then the change is sharp, but as yet there is no observa-
tional evidence in favor of such a hypothesis. 
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Intermediate and major cycles 
Beyond the minor cycles discussed above, both evaporite-
bearing sequences display cycles of longer periods. Some of 
these are the major cycles of the given evaporite-bearing se-
quence (defined arbitrarily as the smallest number of cycles 
into whieh the sequence can be consistently divided); the others 
are a few meters or tens of meters thick and provide the inter-
nal structure of the major cycles. 
Some of these cycles are symmetrical, in that their upper 
portion approximates the mirror image of the lower one; others 
are asymmetrical cycles displaying a progressive or a recessive 
pattern. In the progressive cycles, the solubility of the sedi-
ments increases upvmrds, and the most soluble sediments at the 
top of one cycle are overlain, either abruptly or with a thin 
transitional zone, by the least· soluble basal sediments of the 
following cycle. In recessive cycles, this pattern is inverses 
the solubility of the sediments decreases gradually and rises 
abruptly. 
Though these groups are morphological categories, it has 
been attempted to define their genetic content. The pattern 
originally envisaged for the major cycles was that of a large 
body of sea water, cut off from the sea and gradually evaporat-
ing. This brine would then deposit a series of increasingly 
soluble salts until its complete desiccation. 
Quantitative considerations indicated that a single eva-
porating inland sea could not have deposited the salts of a 
major cycle: to account for the salts of the Stassfurt Cycle, 
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a sea about 50,000 meters deep would have had to evaporate. 
Therefore it has been assumed that the separation from the 
open sea was only partial, and an influx of sea water, con-
tinuous or periodical, replaced the evaporating water. Ea_ch 
major inundation would result in an abrupt increase in the 
dissolving capacity of the brines and partial dissolution 
of of previously deposited salts. The barrier would then 
be gradually restored and a new cycle of progressively sol-
uble sediments would be deposited. Minor reversals in this 
trend (e.g. from NaCl to caso4 ) would reflect minor improve-
ments in communication with the open sea; major reversals 
(e.g. from chlorides to shale and dolomite) would reflect 
s. major inundation. 
This model required further modification. Thus, it has 
been found that a one-v~y flow of sea water into the basin 
would not account for the observed sediment:ratios: in the 
Zechstein, the amount of carbonates and Caso4 is consider~ 
ably more than what would correspond to the amount of the 
more soluble salts (Braitsch, 1962). Therefore a counter-
current or reflux of heavy brines had to be postulated, e-
gressing into the open sea below the level of the incoming 
surface waters. Only in the late stages of chloride deposi-
tion would this reflux cease. 
The concept of reflux made the conditions of evaporite 
deposition more tenuous. Complete separation of a body of 
sea water from the open sea would, under arid conditions, 
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necessarily result in the deposition of progressively more 
soluble salts; if the separation is incomplete but sea vmter 
flows only toward the evaporating basin, this process would 
talre more time but it would produce a similar (and much thicker) 
sequence of salts. But if the flow is in both directions, no 
significant increase in concentrations has to ·ensue. Thus 
the Mediterranean, located under an arid climate and fed by 
a strong influx of oceanic water, shows only a minute increase 
in salt concentration, in spite of the narrovmess of the Straits 
and the height of the submarine threshold inhibiting the reflux. 
If such a narrow and shallow entrance is hardly sufficient 
even for a minor increase in concentration, then either a bar 
has to be postulated, reaching almost to ·sea level most of the 
time, or an extensive saturation shelf has to be envisaged. It · 
is questionable if dynamic friction in the latter would inhibit 
the reflux sufficiently to permit the required rise of concen-
trations; whereas the former would eliminate re:flux unless the 
b~r consisted of a permeable substance. Therefore a bar of porous 
sediments (reefs?) topping submerged Caledonic remnants is en-
visaged for the Zechstein, and an extensive saturation shelf 
with or without bars is suggested for the Appalachian Basin. 
In this context, we shall review the factors exercising control 
over the intermediate and major cycles. 
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l.Factors affecting the bar area 
Due ·tn the crucial influence of the bar in regulating 
the balance of influx and reflux, any factor affecting it 
would also affect the entire area of deposition. Tectonically, 
we have assumed that the bar of the Zechstein Basin was related 
to submerged remnants of the Caledonian Mountains. During a 
period that was quiet even in the active Variscan erogenic 
zone, the eroded-submerged older mountains probably did not 
exhipit much tectonic activity, but even slight intermittent 
subsidence would have been enough to lower the bar and breach 
a barrier reef, letting in large volumes of sea water into the 
basin. Subsequent sedimentation, and the growth of reef-building 
organisms, would gradually seal the bar again. Such intermittent 
breach and gradual growth of the barrier would result in the 
formation of progressive cycles in the basin. 
An eustatic rise of sea level would have the same effects, 
if it were followed by an upward growth of the bar (Stevvart, 
1963). Duff et al. (1967) see in the progressive pattern of 
the cycles an indication that changes in sea level may indeed 
have been the controlling factor.· Glacially induced eustatic 
changes during the late Permian have generally been considered 
likely, though Meyerhof (1971) believes that the glaciation did 
not coincide with the deposition of the Zechstein salt sequence. 
If the crucial top portion of the bar is bioconstructed or 
consists of soft sediments, any factor affecting sedimentation 
would affect its height. A climatic control could be exercised 
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through increased deposition of the less soluble salts along 
the inner side of the bar during the more arid periods. These 
precipitates would plug the pores of the bar sediments, thus 
inhibiting the reflux of brines and increasing the concentra-
tion of brines in the basin. The higher concentrations would 
be reflected in the reflux as well, leading to further plug-
ging. The return of the less arid climate would reverse the 
processa the inflow of terrestrial waters would produce a 
surface sheet of low concentrations, inhibiting the deposi-
tion of salts in the bar area as wel~ and thus increasing 
the permeability of the newly formed sediments. 
A self-regulating sedimentary control c.an also be en-
visaged. As the concentration of brines increases in the 
basin, the concentration of the reflux also rises. This con-
centrated reflux would first inhibit, then stop the growth 
of the reefs crowning the bar. Continuing subsidence, uncom-
pensated by reef growth, would lower the bar level and open 
up the basin to the influx of marine waters. The brines and 
consequently the reflux would be diluted, thus reestablishing 
conditions favorable for reef growth in the bar area. Renewed 
separation of the basin would again raise the concentration of 
its brines, starting a new cycle of evaporite deposition. 
2. Factors affecting the basin 
Paradoxically, the depositional cycles of an evaporite-bearing 
basin are probably least influenced by controls affecting the 
basin itself. Periodic increases in the rate of- subsidence 
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may result in repeated inundation of the coastal plains, pro-
ducing cycles of subtidal-supratidal deposits. Local differences 
in the rate of subsidence may create deeps favorable for the de-
position of K-bearing salts. Periodic rises of humidity may de-
crease evaporation and thereby inhibit the precipitation of 
salts, though usually the effect of the inflowing terrestrial 
run-off would by greater than the direct influence of risen 
humidity. The effect of rains is greatest if the basin is es-
sentially filled with salts and entirely cut off from the open 
sea1 in such cases leaching-ofthe exposed sediments by rain 
is followed by the deposition of pure salts comcomitant with 
the evaporation of the water introduced. The recessive cycles 
thus formed usually display signs indicating horizontal redis-
tribution, though actual current bedding occurs rarely (Swath 
Salt). 
3. Factors affecting the orogenic zone 
As attenti9n in the past has been focused upon controls 
influencing the hypothetical bar area, it might be promising 
to review the factors affecting the orogenic zone. Even during 
such a period of tectonic calm, minor movements may take place 
increasing the gradient and thereby the inflow of detritus into 
the basin. The increasing amount of shales, appearing even be-
tween salt layers- during the third and fourth Zechstein cycles, 
may reflect the start of tectonic activities culminating in the 
Pfalzic movements. Indirectly, tectonically induced rise of the 
mountains may also increase precipitation over them and con-
sequently increase the inflow of terrestrial \vater into the 
basin. 
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This leads us to the discussion of climatic factors. 
Periodic changes in rainfall over the adjacent mountains has 
a strong influence over the depositional processes of the eva-
porating basin~ This is particularly true of the Paleozoic, 
when the balancing effect of terrestrial vegetation was still 
limited. The debris accumulated during the preceding dry period 
was the first to be carried into the basin, giving rise to up-
ward fining cycles, further modulated by the shifting channels 
of terrestrial run-off. Pollen studies carried out on some of 
the shales at the base of the major Zechstein cycles (Kosmahl, 
1969) indicate that these indeed formed under a more humid cli-
mate than the salts, though the increase in humidity did not 
have to extend into the basin itself. In the Appalachian Basin, 
the progressive cycles seem to be due to similar climatic 
changes in the erogenic region. Apparently, periodically in-
creasing rainfall in the source area resulted~in flooding and 
silting up of the basin by muds; with subsequent decrease in 
the rainfall over the mountains, these:muds were covered by 
carbonates deposited in a pseudomarine belt receding toward 
the mountains. Ultimately, the basin was flooded by a hyper-
saline brine depositing salt. Both in the Zechstein and the 
Appalachian Basins, the thickness and grain-size of the shales 
increases toward the mountainous source area. 
Massive development of carbonates and sulphates along 
the basin margin during the lower Zechstein cycles may also 
be due to the inflow of Ca(Hco3)-bearing terrestrial waters 
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into brines rich in Mg and so4 ions. Much of the so4 would 
be deposited in the form of Caso4 , and the Mg would effect 
dolomitization and magnesitization of the accompanying car-
bonates. Though Braitsch (1962) considers this process un-
likely for the Stassfurt Cycle as it would deplete the brines 
in Mgso4 and inhibit the subsequent deposition of MgS04-bearing 
salts in the Stassfurt Potash Zone, one may not concur with 
this opinion: as the ratio between the anhydrite and potash 
salts of the StassfUrt Cycle does not correspond to the ratio 
of their composing ions in sea water, the brines providing the 
material for the deposition of Mgso4-bearing salts did not have 
to be the same ones from which the marginal Caso4-s were depo-
sited. 
When reviewing the potentially great significance of cli-
matic control, affecting the evaporating basin through its in 
fluence over the erogenic zone, a word of caution might be re-
quired. The periods of alternately higher and lower precipita-
tion exercising this control do not have to be due to global 
climatic changes. Such global fluctuations of the climate do 
exist1 they are caused by the cumulative effect of the nutation 
of the Earth's axis, precession of the equinoxes, and periodic 
changes in the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit. Though the 
irradiational changes caused thereby can be reliably calculated 
for much of the Pleistocene, further extrapolation cannot be 
done with sufficient accuracy to predict the interferences 
and determine the aetual periodicity of the resultant curve. 
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But the influence of paleogeographic factors can be greater 
than that of the astronomical ones. The rise and erosion of 
mountains, the forming and silting up of aquifers, can change 
the direction, altitude and humidity of the winds sufficiently 
to alter the pattern of precipitation. The effects of sediment 
accumulation can also modify the pattern of terrestrial run-offJ 
one may be reminded of the effects the diversion of the Amu- and 
Syr-Darya (the Oxus and Axartes of the ancients) from the Caspian 
into the Aral Sea in historic times had upon the concentration 
and sedimentation pattern of both aquifers. 
EPILOGUE 
Perhaps because their physico-chemical behavior is better 
known than that of most other sediments, the depositional con-
ditions of the evaporites are still problematic. Their delicate 
solution equilibria are easily disturbed, resulting in the for-
mation of cycles of diverse thickness and·origin. The periodic 
inflow of sea and rain water exercisesthe greatest control over 
these cycles: most cyclic phenomena attributed to one of these 
factors can equally be explained by invoking the other. The 
author feels that in the past less attention has been paid to 
the influence of rain water and terrestrial inflow than its 
significance would warrant. He conceives of the:entire deposi-
tional area of an evaporite-bearing sequence as part of the 
boundary zone between the terrestrial and marine regimes, in 
which both regimes exercise their fluctuating influence·. 
To the human mind, striving to find the single Cause, 
models involving a common control for terrestrial and marine 
inflow might be preferable. Such models may include correlated 
periodic rise in the mountains and subsidence in the bar area, 
followed by erosion of the mountains and sedimentary growth 
of the bar1 periods of increased rainfall resulting from an 
about 25% increase in the amount of water evaporated by the 
basin after its brines have been diluted by marine influx 
from concentrations corresponding to NaCl deposition to those 
of the sea water1 and inhibition of plugging the pores of the 
bar sediments by the periodic inflow of terrestrial water. 
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The fact that the deposition of massive shales mostly conin-
cides with that of the least soluble chemical sediments may 
justify such a unifying approach. 
But it is possible that our desire for unity cannot be 
gratified on this level, that sea and rain assume control in-
dependently, some carbonates and calcium sulphates being the 
product ·of the inflow of ea-bearing terrestrial water, and 
others depositing from the sea without any terrestrial con-
tribution. 
The calendar given us in the cyclic sequence is still 
waiting for its Champolion to solve its hieroglyphs. 
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